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Abstract
We propose to apply Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) to modeling computer architectures and
distributed protocols. TRSs oer a convenient way to precisely describe asynchronous systems
and can be used to verify the correctness of an implementation with respect to a speci cation.
This dissertation illustrates the use of TRSs by giving the operational semantics of a simple
instruction set, and a processor that implements the same instruction set on a micro-architecture
that allows register renaming and speculative execution.
A mechanism-oriented memory model called Commit-Reconcile & Fences (CRF) is presented
that allows scalable implementations of shared memory systems. The CRF model exposes a
semantic notion of caches, referred to as saches, and decomposes memory access operations
into simpler instructions. In CRF, a memory load operation becomes a Reconcile followed by a
Loadl, and a memory store operation becomes a Storel followed by a Commit. The CRF model
can serve as a stable interface between computer architects and compiler writers.
We design a family of cache coherence protocols for distributed shared memory systems. Each
protocol is optimized for some speci c access patterns, and contains a set of voluntary rules to
provide adaptivity that can be invoked whenever necessary. It is proved that each protocol is a
correct implementation of CRF, and thus a correct implementation of any memory model whose
programs can be translated into CRF programs. To simplify protocol design and veri cation,
we employ a novel two-stage design methodology called Imperative-&-Directive that addresses
the soundness and liveness concerns separately throughout protocol development.
Furthermore, an adaptive cache coherence protocol called Cachet is developed that provides
enormous adaptivity for programs with dierent access patterns. The Cachet protocol is a
seamless integration of multiple micro-protocols, and embodies both intra-protocol and interprotocol adaptivity that can be exploited via appropriate heuristic mechanisms to achieve optimal performance under changing program behaviors. The Cachet protocol allows store accesses
to be performed without the exclusive ownership, which can notably reduce store latency and
alleviate cache thrashing due to false sharing.
Thesis Supervisor: Arvind
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Shared memory multiprocessor systems provide a global memory image so that processors running parallel programs can exchange information and synchronize with one another by accessing shared variables. In large scale shared memory systems, the physical memory is typically
distributed across dierent sites to achieve better performance. Distributed Shared Memory
(DSM) systems implement the shared memory abstraction with a large number of processors
connected by a network, combining the scalability of network-based architectures with the convenience of shared memory programming. Caching technique allows shared variables to be
replicated in multiple sites simultaneously to reduce memory access latency. DSM systems rely
on cache coherence protocols to ensure that each processor can observe the semantic eect of
memory access operations performed by another processor in time.
The design of cache coherence protocols plays a crucial role in the construction of shared
memory systems because of its profound impact on the overall performance and implementation
complexity. It is also one of the most complicated problems because ecient cache coherence
protocols usually incorporate various optimizations, especially for cache coherence protocols
that implement relaxed memory models. This thesis elaborates on several relevant issues about
cache coherence protocols for DSM systems: what memory model should be supported, what
adaptivity can be provided and how sophisticated and adaptive cache coherence protocols can
be designed and veri ed.
A shared memory system implements a memory model that de nes the semantics of memory
access instructions. An ideal memory model should allow ecient and scalable implementations while still have simple semantics for the architect and the compiler writer to reason about.
Although various memory models have been proposed, there is little consensus on a memory
model that shared memory systems should support. Sequential consistency is easy for programmers to understand and use, but it often prohibits many architectural and compiler optimizations. On the other hand, relaxed memory models may allow various optimizations, but their
ever-changing and implementation-dependent de nitions have created a situation where even
experienced architects may have diculty articulating precisely the impact of these memory
models on program behaviors.
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What we are proposing is a mechanism-oriented memory model called Commit-Reconcile &
Fences (CRF), which exposes both data replication and instruction reordering at the instruction
set architecture level. CRF is intended for architects and compiler writers rather than for
high-level parallel programming. One motivation underlying CRF is to eliminate the modele
de l'annee aspect of many of the existing relaxed memory models while still permit ecient
implementations. The CRF model permits aggressive cache coherence protocols because no
operation explicitly or implicitly involves more than one semantic cache. A novel feature of
CRF is that many memory models can be expressed as restricted versions of CRF in that
programs written under those memory models can be translated into ecient CRF programs.
Translations of programs written under memory models such as sequential consistency and
release consistency into CRF programs are straightforward.
Parallel programs have various memory access patterns. It is highly desirable that a cache
coherence protocol can adapt its actions to changing program behaviors. This thesis attacks
the adaptivity problem from a new perspective. We develop an adaptive cache coherence
protocol called Cachet that provides a wide scope of adaptivity for DSM systems. The Cachet
protocol is a seamless integration of several micro-protocols, each of which has been optimized
for a particular memory access pattern. Furthermore, the Cachet protocol implements the
CRF model, therefore, it is automatically an implementation for all the memory models whose
programs can be translated into CRF programs.
Cache coherence protocols can be extremely complicated, especially in the presence of various optimizations. It often takes much more time in verifying the correctness of cache coherence
protocols than in designing them, and rigorous reasoning is the only way to avoid subtle errors
in sophisticated cache coherence protocols. This is why Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) is chosen as the underlying formalism to specify and verify computer architectures and distributed
protocols. We use TRSs to de ne the operational semantics of the CRF memory model so that
each CRF program has some well-de ned operational behavior. The set of rewriting rules can
be used by both architects and compiler writers to validate their implementations and optimizations. We can prove the soundness of a cache coherence protocol by showing that the TRS
specifying the protocol can be simulated by the TRS specifying the memory model.
The remainder of this chapter gives some background about memory models and cache coherence protocols. In Section 1.1, we give an overview of memory models, from sequential
consistency to some relaxed memory models. Section 1.2 discusses cache coherence protocols
and some common veri cation techniques of cache coherence protocols. Section 1.3 is a summary of major contributions of the thesis and outline of the thesis organization.

1.1 Memory Models
Caching and instruction reordering are ubiquitous features of modern computer systems and
are necessary to achieve high performance. For uniprocessor systems, these features are mostly
14

transparent and exposed only for low-level memory-mapped input and output operations. For
multiprocessor systems, however, these features are anything but transparent. Indeed, a whole
area of research has evolved around what view of memory should be presented to the programmer, the compiler writer, and the computer architect.
The essence of memory models is the correspondence between each load instruction and the
store instruction that supplies the data retrieved by the load. The memory model of uniprocessor systems is intuitive: a load operation returns the most recent value written to the address,
and a store operation binds the value for subsequent load operations. In parallel systems, notions such as \the most recent value" can become ambiguous since multiple processors access
memory concurrently. Therefore, it can be dicult to specify the resulting memory model
precisely at the architecture level 33, 36, 97]. Surveys of some well-known memory models can
be found elsewhere 1, 66].
Memory models can be generally categorized as architecture-oriented and program-oriented.
One can think of an architecture-oriented model as the low-level interface between the compiler
and the underlying architecture, while a program-oriented model the high-level interface between the compiler and the program. Many architecture-oriented memory models 61, 86, 117,
121] are direct consequences of microarchitecture optimizations such as write-buers and nonblocking caches. Every programming language has a high-level memory model 19, 56, 54, 92],
regardless of whether it is described explicitly or not. The compiler ensures that the semantics
of a program is preserved when its compiled version is executed on an architecture with some
low-level memory model.

1.1.1 Sequential Consistency
Sequential consistency 72] has been the dominant memory model in parallel computing for
decades due to its simplicity. A system is sequentially consistent if the result of any execution
is the same as if the operations of all the processors were executed in some sequential order,
and the operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order speci ed
by its program. Sequential consistency requires that memory accesses be performed in-order
on each processor, and be atomic with respect to each other. This is clearly at odds with both
instruction reordering and data caching.
Sequential consistency inevitably prevents many architecture and compiler optimizations.
For example, the architect has to be conservative in what can be reordered although dynamic
instruction reordering is desirable in the presence of unpredictable memory access latencies. The
compiler writer is aected because parallel compilers often use existing sequential compilers as
a base, and sequential compilers reorder instructions based on conventional dataow analysis.
Thus, any transformation involving instruction reordering either has to be turned o, or at
least requires more sophisticated analysis 70, 109].
The desire to achieve higher performance has led to various relaxed memory models, which
can provide more implementation exibility by exposing optimizing features such as instruc15

tion reordering and data caching at the programming level. Relaxed memory models usually
weaken either the sequentiality constraint or the atomicity constraint of sequential consistency.
A weak-ordering model allows certain memory accesses to be performed out-of-order, while a
weak-atomicity model allows a store access to be performed in some non-atomic fashion. A
relaxed memory model can accommodate both weak-ordering and weak-atomicity features simultaneously. Note that the distinction between weak-ordering and weak-atomicity is purely
based on semantics. For example, a weak-ordering system can employ data caching to improve
performance, provided that the existence of caches is semantically transparent.

1.1.2 Memory Models of Modern Microprocessors
Modern microprocessors 62, 86, 117, 121] support relaxed memory models that allow memory
accesses to be reordered. For example, the IA-64 architecture 62] allows four memory ordering
semantics: unordered, release, acquire or fence. Unordered data accesses may become visible
in any order. Release data accesses guarantee that all previous data accesses are made visible
prior to being made visible themselves. Acquire data accesses guarantee that they are made
visible prior to all subsequent data accesses. Fence operations combine the release and acquire
semantics to guarantee that all previous data accesses are made visible prior to any subsequent
data accesses being made visible.
Modern microprocessors often provide memory fences that can be used to ensure proper
ordering constraints whenever necessary. Examples of memory fences include PowerPC's Sync
instruction and Sparc's Membar instruction. Special instructions such as conditional instructions and synchronization instructions can also behave as memory fences in some processors.
Dierent manufacturers often have dierent memory models even the same manufacturer
can have dierent memory models for dierent generations of microprocessors. In Sparc 121],
for example, Total Store Order allows a load instruction to be performed before outstanding
store instructions complete, which virtually models FIFO write-buers. Partial Store Order
further allows stores to be reordered so that stores to the same cache line can be merged in
write-buers. Relaxed Memory Order allows loads and stores to be performed in arbitrary
order, provided that data dependencies of memory accesses are preserved.
Many architectural optimizations that are transparent in uniprocessors become visible in
multiprocessor systems. Dierent implementations of memory access operations can cause
subtle dierence in observable behaviors of parallel programs, giving rise to dierent memory
models. Figure 1.1 gives examples that show the impact of architectural optimizations on
program behaviors. In all the examples, the initial value of a variable is zero.
Example 1 shows a program that captures the essence of the Dekker's algorithm to enforce
mutual exclusion. It is impossible that both registers r1 and r2 obtain zero in sequential
consistency. With write-buers, however, both registers r1 and r2 may get zero since a load
can be performed before the previous store completes. In Example 2, each processor uses
an extra load as a memory fence to prevent the following load to bypass the previous store.
16

Example 1: Can both registers r1 and r2 obtain 0?
Processor 1
Processor 2
Store( ag1 ,1)
Store( ag2 ,1)
r1 := Load( ag2 )
r2 := Load( ag1 )
Example 2: With write-bu ers, can both registers r1 and r2 obtain 0?
Processor 1
Processor 2
Store( ag1 ,1)
Store( ag2 ,1)
r3 := Load( ag1 )
r4 := Load( ag2 )
r1 := Load( ag2 )
r2 := Load( ag1 )
Example 3: Can registers r1 and r2 obtain 1 and 0, respectively?
Processor 1
Processor 2
Store(buf,1)
r1 := Load( ag)
Store( ag,1)
r2 := Load(buf)
Example 4: Can registers r1 and r2 obtain 1 and 0, respectively?
Processor 1
Processor 2
Store(buf,1)
L: r1 := Load( ag)
Fence
Jz(r1 ,L)
Store( ag,1)
r2 := Load(buf)

Figure 1.1: Impact of Architectural Optimizations on Program Behaviors
Unfortunately, the extra load instruction would make no semantic dierence in the presence of
short-circuiting, which allows the load to retrieve the data from the write-buer that contains
an outstanding store to the address. Example 3 shows a program that implements the producerconsumer synchronization. In the presence of Non-FIFO write-buers or non-blocking caches,
it may appear to processor 2 that processor 1 asserts the ag before it writes the new data
to the buer. The question for Example 4 is whether the branch instruction behaves as an
implicit memory fence. With speculative execution, processor 2 can speculatively perform the
load operation to the buer before it observes the value of the ag.
As a reaction to ever-changing memory models and their complicated and imprecise de nitions, there is a desire to go back to the simple, easy-to-understand sequential consistency,
even though there are a plethora of problems in its high-performance implementation and no
compiler writer seems to adhere to its semantics. Ingenious solutions have been devised to
maintain the sequential consistency semantics so that programmers cannot detect if and when
the memory accesses are out-of-order or non-atomic. Recent advances in speculative execution
permit reordering of memory accesses without aecting the sequentiality of sequential consistency 48, 51, 125]. However, it is not clear whether such mechanisms are scalable for DSM
systems in which memory access latencies are often large and unpredictable.

1.1.3 Architecture-Oriented Memory Models
Many relaxed memory models have been proposed for DSM systems and software DSM systems.
Weak consistency 37, 106] assumes that memory accesses to shared variables are guarded by
synchronizations, and allows memory accesses between synchronizations to be performed out17

of-order and interleaved with each other. A synchronization operation cannot be performed
until all preceding ordinary memory accesses are completed an ordinary memory access cannot
be performed until all preceding synchronization operations are completed.
Release consistency 50, 49] further classi es synchronizations as acquire and release operations. Before an ordinary load or store access is allowed to perform with respect to any other
processors, all previous acquire accesses must be performed. Before a release access is allowed
to perform with respect to another processor, all previous ordinary load and store accesses must
be performed. Release consistency allows non-atomic memory accesses since the execution of
memory accesses between acquire and release operations does not have to be visible immediately
to other processors. Release consistency was rst implemented in the DASH system 79, 78].
The essence of release consistency is that memory accesses before a release must be globally
performed before the synchronization lock can be released. Lazy release consistency 68] goes
a step further. It allows a synchronization lock to be released to another processor even before
previous memory accesses have been globally performed, provided the semantic eect of those
memory accesses has become observable to the processor about to acquire the lock. This allows
coherence actions to be postponed to the acquire point, while the release operation may involve
no coherence action so that unnecessary coherence communication can be avoided. Again it can
be shown that properly synchronized programs execute correctly under both release consistency
and lazy release consistency, allowing more exibility in implementations.
Entry consistency 16] can also be viewed as an extension of release consistency on another
dimension. While each semaphore guards all shared variables in release consistency, entry consistency requires an explicit correspondence between each semaphore and the shared variables
it guards. Consequently, only the shared data guarded by the corresponding lock need to be
consistent at an acquire point. This has profound impact on programming since the the correspondence between locks and guarded shared variables must be explicit to the compiler and
run-time system. Memory models such as scope consistency 60] have also been proposed to
combine release consistency and entry consistency.
Location consistency 44, 45] models the state of a memory location as a partially ordered
multiset of write and synchronization operations. Two write operations are ordered if they are
performed on the same processor a write operation and a synchronization operation are ordered
if the processor that performs the write operation also participates in the synchronization. For
each read operation, there is a set of legal values that can be supplied. Since processors do not
have to observe the same ordering of write operations on the same memory location, a cache
coherence protocol that obeys location consistency can allow a write operation to be performed
without the exclusive ownership of the memory block.

1.1.4 Program-Oriented Memory Models
Even though sequential consistency is easy to understand, it needs to be augmented with
semaphores to make parallel programming easier. Semaphores are atomic operations to acquire
18

and release locks, which guard every shared writable variable. One of the powers of sequential
consistency is that the lock operations can be de ned in the model itself. When used properly,
locks ensure that only one processor at a time can access a shared variable (though it is often
safe to read a shared variable without acquiring the lock).
It is common practice in parallel programming to use semaphores to synchronize concurrent
processes or threads properly to avoid data races. A data race occurs when there are multiple
concurrent accesses to a shared variable, at least one of which is a write operation. Intuitively,
a program is properly-synchronized if it contains enough synchronization operations so that
conicting memory accesses are always ordered by synchronization operations (that is, data
races are limited to acquiring semaphores).
It is possible to relax some constraints of sequential consistency in many sections of properly synchronized programs. Program-oriented memory models allow memory accesses to be
reordered and store operations to be performed in some non-atomic fashion based on the common intuition that properly-synchronized programs can behave sequentially consistent on an
architecture supporting some relaxed memory model. Although it is generally undecidable if
a program is properly-synchronized, it is often relatively convenient for the programmer to
characterize each memory operation as ordinary or synchronization access.
Program-oriented memory models can be often de ned in terms of some synchronization
constraints on the program. The system guarantees to appear sequentially consistent provided
that the program conforms to the synchronization constraints 2, 3, 47]. The intuition behind
is that we can ensure sequential consistency for properly-synchronized programs by just placing
coherence restrictions on synchronizations. Therefore, the programmer can rely on sequential
consistency to reason about the program, although the memory access operations are performed
in some out-of-order and non-atomic fashion.
Program-oriented memory models usually require that ordinary memory access operations
be distinguished from synchronization operations. Furthermore, dierent synchronization operations can be exposed in dierent forms, which can have dierent coherence implications on
implementations. Synchronization operations can be classi ed as acquire and release operations, loop and non-loop operations, and so on. Based on such classi cation, notions such as
Data-Race-Free programs 2, 3] and Properly-Labeled programs 47, 46] have been developed.
Data-Race-Free-0 2] only draws distinction between ordinary accesses and synchronizations.
A program obeys Data-Race-Free-0 if, for any sequentially consistent execution, all conicting
memory accesses are ordered by the transitive relation of program order and synchronization
order. Data-Race-Free-1 3] furthermore characterizes paired synchronizations as acquire and
release operations. The Properly-Labeled programs 46, 47] can classify competing accesses
as loop and non-loop accesses, requiring the identi cation of a common class of synchronization accesses where one processor repeatedly reads a location until another processor writes a
particular value to that location.
Dag consistency 17, 18] is a memory model that is de ned on the directed acyclic graph
(dag) of user-level threads that make up a parallel computation. Intuitively, each thread ob19

serves values that are consistent with some serial execution order of the dag, but dierent
threads can observe dierent serial orders. Thus, store operations performed by a thread can
be observed by its successors, but threads that are incomparable in the dag may or may not
observe each other's write operations. Dag consistency allows load operations to retrieve values
that are based on dierent sequential executions, provided that data dependencies of the dag
are respected.
In this thesis, we propose the Commit-Reconcile & Fences (CRF) model, a mechanism-oriented
memory model that is intended for architects and compiler writers. The CRF model has a
semantic notion of caches which makes the operational behavior of data replication to be part
of the model. It decomposes memory access operations into some ner-grain instructions: a
load operation becomes a Reconcile followed by a Loadl, and a store operation becomes a Storel
followed by a Commit. A novel feature of CRF is that programs written under various memory
models such as sequential consistency and release consistency can be translated into ecient
CRF programs. With appropriate extension, CRF can also be used to de ne and improve
program-oriented memory models such as the Java memory model 85].

1.2 Cache Coherence Protocols
Shared memory multiprocessor systems provide a global address space in which processors can
exchange information and synchronize with one another. When shared variables are cached in
multiple caches simultaneously, a memory store operation performed by one processor can make
data copies of the same variable in other caches out of date. The primary objective of a cache
coherence protocol is to provide a coherent memory image for the system so that each processor
can observe the semantic eect of memory access operations performed by other processors in
time.
Shared memory systems can be implemented using dierent approaches. Typical hardware
implementations extend traditional caching techniques and use custom communication interfaces and speci c hardware support 5, 10, 20, 24, 79, 91, 93]. In Non-Uniform Memory Access
(NUMA) systems, each site contains a memory-cache controller that determines if an access
is to the local memory or some remote memory, based on the physical address of the memory
access. In Cache Only Memory Architecture (COMA) systems, each local memory behaves as
a large cache that allows shared data to be replicated and migrated. Simple COMA (S-COMA)
systems divide the task of managing the global virtual address space between hardware and software to provide automatic data migration and replication with much less expensive hardware
support. Hybrid systems can combine the advantages of NUMA and COMA systems 43, 65].
Software shared memory systems can employ virtual memory management mechanisms to
achieve sharing and coherence 9, 81]. They often exhibit COMA-like properties by migrating
and replicating pages between dierent sites. One attractive way to build scalable shared
memory systems is to use small-scale to medium-scale shared memory machines as clusters
20

that are interconnected with an o-the-shelf network 41, 126]. Such systems can eectively
couple hardware cache coherence with software DSM systems. Shared memory systems can
also be implemented via compilers that convert shared memory accesses into synchronization
and coherence primitives 105, 107].

1.2.1 Snoopy Protocols and Directory-based Protocols
There are two types of cache coherence protocols: snoopy protocols for bus-based systems and
directory-based protocols for DSM systems. In bus-based multiprocessor systems, since an
ongoing bus transaction can be observed by all the processors, appropriate coherence actions
can be taken when an operation threatening coherence is detected. Protocols that fall into
this category are called snoopy protocols because each cache snoops bus transactions to watch
memory transactions of other processors. Various snoopy protocols have been proposed 13, 38,
52, 53, 67, 96]. When a processor reads an address not in its cache, it broadcasts a read request
on the snoopy bus. Memory or the cache that has the most up-to-date copy will then supply
the data. When a processor broadcasts its intention to write an address which it does not own
exclusively, other caches need to invalidate or update their copies.
Unlike snoopy protocols, directory-based protocols do not rely upon the broadcast mechanism to invalidate or update stale copies. They maintain a directory entry for each memory
block to record the cache sites in which the memory block is currently cached. The directory
entry is often maintained at the site in which the corresponding physical memory resides. Since
the locations of shared copies are known, the protocol engine at each site can maintain coherence by employing point-to-point protocol messages. The elimination of broadcast overcomes
a major limitation on scaling cache coherent machines to large-scale multiprocessor systems.
A directory-based cache coherence protocol can be implemented with various directory structures 6, 25, 26]. The full-map directory structure 77] maintains a complete record of which
caches are sharing the memory block. In a straightforward implementation, each directory
entry contain one bit per cache site representing if that cache has a shared copy. Its main
drawback is that the directory space can be intolerable for large-scale systems. Alternative
directory structures have been proposed to overcome this problem 27, 115, 118]. Dierent
directory structures represent dierent implementation tradeos between performance and implementation complexity and cost 89, 94, 114].
A cache coherence protocol always implements some memory model that de nes the semantics for memory access operations. Most snoopy protocols ensure sequential consistency,
provided that memory accesses are performed in order. More sophisticated cache coherence
protocols can implement relaxed memory models to improve performance.

1.2.2 Adaptive Cache Coherence Protocols
Shared memory programs have various access patterns 116, 124]. Empirical evidence suggests
that no xed cache coherence protocol works well for all access patterns 15, 38, 39, 42, 122]. For
21

example, an invalidation-based MESI-like protocol assumes no correlation between processors
that access the same address before and after a write operation the protocol behaves as if the
processor that modi es an address is likely to modify the same address again in near future.
Needless to say, such a protocol is inappropriate for many common access patterns.
In shared memory systems, memory references can suer long latencies for cache misses. To
ameliorate this latency, a cache coherence protocol can be augmented with optimizations for
dierent access patterns. Generally speaking, memory accesses can be classi ed into a number
of common sharing patterns, such as the read-modify-write pattern, the producer-consumer
pattern and the migratory pattern. An adaptive system can change its actions to address
changing program behaviors. For example, Cox and Fowler 34] described an adaptive protocol
that can dynamically identify migratory shared data in order to reduce the cost of moving
them. Stenstrom et al. 119] proposed an adaptive protocol that can merge an invalidation
request with a preceding cache miss request for migratory sharing. Lebeck and Wood 76]
introduced dynamic self-invalidation to eliminate invalidation messages by having a processor
automatically invalidate its local copy of a cache block before a conicting access by another
processor. Amza et al. 8] presented a software DSM system that can adapt between singlewriter and multi-writer protocols, and allow dynamic data aggregation into larger transfer
units.
Shared memory systems can provide exible mechanisms that support various cache coherence protocols 10, 71]. A simple adaptive cache coherence protocol can incorporate multiple
protocols in order to adapt to various identi able access patterns. One major dierence in these
systems is regarding what and how access patterns are detected. Some heuristic mechanisms
have been proposed to predict and trigger appropriate protocol actions 90]. Previous research
shows that application-speci c protocols can lead to performance improvement by tailoring
cache coherence protocols to match speci c communication patterns and memory semantics of
applications 28, 42].

1.2.3 Verication of Cache Coherence Protocols
Veri cation of cache coherence protocols has gained considerable attention in recent years 4,
13, 21, 98, 99, 101, 102, 103, 120]. Most veri cation methods are based on state enumeration 63, 64] and symbolic model checking 30, 87], which can check correctness of assertions
by exhaustively exploring all reachable states of the system. For example, Stern and Dill 120]
used the Mur' system to automatically check if all reachable states satisfy certain properties
which are attached to protocol speci cations. Pong and Dubois 101] exploited the symmetry
and homogeneity of the system states by keeping track of whether zero, one or multiple copies
have been cached. This can reduce the state space and make the veri cation independent of
the number of processors. Generally speaking, the major dierence among these techniques is
the representation of protocol states and the pruning method adopted in the state expansion
process. Exponential state explosion has been a serious concern for model checker approaches,
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although various techniques have been proposed to reduce the state space.
While nite-state veri ers can be used for initial sanity checking on small scale examples,
theorem provers can be of great help for veri cation of sophisticated protocols. Akhiani et al.
7] employed a hierarchical proof technique to verify sophisticated cache coherence protocols for
the Alpha memory model. The protocols are speci ed in TLA+ 74, 75], a formal speci cation
language based on rst-order logic and set theory. Plakal et al. 31, 100] proposed a technique
based on Lamport's logical clocks that can be used to reason about cache coherence protocols.
The method associates a counter with each host and provides a time-stamping scheme that totally orders all protocol events. The total order can then be used to verify that the requirements
of speci c memory models are satis ed.
Most protocol veri cation methods verify certain invariants for cache coherence protocols.
However, it is often dicult to determine all the necessary invariants in a systematic manner,
especially for sophisticated protocols that implement relaxed memory models and incorporate
various optimizations. While some invariants are obvious (for example, two caches at the same
level should not contain the same address in the exclusive state simultaneously), many others
are motivated by particular protocol implementations instead of the speci cations of memory
models. Sometimes it is not even clear if the chosen invariants are necessary or sucient for the
correctness. This means that for the same memory model, we may have to prove very dierent
properties for dierent implementations. Therefore, these techniques are more like a bag of
useful tools for debugging cache coherence protocols, rather than for verifying them.
The diculty of protocol veri cation with current approaches can be largely attributed to
the fact that protocols are designed and veri ed separately. In our approach, both the memory
model and the protocol are expressed in the same formalism, and there is a notion that one
system implements another. We begin with the operational speci cation of the memory model,
and then develop protocols using the Imperative-&-Directive design methodology. Protocols
are designed and veri ed iteratively throughout the successive process. The invariants that
need to be veri ed usually show up systematically as lemmas that can be veri ed by induction
and case analysis on rewriting rules.

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis presents a mechanism-oriented memory model and associated adaptive cache coherence protocols that implement the memory model for DSM systems. The major contributions
of the thesis are as follows:
 Using TRSs to model computer architectures and distributed protocols. TRSs oer a
convenient way to describe asynchronous systems and can be used to prove the correctness of an implementation with respect to a speci cation. To prove its soundness, the
speci cation is shown to be able to simulate the implementation with respect to a mapping function based on the notion of drained terms. To prove its liveness, temporal logic
is employed to reason about time-varying behaviors of TRSs.
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 The CRF memory model that allows great implementation exibility for scalable DSM






systems. The CRF model exposes a semantic notion of caches, referred to as saches, and
decomposes memory load and store operations into ner-grain instructions. Programs
written under sequential consistency and various relaxed memory models can be translated
into ecient CRF programs. The precise de nition of CRF can be used to verify cache
coherence protocols.
The two-stage Imperative-&-Directive methodology that can dramatically simplify protocol design and veri cation by separating the soundness and liveness concerns throughout
protocol development. The rst stage involves imperative rules that determine the soundness, and the second stage integrates directive rules with imperative rules to ensure the
liveness. The integrated rules can be classi ed into mandatory rules and voluntary rules.
Voluntary rules can provide adaptive actions without speci c triggering conditions.
Cache coherence protocols that implement the CRF model for DSM systems. The protocols are optimized for dierent access patterns, and are distinctive in the actions performed
while committing dirty cache cells and reconciling clean cache cells. We prove that each
protocol is a correct implementation of CRF in that it only exhibits behaviors permitted
by the memory model, and is free from any type of deadlock and livelock.
A cache coherence protocol called Cachet that provides enormous adaptivity for programs
with dierent access patterns. The Cachet protocol is a seamless integration of multiple
protocols, and incorporates both intra-protocol and inter-protocol adaptivity that can
be exploited via appropriate heuristic mechanisms to achieve optimal performance under
changing program behaviors.

The remainder of this thesis is logically composed of four parts. The rst part, Chapter 2,
introduces TRS and its application in veri cation of computer systems. As an example, we show
that a processor with register renaming and speculative execution is a correct implementation
of a simple instruction set speci ed by an in-order processor. The speculative processor also
provides examples of memory instruction dispatch rules for the memory models and cache
coherence protocols that are presented in this thesis.
In the second part, Chapter 3, we de ne the CRF memory model by giving operational
semantics of memory access instructions Loadl and Storel, memory rendezvous instructions
Commit and Reconcile, and memory fence instructions. Some derived rules of CRF are discussed, and we show that many memory models can be described as restricted versions of CRF.
We also present a generalized version of CRF that allows the semantic eect of a memory store
operation to be observed by dierent processors in some non-atomic fashion.
The third part of the thesis, Chapters 4, 5, and 6, describes several cache coherence protocols
that implement CRF for DSM systems. In Chapter 4, we propose the Imperative-&-Directive
design methodology, and present the Base protocol, a straightforward implementation of CRF.
We prove its soundness by showing that each Base rule can be simulated in CRF, and its liveness
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by showing that each processor can always make progress. We develop directory-based cache
coherence protocols WP and Migratory in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
In the fourth part of the thesis, Chapter 7, an adaptive cache coherence protocol called Cachet is designed through the integration of the Base, WP and Migratory protocols. Downgrade
and upgrade operations are further discussed that allow a cache to switch from one protocol
to another dynamically. We also demonstrate that the categorization of protocol messages
into basic and composite messages can remarkably simplify the design and veri cation of cache
coherence protocols. Finally, in Chapter 8, a conclusion is drawn and some future work is
proposed.
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Chapter 2

Using TRS to Model Architectures
Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) oer a convenient way to describe parallel and asynchronous
systems, and can be used to prove an implementation's correctness with respect to a specication. The state of a system is represented as a TRS term while the state transitions are
represented as TRS rules. Although TRSs have been used extensively in programming language
research to give operational semantics, their use in architectural descriptions is novel. TRSs
can describe both deterministic and non-deterministic computations.
In microprocessors and memory systems, several actions may occur asynchronously. These
systems are not amenable to sequential descriptions because sequentiality either causes overspeci cation or does not allow consideration of situations that may arise in real implementations.
TRSs provide a natural way to describe such systems. Other formal techniques, such as Lamport's TLA 73] and Lynch's I/O automata 84], also enable us to model asynchronous systems.
While all these techniques have something in common with TRSs, we nd the use of TRSs
more intuitive in both architecture descriptions and correctness proofs.
This chapter presents a brief introduction about TRSs.1 We show that TRSs can be used
to prove the correctness of an implementation with respect to a speci cation. As an example,
we use TRSs to describe a speculative processor capable of register renaming and speculative
execution, and demonstrate that the speculative processor produces the same set of behaviors
as a simple non-pipelined implementation. The clarity of TRS descriptions allows us to model
optimizing features such as write buers and non-blocking caches.

2.1 Term Rewriting Systems
A term rewriting system is de ned as a tuple (S, R, S0 ), where S is a set of terms, R is a set of
rewriting rules, and S0 is a set of initial terms (S0  S). The state of a system is represented as
a TRS term, while the state transitions are represented as TRS terms. The general structure
of rewriting rules is as follows:
1

Part of the chapter was rst published in IEEE Micro Special Issue on \Modeling and Validation of
Microprocessors", May/June 1999. We acknowledge IEEE for the reprint permission.
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s1 if p (s1 )
! s2
where s1 and s2 are terms, and p is a predicate.

We can use a rule to rewrite a term if the rule's left-hand-side pattern matches the term
or one of its subterms and the corresponding predicate is true. The new term is generated in
accordance with the right-hand-side of the rule. If several rules apply, then any one of them
can be applied. If no rule applies, then the term cannot be rewritten any further and is said
to be in normal form. In practice, we often use abstract data types such as arrays and FIFO
queues to make the descriptions more readable.
As an example, the Euclides algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two
numbers can be expressed as follows:
GCD(x,y) if x < y
GCD(x,y) if x  y ^y 6= 0

!
!

GCD(y,x)
GCD(x-y,y)

The SK combinatory system, which has only two rules and a simple grammar for generating
terms, provides a small but fascinating example of term rewriting. These two rules are sucient
to describe any computable function.
K-rule:
S-rule:

(K.x).y
((S.x).y).z

!
!

x
(x.z).(y.z)

We can verify that, for any subterm x, the term ((S.K).K).x can be rewritten to (K.x).(K.x)
by applying the S-rule. We can rewrite the term further to x by applying the K-rule. Thus,
if we read the dot as a function application, then the term ((S.K).K) behaves as the identity
function. Notice the S-rule rearranges the dot and duplicates the term represented by x on the
right-hand-side. For architectures in which terms represent states, rules must be restricted so
that terms are not restructured or duplicated as in the S and K rules.
We say term s1 can be rewritten to term s2 in zero or more steps (s1 ! s2 ) if s1 and s2 are
identical or there exists a term s such that s1 can be rewritten to s in one step (s1 ! s ) and
s can be rewritten to s2 in zero or more steps (s ! s2). A TRS is conuent if for any term s1 ,
if s1 ! s2 and s1 ! s3 , then there exists a term s4 such that s2 ! s4 and s3 ! s4 . A TRS is
strongly terminating if a term can always be rewritten to a normal form regardless of the order
in which the rules are applied. More information about TRSs can be found elsewhere 14, 69].
0

0

0

0

0

2.2 The AX Instruction Set
We use AX, a minimalist RISC instruction set, to illustrate all the processor examples in this
chapter. The TRS description of a simple AX architecture also provides a good introductory
example to the TRS notation. In the AX instruction set (Figure 2.1), all arithmetic operations
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INST

]
]
]
]
]

r:=Loadc(v)
r:=Loadpc
r:=Op(r1 ,r2 )
Jz(r1 ,r2 )
r:=Load(r1 )
Store(r1 ,r2 )

Load-constant Instruction
Load-program-counter Instruction
Arithmetic-operation Instruction
Branch Instruction
Load Instruction
Store Instruction

Figure 2.1: AX: A Minimalist RISC Instruction Set
are performed on registers, and only the Load and Store instructions are allowed to access
memory.
We use `r' to represent a register name, `v' a value, `a' a data memory address and `ia' an
instruction memory address. An identi er may be quali ed with a subscript. We do not specify
the number of registers, the number of bits in a register or value, or the exact bit-format
of each instruction. Such details are not necessary for a high-level description of a microarchitecture but are needed for synthesis. To avoid unnecessary complications, we assume that
the instruction address space is disjoint from the data address space, so that self-modifying
code is forbidden.
Semantically, AX instructions are executed strictly according to the program order: the
program counter is incremented by one each time an instruction is executed except for the Jz
instruction, where the program counter is set appropriately according to the branch condition.
The informal meaning of the instructions is as follows:
The load-constant instruction r:=Loadc(v) puts constant v into register r. The loadprogram-counter instruction r:=Loadpc puts the program counter's content into register r.
The arithmetic-operation instruction r:=Op(r1 ,r2 ) performs the arithmetic operation speci ed
by Op on the operands speci ed by registers r1 and r2 and puts the result into register r. The
branch instruction Jz(r1 ,r2 ) sets the program counter to the target instruction address specied by register r2 if register r1 contains value zero otherwise the program counter is simply
increased by one. The load instruction r:=Load(r1 ) reads the memory cell speci ed by register
r1 , and puts the data into register r. The store instruction Store(r1 ,r2 ) writes the content of
register r2 into the memory cell speci ed by register r1 .
It is important to distinguish between variables and constants in pattern matching. A
variable matches any expression while a constant matches only itself. We use the following
notational conventions in the rewriting rules: all the special symbols such as `:=', and all the
identi ers that start with capital letters are treated as constants in pattern matching. We
use `-' to represent the wild-card term that can match any term. The grammar uses `]' as a
meta-notation to separate disjuncts.
We de ne the operational semantics of AX instructions using the PB (Base Processor) model,
a single-cycle, non-pipelined, in-order execution processor. Figure 2.2 shows the datapath for
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Sys(Proc(pc, rf, im), mem)

Figure 2.2: PB : A Single-Cycle In-Order Processor
such a system. The processor consists of a program counter (pc), a register le (rf ), and an
instruction memory (im). The program counter holds the address of the instruction to be
executed. The processor together with the data memory (mem) constitutes the whole system,
which can be represented as the TRS term Sys(Proc(pc, rf , im), mem). The semantics of each
instruction can be given as a rewriting rule which speci es how the state is modi ed after each
instruction is executed.
Note that pc, rf , im and mem can be grouped syntactically in any convenient way. Grouping
them as Sys(Proc(pc, rf , im), mem) instead of Sys(mem, pc, rf , im) provides a degree of
modularity in describing the rules that do not refer to mem. Abstract data types can also
enhance modularity. For example, rf , im and mem are all represented using arrays on which
only two operations, selection and update, can be performed. Thus, rf r] refers to the content of
register r, and rf r :=v] represents the register le after register r has been updated with value
v. Similarly, mema] refers to the content of memory location a, and mema:=v] represents
the memory with location a updated with value v. Notation Op(v1 ,v2 ) represents the result of
operation Op with operands v1 and v2 .
Loadc Rule
Proc(ia, rf , im)
if imia] = r:=Loadc(v)
! Proc(ia+1, rf r :=v], im)
Loadpc Rule
Proc(ia, rf , im)
if imia] = r:=Loadpc
! Proc(ia+1, rf r :=ia], im)
Op Rule
Proc(ia, rf , im)
if imia] = r:=Op(r1 ,r2 )
! Proc(ia+1, rf r :=v], im) where v = Op(rf r1 ],rf r2 ])
Jz-Jump Rule
Proc(ia, rf , im)
if imia] = Jz(r1 ,r2 ) ^ rf r1 ] = 0
! Proc(rf r2], rf , im)
Jz-NoJump Rule
Proc(ia, rf , im)
if imia] = Jz(r1 ,r2 ) ^ rf r1 ] 6= 0
! Proc(ia+1, rf , im)
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Current State: Sys(Proc(ia, rf , im), mem)

Rule Name Instruction at ia
Loadc
Loadpc
Op
Jz

r:=Loadc(v)
r:=Loadpc
r:=Op(r1 ,r2 )
Jz(r1 ,r2 )

Load
Store

r:=Load(r1 )
Store(r1 ,r2 )

Next pc

ia+1
ia+1
ia+1
ia+1 (if rf r1 ] = 0)
rf r2 ] (if rf r1 ] = 0)
ia+1
ia+1
6

Next rf

Next mem

rf r :=mem rf r1 ]]]
rf

mem
mem rf r1 ]:=rf r2 ]]

rf r :=v]
rf r :=ia]
rf r :=Op(rf r1 ],rf r2 ])]
rf

mem
mem
mem
mem

Figure 2.3: Operational Semantics of AX
Load Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , im), mem)
if imia] = r:=Load(r1)
! Sys(Proc(ia+1, rf r :=mema]], im), mem) where a = rf r1 ]
Store Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , im), mem)
if imia] = Store(r1 ,r2 )
! Sys(Proc(ia+1, rf , im), mema:=rf r2]]) where a = rf r1]

Since the pattern Proc(ia, rf , im) will match any processor term, the real discriminant is
the instruction at address ia. In the case of a branch instruction, further discrimination is
made based on the value of the condition register. Figure 2.3 summarizes the PB rules given
above. Given proper context, it should be easy to deduce the precise TRS rules from a tabular
description.
It is important to understand the atomic nature of these rules. Once a rule is applied, the
state speci ed by its right-hand-side must be reached before any other rule can be applied.
For example, on an Op instruction, both operands must be fetched and the result computed
and stored in the register le in one atomic action. Furthermore, the program counter must
be updated during this atomic action as well. This is why these rules describe a single-cycle,
non-pipelined implementation of AX.

2.3 Register Renaming and Speculative Execution
Many possible micro-architectures can implement the AX instruction set. For example, in a
simple pipelined architecture, instructions are fetched, executed and retired in order, and the
processor can contain as many as four or ve partially executed instructions. Storage in the form
of pipeline buers is provided to hold these partially executed instructions. More sophisticated
pipelined architectures have multiple functional units that can be specialized for integer or
oating-point calculations. In such architectures, instructions issued in order may nevertheless
complete out of order because of varying functional unit latencies. An implementation preserves
correctness by ensuring that a new instruction is not issued when there is another instruction in
the pipeline that may update any register to be read or written by the new instruction. Cray's
CDC 6600, one of the earliest examples of such an architecture, used a scoreboard to dispatch
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Figure 2.4: PS : A Processor with Register Renaming and Speculative Execution
and track partially executed instructions in the processor. In Cray-style scoreboard design, the
number of registers in the instruction set limits the number of instructions in the pipeline.
In the mid-sixties, Robert Tomasulo at IBM invented the technique of register renaming to
overcome this limitation on pipelining. He assigned a renaming tag to each instruction as it
was decoded. The following instructions used this tag to refer to the value produced by this
instruction. A renaming tag became free and could be used again once the instruction was
completed. The micro-architecture maintained the association between the register name, the
tag and the associated value (whenever the value became available). This innovative idea was
embodied in IBM 360/91 in the late sixties. By the mid-nineties, register renaming had become
commonplace and is now present in all high-end microprocessors.
An important state element in a micro-architecture with register renaming is a reorder
buer (ROB), which holds instructions that have been decoded but have not completed their
execution (see Figure 2.4). Conceptually, a ROB divides the processor into two asynchronous
parts. The rst part fetches an instruction and, after decoding and renaming registers, dumps
it into the next available slot in the ROB. The ROB slot index serves as a renaming tag, and the
instructions in the ROB always contain tags or values instead of register names. An instruction
in the ROB can be executed if all its operands are available. The second part of the processor
takes any enabled instruction out of the ROB and dispatches it to an appropriate functional
unit, including the memory system. This mechanism is very similar to the execution mechanism
in dataow architectures. Such an architecture may execute instructions out of order, especially
if functional units have dierent latencies or there are data dependencies between instructions.
In addition to register renaming, most contemporary microprocessors also permit speculative execution of instructions. On the base of the program's past behavior, the speculative
mechanisms predict the address of the next instruction to be issued. The speculative instruction's address is determined by consulting a table known as the branch target buer (BTB).
The BTB can be indexed by the program counter. If the prediction turns out to be wrong, the
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speculative instruction and all the instructions issued thereafter are abandoned, and their eect
on the processor state nulli ed. The BTB is updated according to some prediction scheme after
each branch resolution.
The speculative processor's correctness is not contingent upon how the BTB is maintained,
as long as the program counter can be set to the correct value after a misprediction. However, dierent prediction schemes can give rise to very dierent misprediction rates and thus
profoundly inuence performance. Generally, we assume that the BTB produces the correct
next instruction address for all non-branch instructions. Any processor permitting speculative
execution must ensure that a speculative instruction does not modify the programmer-visible
state until it can be \committed". Alternatively, it must save enough of the processor state
so that the correct state can be restored in case the speculation turns out to be wrong. Most
implementations use a combination of these two ideas: speculative instructions do not modify
the register le or memory until it can be determined that the prediction is correct, but they
may update the program counter. Both the current and the speculated instruction address
are recorded. Thus, speculation correctness can be determined later, and the correct program
counter can be restored in case of a wrong prediction. Typically, all the temporary state is
maintained in the ROB itself.

2.4 The PS Speculative Processor
We now present the rules for a simpli ed micro-architecture that does register renaming and
speculative execution. We achieve this simpli cation by not showing all the pipelining and not
giving the details of some hardware operations. The memory system is modeled as operating
asynchronously with respect to the processor. Thus, memory instructions in the ROB are
dispatched to the memory system via an ordered processor-to-memory buer (pmb) the memory
provides its responses via a memory-to-processor buer (mpb). Memory system details can be
added in a modular fashion without changing the processor description.
We need to add two new components, rob and btb, to the processor state, corresponding
to ROB and BTB. The reorder buer is a complex device to model because dierent types of
operations need to be performed on it. It can be thought of as a FIFO queue that is initially
empty (). We use constructor `', which is associative but not commutative, to represent this
aspect of rob. It can also be considered as an array of instruction templates, with an array
index serving as a renaming tag. It is well known that a FIFO queue can be implemented as a
circular buer using two pointers into an array. We will hide these implementation details of
rob and assume that the next available tag can be obtained.
An instruction template in rob contains the instruction address, opcode, operands and some
extra information needed to complete the instruction. For instructions that need to update a
register, the Wr(r) eld records the destination register r. For branch instructions, the Sp(pia)
eld holds the predicted instruction address pia, which will be used to determine the prediction's
correctness. Each memory access instruction maintains an extra ag to indicate whether the
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instruction is waiting to be dispatched (U), or has been dispatched to the memory (D). The
memory system returns a value for a load and an acknowledgment (Ack) for a store. We have
taken some syntactic liberties in expressing various types of instruction templates below:
ROB Entry


]
]
]
]

Itb(ia,t :=v,Wr(r))
Itb(ia,t :=Op(tv1 ,tv2 ),Wr(r))
Itb(ia,Jz(tv1 ,tv2 ),Sp(pia))
Itb(ia,t :=Load(tv1 ,mf ),Wr(r))
Itb(ia,t :=Store(tv1 ,tv2 ,mf ))

where tv stands for either a tag or a value, and the memory ag mf is either U or D. The tag
used in the store instruction template is intended to provide some exibility in coordinating
with the memory system and does not imply any register updating.

2.4.1 Instruction Fetch Rules
Each time the processor issues an instruction, the program counter is set to the address of
the next instruction to be issued. For non-branch instructions, the program counter is simply
incremented by one. Speculative execution occurs when a Jz instruction is issued: the program
counter is then set to the instruction address obtained by consulting the btb entry corresponding
to the Jz instruction's address.
When the processor issues an instruction, an instruction template is allocated in the rob. If
the instruction is to modify a register, we use an unused renaming tag (typically the index of the
rob slot) to rename the destination register, and the destination register is recorded in the Wr
eld. The tag or value of each operand register is found by searching the rob from the youngest
(rightmost) buer to the oldest (leftmost) buer until an instruction template containing the
referenced register is found. If no such buer exists in the rob, then the most up-to-date value
resides in the register le. The following lookup procedure captures this idea:
lookup(r, rf , rob)
 rf r] if Wr(r) 2= rob
lookup(r, rf , rob1  Itb(ia,t :=-,Wr(r)) rob2 )
t
if Wr(r) 2= rob2

It is beyond the scope of our discussion to give a hardware implementation of this procedure,
but it is certainly possible to do so using TRSs. Any implementation that can look up values
in the rob using a combinational circuit will suce.
Fetch-Loadc Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)
if imia] = r:=Loadc(v)
! Proc(ia+1, rf , rob  Itb(ia,t :=v,Wr(r)), btb, im)
Fetch-Loadpc Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)
if imia] = r:=Loadpc
! Proc(ia+1, rf , rob  Itb(ia,t :=ia,Wr(r)), btb, im)
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Current State: Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)

Rule Name Instruction at ia
Fetch-Loadc
Fetch-Loadpc
Fetch-Op
Fetch-Jz
Fetch-Load
Fetch-Store

r:=Loadc(v)
r:=Loadpc
r:=Op(r1 ,r2 )
Jz(r1 ,r2 )
r:=Load(r1 )
Store(r1 ,r2 )

New Template in rob

Itb(ia,t :=v,Wr(r))
Itb(ia,t :=ia,Wr(r))
Itb(ia,t :=Op(tv1 ,tv2 ),Wr(r))
Itb(ia,Jz(tv1 ,tv2 ),Sp(btb ia]))
Itb(ia,t :=Load(tv1 ,U),Wr(r))
Itb(ia,t :=Store(tv1 ,tv2,U))

Next pc
ia+1
ia+1
ia+1
btb ia]
ia+1
ia+1

Figure 2.5: PS Instruction Fetch Rules
Fetch-Op Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)
if imia] = r:=Op(r1,r2 )
! Proc(ia+1, rf , rob  Itb(ia,t :=Op(tv1 ,tv2),Wr(r)), btb, im)
Fetch-Jz Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)
if imia] = Jz(r1 ,r2 )
! Proc(pia, rf , rob  Itb(ia,Jz(tv1 ,tv2),Sp(pia)), btb, im) where pia = btbia]
Fetch-Load Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)
if imia] = r:=Load(r1)
! Proc(ia+1, rf , rob  Itb(ia,t :=Load(tv1,U),Wr(r)), btb, im)
Fetch-Store Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)
if imia] = Store(r1,r2 )
! Proc(ia+1, rf , rob  Itb(ia,t :=Store(tv1,tv2,U)), btb, im)

As an example of instruction fetch rules, consider the Fetch-Op rule, which fetches an Op
instruction and after register renaming simply puts it at the end of the rob. In all the instruction
fetch rules, t represents an unused tag, tv1 and tv2 represent the tag or value corresponding to
the operand registers r1 and r2 , respectively, that is, tv1 = lookup(r1 , rf , rob), tv2 = lookup(r2 ,
rf , rob). Figure 2.5 summarizes the instruction fetch rules.
Any implementation includes a nite number of rob entries, and the instruction fetch must
be stalled if rob is full. This availability checking can be easily modeled. A fast implementation
of the lookup procedure in hardware is quite dicult. Often a renaming table that retains the
association between a register name and its current tag is maintained separately.

2.4.2 Arithmetic Operation and Value Propagation Rules
The arithmetic operation rule states that an arithmetic operation in the rob can be performed
if both operands are available. It assigns the result to the corresponding tag. Note that
the instruction can be in any position in the rob. The forward rule sends a tag's value to
other instruction templates, while the commit rule writes the value produced by the oldest
instruction in the rob to the destination register and retires the corresponding renaming tag.
Notation rob2 v/t] means that one or more appearances of tag t in rob2 are replaced by value v.
Figure 2.6 summarizes the rules for arithmetic operation and value propagation.
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Rule Name

Current State: Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)

rob

Op
rob1 Itb(ia1 ,t :=Op(v1 ,v2 ),Wr(r)) rob2
Value-Forward rob1 Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob2 (t rob2 )
Value-Commit Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob (t = rob)










2

2

Next rob

rob1 Itb(ia1 ,t := Op(v1 ,v2 ),Wr(r)) rob2
rob1 Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob2 v/t]
rob







Next rf
rf
rf
rf r :=v]

Figure 2.6: PS Arithmetic Operation and Value Propagation Rules
Op Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Op(v1 ,v2 ),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im)
! Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob2, btb, im) where v = Op(v1 ,v2)
Value-Forward Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im)
if t 2 rob2
! Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob2v/t], btb, im)
Value-Commit Rule
Proc(ia, rf , Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r))  rob, btb, im)
if t 2= rob
! Proc(ia, rf r :=v], rob, btb, im)

The rob pattern in the commit rule dictates that the register le can only be modi ed
by the oldest instruction after it has forwarded the value to all the buers in the rob that
reference its tag. Restricting the register update to just the oldest instruction in the rob
eliminates output (write-after-write) hazards, and protects the register le from being polluted
by incorrect speculative instructions. It also provides a way to support precise interrupts. The
commit rule is needed to free up resources and to let the following instructions reuse the tag.

2.4.3 Branch Completion Rules
The branch completion rules determine if the branch prediction was correct by comparing the
predicted instruction address (pia) with the resolved branch target instruction address (nia or
ia1 +1). If they do not match (meaning the speculation was wrong), all instructions issued after
the branch instruction are aborted, and the program counter is set to the new branch target
instruction. The branch target buer btb is updated according to some prediction algorithm
btb represents the new branch target buer. Figure 2.7 summarizes the branch resolution cases.
It is worth noting that the branch rules allow branches to be resolved in any order.
0

Jump-CorrectSpec Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,Jz(0,nia),Sp(pia)) rob2 , btb, im)
if pia = nia
! Proc(ia, rf , rob1  rob2, btb , im)
Jump-WrongSpec Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,Jz(0,nia),Sp(pia)) rob2 , btb, im)
if pia 6= nia
! Proc(nia, rf , rob1, btb , im)
NoJump-CorrectSpec Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,Jz(v,-),Sp(pia)) rob2 , btb, im)
if v 6= 0 ^ pia = ia1 +1
! Proc(ia, rf , rob1  rob2, btb , im)
0

0

0
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Current State: Proc(ia, rf , rob, btb, im)

Rule Name

Jump-CorrectSpec
Jump-WrongSpec

Rule Name

NoJump-CorrectSpec
NoJump-WrongSpec

rob = rob1 Itb(ia1 ,Jz(0,nia),Sp(pia)) rob2




pia = nia
pia = nia
rob = rob1 Itb(ia1 ,Jz(v,-),Sp(pia)) rob2
v = 0, pia = ia1 +1
v = 0, pia = ia1 +1
6





6
6

6

Next rob

rob1 rob2
rob1


Next rob

rob1 rob2
rob1


Next pc
ia
nia

Next pc
ia
ia1 +1

Figure 2.7: PS Branch Completion Rules
Current State: Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1 itb rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)

Rule Name

Dispatch-Load
Dispatch-Store

Rule Name
Retire-Load
Retire-Store

itb

Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,U),Wr(r))
U, Jz = rob1
Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,U))
U, Jz = rob1
2

itb

2

Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,D),Wr(r))
Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,D))

pmb





Next itb

Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,D),Wr(r))

pmb

Next pmb

pmb t,Load(a)
h

i

pmb

Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,D))

pmb t,Store(a,v)

mpb

Next itb

Next mpb

t,v mpb
t,Ack mpb

h
h

ij

ij

Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r))
 (deleted)

h

i

mpb
mpb

Figure 2.8: PS Memory Instruction Dispatch and Completion Rules
NoJump-WrongSpec Rule
Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,Jz(v,-),Sp(pia)) rob2 , btb, im)
! Proc(ia1 +1, rf , rob1 , btb , im)
0

if v 6= 0

^

pia 6= ia1 +1

The branch resolution mechanism becomes slightly complicated if certain instructions that
need to be killed are waiting for responses from the memory system or some functional units.
In such a situation, killing may have to be postponed until rob2 does not contain an instruction
waiting for a response. (This is not possible for the rules that we have presented).

2.4.4 Memory Access Rules
Memory requests are sent to the memory system strictly in order. A request is sent only when
there is no unresolved branch instruction in front of it. The dispatch rules ip the U bit to
D and enqueue the memory request into the pmb. The memory system can respond to the
requests in any order and the response is used to update the appropriate entry in the rob. The
semicolon is used to represent an ordered queue and the vertical bar an unordered queue (that
is, the connective is both commutative and associative). Figure 2.8 summarizes the memory
instruction dispatch and completion rules.
Dispatch-Load Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,U),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
if Jz, U 2= rob1
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,D),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmbht,Load(a)i, mpb,
mem)
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Rule Name

mem pmb
mpb Next mem Next pmb Next mpb
ht,Load(a)ipmb mpb mem
pmb
mpbjht,mem a]i
ht,Store(a,v)ipmb mpb mem a:=v] pmb
mpbjht,Acki

Load-Memory mem
Store-Memory mem

Figure 2.9: A Simple Processor-Memory Interface
Dispatch-Store Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,U)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
if Jz, U 2= rob1
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,D)) rob2, btb, im), pmbht,Store(a,v)i, mpb, mem)
Retire-Load Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,D),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, ht,vijmpb, mem)
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=v,Wr(r)) rob2, btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
Retire-Store Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,D)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, ht,Ackijmpb, mem)
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  rob2, btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)

We de ne a simple interface between the processor and the memory that ensures memory
accesses are processed in order to guarantee sequential consistency in multiprocessor systems.
Figure 2.9 summarizes the rules for how the memory system handles memory requests from
the pmb. More aggressive implementations of memory access operations are possible, but they
often lead to various relaxed memory models in multiprocessor systems.
Load-Memory Rule
Sys(proc, ht,Load(a)ipmb, mpb, mem)
! Sys(proc, pmb, mpbjht,mema]i, mem)
Store-Memory Rule
Sys(proc, ht,Store(a,v)ipmb, mpb, mem)
! Sys(proc, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, mema:=v])

2.5 Using TRS to Prove Correctness
TRSs oer a convenient way to describe asynchronous systems and can be used to prove the
correctness of an implementation with respect to a speci cation. The correctness of an implementation can be described in terms of soundness and liveness properties. A soundness
property ensures that the implementation cannot take an action that is inconsistent with the
speci cation, that is, something bad does not happen. A liveness property ensures that the
implementation makes progress eventually, that is, something good does eventually happen.
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Figure 2.10: Forward Draining

2.5.1 Verication of Soundness
We use simulation to prove the soundness of an implementation. We rst build a mapping
function that maps an implementation term to a speci cation term, and then show that the
speci cation can simulate the implementation with respect to the mapping function. We de ne
the mapping function based on the notion of drained terms or drained states. Intuitively,
a drained implementation term contains no partially executed operation and therefore can
be trivially mapped to a speci cation term via a projection function (or a combination of a
projection function and a lift function).
Based on the concept of drained terms, the implementation terms are classi ed into equivalent classes where each equivalent class contains exactly one drained term as the representative
of the class. A term can be rewritten to a drained term via forward or backward draining.
Forward draining means that the term can be rewritten to the corresponding drained term according to some implementation rules backward draining means that the drained term can be
rewritten back to the term itself according to some implementation rules. Intuitively, forward
draining completes partially executed operations, while backward draining cancels partially executed operations and recovers the system state. We can specify a set of draining rules so that
for each implementation term, its normal form with respect to the draining rules represents a
drained term.
Figure 2.10 shows the use of forward draining. The speci cation allows t0 to be rewritten
to t3 by applying rules A and B  the order in which the rules are applied does not matter. The
implementation takes two consecutive steps to achieve the semantic eect of each speci cation
rule: A1 and A2 for rule A, and B 1 and B 2 for rule B . The application of rules A1 and A2
can be interleaved with the application of rules B 1 and B 2. It is obvious that s0 , s3 , s5 and
s8 are drained terms that correspond to t0 , t1 , t2 and t3 , respectively. We can use forward
draining to drain other implementation terms by completing partially executed operations this
can be achieved by chosing A2 and B 2 as the draining rules. Therefore, s1 is drained to s3 , s2
is drained to s5 , and s4 , s6 and s7 are drained to s8 .
Figure 2.11 shows the use of backward draining in a non-conuent system. The speci cation
allows t0 to be rewritten to t3 or t4 , while applying rules A and B in dierent orders can lead
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Figure 2.11: Backward Draining
to dierent results. Needless to say, s0 , s3 , s5 , s8 and s9 are drained terms that correspond to
t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 and t4 , respectively. Since forward draining would lead s4 non-deterministically to
s8 or s9 , we use backward draining to cancel partially executed operations. Therefore, s1 , s2
and s4 are drained to s0 , s6 is drained to s3 , and s7 is drained to s5 .
We can use forward and backward draining simultaneously in order to complete some partially executed operations but cancel the others. For example, Figure 2.12 shows two dierent
draining methods for the system given in Figure 2.10. The rst method uses forward draining
for rule A and backward draining for rule B , and the second method uses backward draining for
rule B and forward draining for rule A. Note that proper combination of forward and backward
draining eectively allows a term to be drained to any term, since it can always be rewritten
to the initial term via backward draining and then to the desirable term via forward draining.
Forward draining can be achieved by selecting certain implementation rules as the draining
rules. In contrast, backward draining may require that proper new rules be devised so that
partially executed operations can be rolled back. The complication of backward draining is
that certain implementation rules need to be augmented with hidden states to record the lost
information necessary for backward draining. This can happen, for example, when more than
one term can be written to the same term, or when the left-hand-side of a rule contains some
variables that are not present in the right-hand-side of the rule. Generally speaking, backward
draining is used when forward draining would lead to non-conuent results.
The formulation of mapping functions using drained terms is quite general. For example,
we can compare a system with caches to a speci cation without caches by ushing all the
cache cells. Similarly, we can compare a system with network queues to a speci cation without
network queues by extracting all the messages from the queues. The idea of a rewriting sequence
that can take a system into a drained term has an intuitive appeal for the system designer.
A typical soundness proof consists of the following steps:
 Specify a set of draining rules. Forward draining uses a subset of existing implementation
rules, and backward draining may require new rules to be introduced. Forward and
backward draining can be used together if necessary.
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Figure 2.12: Combination of Forward and Backward Draining

 Show that the draining rules are strongly terminating and conuent, that is, rewriting a



term with respect to the draining rules always terminates and reachs the same normal
form, regardless of the order in which the rules are applied. This ensures the existence of
a unique drained term for each implementation term.
De ne a mapping function that maps an implementation term to a speci cation term.
The mapping function can often be speci ed as a projection function that removes unnecessary states from drained terms. Show that the mapping function maps the initial
implementation term to the initial speci cation term.
Prove that the speci cation can simulate the implementation with respect to the mapping
function. That is, if s1 can be rewritten to s2 in the implementation, then the corresponding term of s1 can be rewritten to the corresponding term of s2 in the speci cation.

2.5.2 Verication of Liveness
We use temporal logic to reason about time-varying behaviors and liveness properties. An
execution of a system can be described as a sequence of rewriting steps, each producing a new
term by applying a rewriting rule on the current term. A sequence  is a sequence of terms hs1 ,
s2 , s3 , : : : i where s1 is a legal term (that is, s0 ! s1 where s0 is the initial term) and si ! si+1
(for i = 1, 2, : : : ).
A predicate can be de ned using boolean operators and the temporal operator \2" (always).
It can be a predicate for terms which contains no temporal operator, or a predicate for sequences
of terms which contains some temporal operators. We say a sequence satis es a term predicate
if the rst term of the sequence satis es the predicate, and a sequence satis es a rewriting rule
if the rst term of the sequence can be rewritten to the second term of the sequence according
to the rule. Since all the boolean operators can be de ned in terms of \:" and \^", it suces
to de ne the semantics of predicates as follows:
(:P )()  :P ()
(P ^Q )()  P () ^ Q ()
(2P )()  8i 2 f1 2 : : : g P (hsi , si+1 , si+2 , : : : i)
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Intuitively, \2P " means that \P is true all the times". We can de ne temporal operators
such as \3" (eventually) and \" (leads-to) using the operator \2".
 3P  : 2: P . This predicate asserts that P will be true at some future time (that is,
P is not always false). Note that by \future time" we also include the \present time".
 P Q  2(P ) 3Q ). This predicate asserts that whenever P is true, Q will be true
at some later time. This operator is transitive, meaning that any sequence satisfying
\P Q " and \Q G " also satis es \P G ".
To ensure liveness, we need to enforce some fairness throughout the system execution.
Intuitively, fairness means that if a rule is applicable, it must be applied eventually. The
fairness of concurrent systems can be expressed in terms of weak fairness and strong fairness
conditions. Weak fairness means that if a rule is applicable, it must be applied eventually or
will become impossible to apply at some later time. Strong fairness means that if a rule is
applicable, it must be applied eventually or will become impossible to apply forever.
Let Enabled(R) be the predicate that determines whether the rule R is applicable. We can
de ne weak fairness and strong fairness as follows:
WF(R)  (23R) _ (23:Enabled(R))
SF(R)  (23R) _ (32:Enabled(R))
The fairness of a rule actually refers to the fairness of the application of the rule on a
speci c redex. Note that a rule can often be applied on dierent redexes at the same time.
Unless otherwise speci ed, weak or strong fairness of a rule means the application of the rule
on any redex is weakly or strongly fair.

Theorem-WF Given predicates P and Q , P Q if the following conditions are true:

 8s (P (s) ) 9R 9s (WF(R) ^ s!R s ^ Q (s )))
 8s (P (s) ) 8R 8s (s!R s ) (Q (s ) _ P (s )))).
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

Theorem-SF Given predicates P and Q , P Q if the following conditions are true:

 8s (P (s) ) 9R 9s (SF(R) ^ s!R s ^ Q (s )))
 8s (P (s) ) 8R 8s (s!R s ) (Q (s ) _ 9G (G (s ) ^ (G P ))))).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Although the operator \2" can be used to specify properties such as what will happen
eventually, it does not allow us to express properties such as what will happen in the next term
of a sequence. This constraint is deliberate because an implementation can often take various
number of steps to achieve the semantic eect of a single step in a speci cation. Therefore, it
makes little sense for a speci cation to require that something must happen in the next step of
an execution.
However, some additional temporal operators can be used to simplify the liveness proof.
The operator \ " (next) is introduced for this purpose: the predicate ( P )(hs1 , s2 , s3 , : : : i)
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is true if and only if P (hs2 , s3 , : : : i) is true. Intuitively, \ P " means that \P will be true in
the next term of the sequence. Note that this operator cannot appear in liveness speci cations
it can only be used in liveness proofs. In the following theorems, let P , Q , F , G and H be
predicates regarding a sequence of terms.

Theorem-A: P Q if

 (P ^G ) Q 
 2(P ) :Q )
 2((:P ^ P ) ) G )
 P (s0) ) G (s0) where s0 is the initial term of the system.
Proof Let  be a sequence of terms hs0 , s1 , s2 , : : : i where s0 is the initial term. Without
losing generality, we assume 9i 2 f0 1 : : :g P (si ). There are two cases:
 8j 2 f0 1 : : :  ig P (sj ). This implies G (s0) and 8j 2 f0 1 : : :  ig :Q (sj ). Therefore,
9k 2 fi + 1 i + 2 : : :g Q (sk ).
 9m 2 f0 1 : : :  i ; 1g (:P (sm) ^ 8j 2 fm + 1 : : :  ig P (sj )). This implies G (sm+1) and
8j 2 fm + 1 m + 2 : : :  ig :Q (sj ). Therefore, 9k 2 fi + 1 i + 2 : : :g Q (sk ). 2
Theorem-B: P (P ^Q ) if

 P Q 
 2((P ^ :P ) ) Q ).

Proof Let  be a sequence of terms hs1 , s2, : : : i. Without losing generality, we assume P (s1).
This implies 9i 2 f1 2 : : :g Q (si ). There are two cases:
 8j 2 f1 2 : : :  ig P (sj ). Therefore, P (si) ^ Q (si).
 9k 2 f1 2 : : :  i ; 1g (P (sk ) ^ :P (sk+1)). This implies P (sk ) ^ Q (sk ).

2

Theorem-C: (P ^G ^F )((Q ^G ^F )_H ) if

 P Q 
 2((G ^ :G ) ) H )
 2((G ^F ) ) F ).

Proof Let  be a sequence of terms hs1 , s2, : : : i. Without losing generality, we assume P (s1 )

^ G (s1) ^ F (s1). This implies 9i 2 f1 2 : : :g Q (si). There are two cases:
 8j 2 f1 2 : : :  ig G (sj ). This implies 8j 2 f1 2 : : :  ig F (sj ). Therefore, Q (si) ^ G (si )
^ F (si).
 9k 2 f1 2 : : :  i ; 1g (G (sk ) ^ :G (sk+1)). This implies H (sk+1). 2
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Figure 2.13: Draining the Processor
Throughout the thesis, the theorems above will be used in the proofs of the liveness of cache
coherence protocols. General information about temporal and modal logic can be found elsewhere 40].

2.6 The Correctness of the PS Model
One way to prove that the speculative processor is a correct implementation of the AX instruction set is to show that PB and PS can simulate each other in regard to some observable
property. A natural observation function is the one that can extract all the programmer visible
state, including the program counter, the register le and the memory, from the system. One
can think of an observation function in terms of a print instruction that prints part or all of
the programmer visible state. If model A can simulate model B, then for any program, model
A should be able to print whatever model B prints during the execution.
The programmer visible state of PB is obvious { it is the whole term. The PB model does
not have any hidden state. It is a bit tricky to extract the corresponding values of pc, rf
and mem from the PS model because of the partially or speculatively executed instructions.
However, if we consider only those PS states where the rob, pmb and mpb are empty, then it is
straightforward to nd the corresponding PB state. We will call such states of PS the drained
states.
It is easy to show that PS can simulate each rule of PB . Given a PB term s1 , a PS term t1
is created such that it has the same values of pc, rf , im and mem, and its rob, pmb and mpb are
all empty. Now, if s1 can be rewritten to s2 according to some PB rule, we can apply a sequence
of PS rules to t1 to obtain t2 such that t2 is in a drained state and has the same programmer
visible state as s2 . In this manner, PS can simulate each move of PB .
Simulation in the other direction is tricky because we need to nd a PB term corresponding
to each term of PS (not just the terms in the drained state). We need to somehow extract the
programmer visible state from any PS term. There are several ways to drive a PS term to a
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Figure 2.14: Simulation of Instruction Fetch Rules
drained state using the PS rules, and each way may lead to a dierent drained state.
As an example, consider the snapshot shown in Figure 2.13 (a) (we have not shown pmb
and mpb let us assume both are empty). There are at least two ways to drive this term into a
drained state. One way is to stop fetching instructions and complete all the partially executed
instructions. This process can be thought of as applying a subset of the PS rules (all the rules
except the instruction fetch rules) to the term. After repeated application of such rules, the rob
should become empty and the system should reach a drained state. Figure 2.13 (b) shows such a
situation, where in the process of draining the pipeline, we discover that the branch speculation
was wrong. An alternative way is to rollback the execution by killing all the partially executed
instructions and restoring the pc to the address of the oldest killed instruction. Figure 2.13 (c)
shows that the drained state obtained in this manner. Note that this drained state is dierent
from the one obtained by completing the partially executed instructions. The two draining
methods represent two extremes. By carefully selecting the rules that are applied to reach the
drained state, we can allow certain instructions in the rob to be completed and the rest to be
killed.
In the remainder of this section, we demonstrate the simulation of PS by PB with respect to
the draining rules that include all the PS rules except the instruction fetch rules. It can be shown
by induction and case analysis that the draining rules are strongly terminating and conuent,
that is, rewriting a PS term with respect to the draining rules always terminates and reaches
the same normal form regardless of the order in which the rules are applied. Furthermore, it
can be shown that the rob, pmb and mpb all become empty in the normal form, which is also
referred to as the drained term. Given a PS term s, the corresponding PB term f (s) can be
obtained by projecting the drained term to a PB term (that is, removing rob, btb, pmb and
mpb).
It is obvious that the initial PS term is mapped to the initial PB term. Assume s1 can be
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rewritten to s2 according to rule R. If R is not an instruction fetch rule, then s1 and s2 have
the same drained term since R is a draining rule. Figure 2.14 shows the simulation when R is
an instruction fetch rule. We use sn to represent the drained term of s1 . There are two possible
cases:
 If the draining of s1 ever invokes a misprediction-recover rule (Jump-WrongSpec or
NoJump-WrongSpec), then s1 and s2 have the same drained term (see Figure 2.14 (a)).
 If the draining of s1 does not invoke any misprediction-recover rule, then there exists a
term sn+1 such that sn can be rewritten to sn+1 according to rule R, while s2 can be
rewritten to sn+1 according to the draining rules. Therefore, f (s1 ) can be rewritten to
f (s2 ) according to the corresponding PB rule (see Figure 2.14 (b)).
When a system has many rules, the correctness proofs can quickly become tedious. Use of
theorem provers, such as PVS 95], and model checkers, such as Murphi 35], can alleviate this
problem. TRS descriptions, augmented with proper information about the system building
blocks, also hold the promise of high-level synthesis. High-level architectural descriptions that
are both automatically synthesizable and veri able would permit architectural exploration at
a fraction of the time and cost required by current commercial tools.

2.7 Relaxed Memory Access Operations
Memory access instructions can be implemented more aggressively while still preserving the
instruction semantics. For example, write buers and non-blocking caches can be employed
to reduce or hide memory access latencies. We can use relaxed memory access rules to model
these architectural optimizations. Such techniques are often aimed at performance optimization
for sequential programs, and can have subtle semantic implications in multiprocessor systems.
They are transparent for sequential programs but often exposed programmatically for parallel
programs.

Write buers: A common architectural optimization is to allow a load instruction to bypass

preceding store instructions which are waiting in the write buer, as long as there is no address
conict between the load and store instructions.
Sys(proc, pmb1 ht,Load(a)ipmb2 , mpb, mem)
if Load, Store(a,-) 2= pmb1

!

Sys(proc, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,mema]i, mem)

Short-circuiting: It is common for an architecture with write buers to allow a load instruction to obtain the data from the write buer if there is an outstanding store instruction to the
same address.
Sys(proc, pmb1 ht ,Store(a,v)ipmb2 ht,Load(a)ipmb3 , mpb, mem)
if Store(a,-) 2= pmb2

!

0

Sys(proc, pmb1 ht ,Store(a,v)ipmb2 pmb3 , mpbjht,vi, mem)
0
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Non-FIFO write buers: Some architectures with write buers assume that store instructions can be reordered in a write buer. This allows stores to the same cache line to be merged
into one burst bus transactions.
Sys(proc, pmb1 ht,Store(a,v)ipmb2 , mpb, mem)
if Load, Store(a,-) 2= pmb1

!

Sys(proc, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,Acki, mema:=v])

Non-blocking caches: Modern architectures often have non-blocking caches to allow multiple outstanding load instructions. This eectively allows loads to be performed out-of-order.

!

Sys(proc, pmb1 ht,Load(a)ipmb2 , mpb, mem)
Sys(proc, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,mema]i, mem)

if Store 2= pmb1

A relaxed implementation of memory operations allows memory accesses to be performed in
arbitrary order, provided that data dependences of the program are preserved. A load instruction can be performed if there is no preceding store instruction on the same address. A store
instruction can be performed if there is no preceding load or store instruction on the same
address. The short-circuit rule allows a load to obtain the data from a preceding store before
the data is written to the memory.
Relaxed-Load-Memory Rule
Sys(proc, pmb1 ht,Load(a)ipmb2 , mpb, mem)
if Store(a,-) 2= pmb1
! Sys(proc, pmb1 pmb2, mpbjht,mema]i, mem)
Relaxed-Store-Memory Rule
Sys(proc, pmb1 ht,Store(a,v)ipmb2 , mpb, mem)
if Load(a), Store(a,-) 2= pmb1
! Sys(proc, pmb1 pmb2, mpbjht,Acki, mema:=v])
Short-Circuit Rule
Sys(proc, pmb1 ht ,Store(a,v)ipmb2 ht,Load(a)ipmb3 , mpb, mem)
if Store(a,-) 2= pmb2
! Sys(proc, pmb1 ht ,Store(a,v)ipmb2 pmb3 , mpbjht,vi, mem)
0

0

We can use the relaxed memory access rules above as a more ecient processor-memory
interface for PS (this inevitably leads to a relaxed memory model in multiprocessor systems). We
can further allow memory instructions to be dispatched out-of-order (t represents an unresolved
tag):
0

Relaxed-Dispatch-Load Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,U),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
if Jz, Load(t ,U), Store(-,t ,U), Store(t ,-,U) Store(a,-,U) 2= rob1
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,D),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmbht,Load(a)i, mpb,
mem)
Relaxed-Dispatch-Store Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,U)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
if Jz, Load(t ,U), Store(-,t ,U), Store(t ,-,U) Load(a,U), Store(a,-,U) 2= rob1
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,D)) rob2, btb, im), pmbht,Store(a,v)i, mpb, mem)
0

0

0

0

0

0
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It can be shown that the relaxed dispatch rules have no semantic impact on program behaviors in multiprocessor systems that employ the relaxed memory access rules. This is obvious
because a processor dispatches a memory instruction only when there is no data dependence
between the instruction and all the preceding instructions which have not been dispatched.
The relaxed dispatch rules do not allow a memory instruction to be dispatched if a preceding
instruction contains an unresolved tag. A more aggressive implementation can relax this constraint so that a memory instruction can be dispatched even if a preceding instruction contains
an unknown address or data, as long as there is no data dependence. Furthermore, we can
allow speculative load instructions to be dispatched. (This requires slight modi cation of the
branch completion rules since a dispatched load instruction on a wrong speculation path cannot
be killed before the response from the memory is discarded). Therefore, a load instruction can
be dispatched if there is no undispatched store in front it in the rob that may write to the same
address a store instruction can be dispatched if it is not on a speculative path and there is
no undispatched load or store in front it in the rob that may read from or write to the same
address.
Aggressive-Dispatch-Load Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,U),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
if Store(a,-,U), Store(t ,-,U) 2= rob1
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Load(a,D),Wr(r)) rob2 , btb, im), pmbht,Load(a)i, mpb,
mem)
Aggressive-Dispatch-Store Rule
Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,U)) rob2 , btb, im), pmb, mpb, mem)
if Jz, Load(a,U), Load(t ,U), Store(a,-,U), Store(t ,-,U) 2= rob1
! Sys(Proc(ia, rf , rob1  Itb(ia1 ,t :=Store(a,v,D)) rob2, btb, im), pmbht,Store(a,v)i, mpb, mem)
0

0

0

In the architectural optimizations we have discussed so far, we do not allow value speculation 82, 83]. A memory instruction cannot be performed if it has an unknown address or data.
Furthermore, a load instruction cannot be performed if a preceding store instruction has an
unresolved address, and a store instruction cannot be performed if a preceding load or store
instruction has an unresolved address. We also do not allow speculative store instructions. Such
constraints can be relaxed with value speculation to achieve better performance. Conceptually,
value speculation allows a processor to chose an arbitrary value for any unresolved variable at
any time, provided that all the speculative instructions can be killed if the speculation turns
out to be wrong. Many speculative mechanisms and compiler optimizations are special cases
of value speculation. However, the impact of value speculation on program behaviors can be
dicult to understand in multiprocessor systems.
Modern microprocessors contain various architecture features designed to improve performance,
such as branch prediction, speculative execution, non-blocking caches, dynamic scheduling,
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superscalar execution and many others. All these features add complexity to the architecture and interact with each other, making the veri cation task more dicult. In recent
years, considerable attention has focused on formal speci cation and veri cation of architectures 22, 23, 32, 57, 88, 104, 123]. For example, Burch and Dill 23] described a technique which
automatically compares a pipelined implementation to an architectural speci cation and produces debugging information for incorrect processor design. Levitt and Olukotun 80] proposed
a methodology that iteratively de-constructs a pipeline by merging adjacent pipeline stages
thereby allowing veri cations to be done in a number of easier steps. Windley 123] presented a
case study which uses abstract theories to hierarchically verify microprocessor implementations
formalized in HOL. Windley's methodology is similar to ours in the sense that the correctness
theorem states the implementation implies the behavior speci cation. The most critical step
in the proof is the de nition of the abstract mapping function to map the states of the implementation system into the states of the speci cation system. Our mapping functions based on
draining rules are more intuitive because of the use of TRSs.
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Chapter 3

The Commit-Reconcile & Fences
Memory Model
CRF (Commit-Reconcile & Fences) is a mechanism-oriented memory model and intended for
architects and compiler writers rather than for high-level parallel programming. It is de ned
by giving algebraic semantics to the memory related instructions so that every CRF program
has a well-de ned operational behavior. The CRF mechanisms give architects great exibility
for ecient implementations, and give compiler writers all the control they need. They can be
incorporated in stages in future systems without loss of compatibility with existing systems.
In Section 3.1 we de ne the CRF memory model using Term Rewriting Systems. We then
present some derived rules of CRF in Section 3.2, and discuss coarse-grain CRF instructions in
Section 3.3. Section 3.4 demonstrates the universality of CRF by showing that programs under
many existing memory models can be translated into CRF programs, and CRF programs can
run eciently on many existing systems. A generalized model of CRF is presented in Section 3.5,
which allows writeback operations to be performed in dierent orders with respect to dierent
cache sites.

3.1 The CRF Model
The CRF model has a semantic notion of caches, referred to as saches, which makes the operational behavior of data replication to be part of the model. Figure 3.1 gives the CRF
instructions. The CRF instructions can be classi ed into three categories: memory access
instructions Loadl (load-local) and Storel (store-local), memory rendezvous instructions Commit and Reconcile, and memory fence instructions. There are four types of memory fences:
Fencerr , Fencerw , Fencewr and Fenceww , which correspond to read-read, read-write, write-read,
and write-write fences, respectively.
CRF exposes both data replication and instruction reordering at the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) level. Figure 3.2 gives the system con guration of CRF. The system contains a
memory and a set of sites. Each site has a semantic cache, on which Loadl and Storel instructions operate. The Commit and Reconcile instructions can be used to ensure that the data
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INST

]
]
]

Loadl(a) ] Storel(a,v)
Commit(a) ] Reconcile(a)
Fencerr(a1 ,a2 ) ] Fencerw (a1 ,a2 )
Fencewr (a1 ,a2 ) ] Fenceww (a1 ,a2 )

Figure 3.1: CRF Instructions
proc
pmb

mpb

sache

proc
pmb

mpb

sache

proc
pmb

mpb

sache

memory

SYS
SITEs
SITE
SACHE
CSTATE
PMB
MPB
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Sys(MEM, SITEs)
SITE ] SITE j SITEs
Site(SACHE, PMB, MPB, PROC)
] Cell(a,v,CSTATE) j SACHE
Clean ] Dirty
] ht,INSTiPMB
] ht,REPLYijMPB
v ] Ack

System
Set of Sites
Site
Semantic Cache
Cache State
Processor-to-Memory Buer
Memory-to-Processor Buer
Reply

Figure 3.2: System Con guration of CRF
produced by one processor can be observed by another processor whenever necessary. CRF
allows memory accesses to be reordered as long as data dependence constraints are preserved.
The de nition of CRF includes two sets of rules. The rst set of rules speci es the execution
of Loadl, Storel, Commit and Reconcile instructions. It also includes rules that govern the
data propagation between semantic caches and memory. The second set of rules deals with
instruction reordering and memory fences. We also refer to the rst set of rules as the CommitReconcile (CR) model, because these rules by themselves de ne a memory model which is the
same as CRF except that instructions are executed strictly in-order.

3.1.1 The CR Model
There are two states for sache cells, Clean and Dirty. The Clean state indicates that the data
has not been modi ed since it was cached or last written back. The Dirty state indicates that
the data has been modi ed and has not been written back to the memory since then. Note in
CRF, dierent saches can have a cell with the same address but dierent values.
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Storel(a,v)
Producer Commit(a)
writeback

Consumer Reconcile(a)
Loadl(a)
cache

Memory

Figure 3.3: Producer-Consumer Synchronization in CRF

Loadl and Storel Rules: A Loadl or Storel can be performed if the address is cached in the
sache.

CRF-Loadl Rule
Site(sache, ht,Loadl(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
if Cell(a,v,-) 2 sache
! Site(sache, pmb, mpbjht,vi, proc)
CRF-Storel Rule
Site(Cell(a,-,-) j sache, ht,Storel(a,v)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(Cell(a,v,Dirty) j sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

Although the store rule above requires that the address be cached before the Storel can
be performed, it makes no semantic dierence to allow the Storel to be performed even if the
address is not cached. This is because, if the address is not cached, the sache can rst obtain a
Clean copy from the memory (by applying the cache rule given below), and then perform the
Storel access. This can be represented by a straightforward derived rule.

Commit and Reconcile Rules: A Commit can be completed if the address is uncached or
cached in the Clean state. A Reconcile can be completed if the address is uncached or cached
in the Dirty state.
CRF-Commit Rule
Site(sache, ht,Commit(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
CRF-Reconcile Rule
Site(sache, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

if Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2= sache
if Cell(a,-,Clean) 2= sache

On a Commit operation, if the address is cached and the cell's state is Dirty, the data
must be rst written back to the memory (by applying the writeback rule given below). On a
Reconcile operation, if the address is cached and the cell's state is Clean, the cell must be rst
purged from the sache (by applying the purge rule given below).
We can use Commit and Reconcile instructions to implement producer-consumer synchronization. The memory behaves as the rendezvous between the producer and the consumer: the
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Rule Name

Instruction

CRF-Storel

Storel(a,v)

CRF-Commit

Commit(a)

CRF-Reconcile

Reconcile(a)

Rule Name

Cstate
a 2= sache

CRF-Loadl

CRF-Cache
CRF-Writeback
CRF-Purge

Loadl(a)

Processor Rules
Cstate
Action
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,-,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a 2= sache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a 2= sache

retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire

Background Rules
Mstate
Next Cstate

Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v,Dirty) Cell(a,-)
Cell(a,-,Clean) Cell(a,v)

Next Cstate

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a 2= sache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a 2= sache

Next Mstate

Cell(a,v,Clean) Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v,Clean) Cell(a,v)
a 2= sache
Cell(a,v)

Figure 3.4: Summary of CR Rules
producer performs a commit operation to guarantee that the modi ed data has been written
back to the memory, while the consumer performs a reconcile operation to guarantee that the
stale copy, if any, has been purged from the sache so that subsequent load operations must
retrieve the data from the memory (see Figure 3.3).

Cache, Writeback and Purge Rules: A sache can obtain a Clean copy from the memory,

if the address is not cached at the time (thus no sache can contain more than one copy for the
same address). A Dirty copy can be written back to the memory, after which the sache state
becomes Clean. A Clean copy can be purged from the sache at any time, but cannot be written
back to the memory. These rules are also called background rules, since they can be applied
even though no instruction is executed by any processor.
CRF-Cache Rule
Sys(mem, Site(sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if a 2= sache
! Sys(mem, Site(Cell(a,mema],Clean) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
CRF-Writeback Rule
Sys(mem, Site(Cell(a,v,Dirty) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
! Sys(mema:=v], Site(Cell(a,v,Clean) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
CRF-Purge Rule
Site(Cell(a,-,Clean) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(sache, pmb, mpb, proc)

The CR rules are summarized in Figure 3.4. The seven rules are classi ed into two categories: the processor rules and the background rules. Each processor rule processes a memory
instruction to completion. When an instruction is completed (retired), it is removed from
the processor-to-memory buer and the corresponding data or acknowledgment is sent to the
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Commit/Reconcile

Loadl/Commit

Invalid

Loadl/Storel/Reconcile
Storel

Purge

Clean
Cache

Dirty
Writeback

Figure 3.5: Semantic Cache State Transitions of CRF
memory-to-processor buer. Each background rule involves state transitions at both the sache
and the memory side. Figure 3.5 shows the sache state transitions of CRF.

3.1.2 Reordering and Fence Rules
CRF allows reordering of memory accesses provided data dependence constraints are preserved,
and provides memory fences to enforce ordering if needed. We chose ne-grain fences to de ne
the memory model. There are four types of memory fences to control reordering: Fencerr ,
Fencerw , Fencewr and Fenceww . Each memory fence has a pair of arguments, a pre-address
and a post-address, and imposes an ordering constraint between memory operations involving
the corresponding addresses. For example, Fencerw (a1 ,a2 ) ensures that any preceding Loadl
to location a1 must be performed before any following Storel to location a2 can be performed.
This implies that instructions Loadl(a1 ) and Storel(a2 ,v) separated by Fencerw (a1 ,a2 ) cannot
be reordered.
To allow maximal reordering exibility, CRF allows memory access instructions to be reordered if they access dierent addresses or if they are both Loadl instructions. Furthermore,
memory rendezvous instructions can always be reordered with respect to each other, and memory fence instructions can always be reordered with respect to each other. CRF does not reorder
the following instruction sequences:
 Storel(a,-) Loadl(a)
 Loadl(a) Storel(a,-)
 Storel(a,-) Storel(a,-)
 Reconcile(a) Loadl(a)
 Storel(a,-) Commit(a)
 Loadl(a) Fencer (a,-)
 Commit(a) Fencew (a,-)
 Fencer (a) Reconcile(a)
 Fencew (a) Storel(a,-)
We use shorthand notation Fencer to represent a Fencerr or Fencerw instruction, and
Fencew to represent a Fencewr or Fenceww instruction. Similarly, we use Fencer to represent
a Fencerr or Fencewr instruction, and Fencew to represent a Fencerw or Fenceww instruction.
We use Fence to represent any type of fence instruction. Note that a Fencew instruction
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I1 +

I2 ) Loadl Storel
(a )
true
a 6= a
true
true
true
true
true
a 6= a
0

Loadl(a)
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Fencerr (a1 ,a2 )
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(a ,v )
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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true
true
true
true
true
true
0

0
0

Fencerw
(a1 ,a2 )
a 6= a1
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true
true
true
true
true
true
0

0
0

Fencewr
(a1 ,a2 )
true
true
true
true
true
true
a 6= a1
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0

0

0

Fenceww
(a1 ,a2 )
true
true
true
true
true
true
a 6= a1
true
0

0

0

Commit
(a )
true
a 6= a
true
true
true
true
true
true
0

0

Reconcile
(a )
true
true
a2 6= a
true
a2 6= a
true
true
true
0

0

0

Figure 3.6: Instruction Reordering Table of CRF
imposes ordering constraints on preceding Commit instructions instead of Storel instructions,
since only a Commit can force the dirty copy to be written back to the memory. It makes little
sense to ensure a Storel is completed if it is not followed by a Commit. Likewise, a Fencer
instruction imposes ordering constraints on following Reconcile instructions instead of Loadl
instructions, since only a Reconcile can force a stale copy to be purged. It makes little sense to
postpone a Loadl if it is not preceded by a Reconcile.
Figure 3.6 concisely de nes the conditions under which two adjacent CRF instructions can
be reordered (assume instruction I1 precedes instruction I2 , and a `true' condition indicates that
the reordering is allowed). The underlying rationale is to allow maximum reordering exibility
for out-of-order execution. There are 64 reordering rules de ned by the reordering table. As
an example, the rule corresponding to the Storel-Storel entry allows two Storel instructions to
be reordered if they access dierent addresses:
CRF-Reorder-Storel-Storel Rule
ht,Storel(a,v)iht ,Storel(a ,v )i
! ht ,Storel(a ,v )iht,Storel(a,v)i
0

0

0

0

0

0

if a 6= a

0

This rule is commutative in the sense that reordered instructions can be reordered back.
However, not all the reordering rules commute. For example, the rule represented by the Fencerr Loadl entry does not commute: once the reordering is performed, the instructions cannot be
reordered back unless the address of the Loadl instruction and the pre-address of the Fencerr
instruction are dierent (according to the Loadl-Fencerr entry).
We also need a rule to discharge a memory fence:
CRF-Fence Rule
Site(sache, ht,Fence  (a1 ,a2 )ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

It is worth pointing out that appropriate extension is needed for CRF in order to de ne the
semantics of synchronization instructions such as Test-&-Set, Swap, Lock/Unlock and Load&-Reserve/Store-Conditional. The CRF model by itself contains no particular synchronization
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instructions, because of the lack of consensus on what synchronization instructions should be
supported. To capture the atomicity requirement of read-modify-write operations, we need to
introduce a notion of atomic sequence, which implies that some sequence of operations must be
performed atomically with respect to other operations.
We have de ned the CRF memory model as a mathematical relation between a stream of
memory instructions from the processor and a stream of legal responses from the memory. The
precise de nition can be used to verify the correctness of architecture optimizations and cache
coherence protocols. However, given a program, its observable behavior on a computer can
be aected both by the memory architecture such as caches and cache coherence protocols,
and the processor architecture such as instruction reordering and speculative execution. For
example, many programs may exhibit dierent behaviors if memory instructions are issued outof-order. The memory instruction dispatch rules given in Sections 2.4 and 2.7 are examples of
how memory instruction streams can be generated by a processor.

3.2 Some Derived Rules of CRF
A derived rule can be derived from existing rules of the system. It can be an existing rule with
more stringent predicate or a sequential combination of several existing rules. For example, the
following rule allows a sache, in one rewriting step, to write the data of a dirty copy back to
the memory and purge the cell from the sache. It can be derived by applying the writeback
rule and the purge rule consecutively.
CRF-Flush Rule
Sys(mem, Site(Cell(a,v,Dirty) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
! Sys(mema:=v], Site(sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)

3.2.1 Stalled Instruction Rules
The speci cation of CRF includes only a set of imperative rules this intentionally does not
address certain implementation issues. For example, when a processor intends to execute a
Commit instruction on a dirty cell, it is stalled until the dirty copy is written back to the
memory. This requires that the writeback rule be invoked in order to complete the stalled
instruction. In general, appropriate background operations must be invoked when an instruction
is stalled so that the processor can make progress eventually. The stalled instruction rules serve
such a purpose.
CRF-Loadl-on-Invalid Rule
Sys(mem, Site(sache, ht,Loadl(a)ipmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if a 2= sache
! Sys(mem, Site(Cell(a,mema],Clean) j sache, pmb, mpbjht,mema]i, proc) j sites)
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CRF-Storel-on-Invalid Rule
Site(sache, ht,Storel(a,v)ipmb, mpb, proc)
if a 2= sache
! Site(Cell(a,v,Dirty) j sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
CRF-Commit-on-Dirty Rule
Sys(mem, Site(Cell(a,v,Dirty) j sache, ht,Commit(a)ipmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
! Sys(mema:=v], Site(Cell(a,v,Clean) j sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc) j sites)
CRF-Reconcile-on-Clean Rule
Site(Cell(a,-,Clean) j sache, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

It is obvious that the stalled instruction rules given above can be derived from CRF rules:
CRF-Loadl-on-Invalid
CRF-Storel-on-Invalid
CRF-Commit-on-Dirty
CRF-Reconcile-on-Clean

=
=
=
=

CRF-Cache + CRF-Loadl
CRF-Cache + CRF-Storel
CRF-Writeback + CRF-Commit
CRF-Purge + CRF-Reconcile

3.2.2 Relaxed Execution Rules
CRF gives precise conditions under which memory instructions can be reordered. In CRF, an
instruction must be brought to the front of the processor-to-memory buer before it can be
executed. This constraint can be relaxed without aecting program behaviors. For example, a
Loadl instruction can be performed if there is no preceding Storel or Reconcile instruction to
the same address. It is easy to derive the predicates under which a CRF instruction can be
performed in the presence of other outstanding instructions:
 Loadl(a): no preceding Storel(a,-) or Reconcile(a)
 Storel(a,-): no preceding Loadl(a), Storel(a,-) or Fencew (-,a)
 Commit(a): no preceding Storel(a,-)
 Reconcile(a): no preceding Fencer(-,a)
 Fencer (a,-): no preceding Loadl(a)
 Fencew (a,-): no preceding Commit(a)
The relaxed execution rules below allow a memory instruction to be performed before its
preceding instructions are completed:
CRF-Relaxed-Loadl Rule
Site(sache, pmb1 ht,Loadl(a)ipmb2 , mpb, proc)
if Cell(a,v,-) 2 sache ^ Storel(a,-), Reconcile(a) 2= pmb1
! Site(sache, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,vi, proc)
CRF-Relaxed-Storel Rule
Site(Cell(a,-,-) j sache, pmb1 ht,Storel(a,v)ipmb2 , mpb, proc)
if Loadl(a), Storel(a,-), Fence w (-,a) 2= pmb1
! Site(Cell(a,v,Dirty) j sache, pmb1 pmb2, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
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CRF-Relaxed-Commit Rule
Site(sache, pmb1 ht,Commit(a)ipmb2 , mpb, proc)
if Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2= sache ^ Store(a,-) 2= pmb1
! Site(sache, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,Acki, proc)
CRF-Relaxed-Reconcile Rule
Site(sache, pmb1 ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb2 , mpb, proc)
if Cell(a,-,Clean) 2= sache ^ Fence r (-,a) 2= pmb1
! Site(sache, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,Acki, proc)
CRF-Relaxed-Fencer Rule
Site(sache, pmb1 ht,Fencer (a,-)ipmb2 , mpb, proc)
if Loadl(a) 2= pmb1
! Site(sache, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,Acki, proc)
CRF-Relaxed-Fencew Rule
if Commit(a) 2= pmb1
Site(sache, pmb1 ht,Fencew (a,-)ipmb2 , mpb, proc)
! Site(sache, pmb1 pmb2 , mpbjht,Acki, proc)

The relaxed execution rules imply that the processor can dispatch CRF instructions outof-order without aecting program behaviors in multiprocessor systems. For example, a Loadl
instruction can be dispatched as long as there is no preceding Storel or Reconcile instruction
to the same address which has not been dispatched.

3.3 Coarse-grain CRF Instructions
In CRF, it is always safe to insert Commit, Reconcile and Fence instructions without aecting
the correctness of the program. This is because a dirty copy can always be written back to the
memory, a clean copy can always be purged, and a sequential execution of instructions always
produces a correct result. An extra Commit, Reconcile or Fence instruction may eliminate a
legal program behavior but can never admit an illegal program behavior. This fact allows us to
introduce coarse-grain versions of such instructions, which are more practical at the ISA level.
A coarse-grain fence imposes an ordering constraint with respect to address ranges, instead
of individual locations. For example, Fencerw (A1 ,A2 ) ensures that all preceding Loadl operations to address range A1 must be performed before any following Storel operation to address
range A2 can be performed. It can be de ned in terms of jA1 jjA2 j ne-grain fences that obey
all the reordering rules given earlier. Similarly, Commit(A) and Reconcile(A) can be de ned in
terms of ne-grain commit and reconcile operations, respectively. An address range can be a
cache line, a page or even the whole address space (we represent the address space by `').
Of particular interest are memory fences that impose ordering constraints between some
memory range and an individual location. For example, we can de ne the following coarsegrain fences:
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PreFenceR(a) 
PreFenceW(a) 
PostFenceR(a) 
PostFenceW(a) 

Fencerr (,a) Fencewr (,a)
Fencerw (,a) Fenceww (,a)
Fencerr (a,) Fencerw (a,)
Fencewr (a,) Fenceww (a,)

Informally, PreFenceW(a) requires that all preceding Loadl and Commit instructions be
completed before any following Storel instruction to location a can be performed. PostFenceR(a)
requires that all preceding Loadl instructions to location a be completed before any following
Reconcile or Storel instruction can be performed. In an implementation of release consistency,
we can use a PreFenceW instruction before releasing a semaphore, and a PostFenceR instruction
after acquiring a semaphore.

CRF-bits The Loadl and Storel instructions can be augmented with proper CRF-bits so

that the semantics of some commit, reconcile and fence operations can be represented without
explicit instructions. There are six CRF-bits, Com, Rec, PreR, PreW, PostR and PostW. If
turned on, the Com-bit implies a commit operation for a Storel, while a Rec-bit implies a
reconcile operation for a Loadl.
The PreR, PreW, PostR and PostW bits can be used to enforce fence operations between an
address and the whole address space. Intuitively, the PreR-bit means that all preceding Loadl
instructions must complete before the instruction itself completes while the PreW-bit means
that all preceding Commit instructions must complete before the instruction itself completes.
For a Loadl instruction, it makes little sense to set the PreR-bit or PreW-bit without setting
the Rec-bit. The PostR-bit implies that the instruction must complete before any following
Reconcile instruction completes while the PostW-bit implies that the instruction must complete
before any following Storel instruction completes. For a Storel instruction, it makes little sense
to set the PostR-bit or PostW-bit without setting the Com-bit. The precise semantics of the
CRF-bits can be given using CRF instructions. For example, an instruction with all the CRFbits set can be de ned as follows:
Loadl(a) Rec,PreR,PreW,PostR,PostW]
 Fencerr(,a) Fencewr(,a) Reconcile(a) Loadl(a) Fencerr(a,) Fencerw (a,)
Storel(a,v) Com,PreR,PreW,PostR,PostW]
 Fencerw (,a) Fenceww (,a) Storel(a,v) Commit(a) Fencewr(a,) Fenceww (a,)

While ne-grain commit and reconcile instructions give the compiler more control over coherence
actions of the system, coarse-grain fence instructions can reduce the number of instructions
to be executed. In practice, commit and reconcile instructions can also be merged with fence
instructions under certain circumstances. Furthermore, the semantics of some CRF instructions
can be attached to synchronization instructions such as Test-&-Set and Swap.
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3.4 Universality of the CRF Model
Most relaxed or weaker memory models have arisen as a consequence of speci c architectural
optimizations in the implementation of memory access instructions, rather than from some
high-level design. Dierent manufacturers have dierent memory models even the same manufacturer can have dierent memory models for dierent generations of machines. The CRF
model can be used to eliminate the modele de l'annee aspect of many existing memory models. Programs written under sequential consistency and various weaker memory models can be
translated into CRF programs without incurring unnecessary overhead. The translations can
be taken as precise de nitions of the often imprecise descriptions of the semantics of memory instructions given by the manufacturers. On the other hand, CRF programs can be mapped back
to programs that can run eciently on existing microprocessors. This section demonstrates the
upward and downward compatibility of the CRF model.
The upward compatibility refers to the the ability to run existing programs correctly and
eciently on a CRF machine. As an example, we show translation schemes for SC, Sparc's TSO,
PSO and RMO models and the IBM 370's model. Weaker memory models that allow memory
instructions to be reordered usually provide memory barrier or fence instructions that can be
used to enforce necessary ordering. Some machines such as IBM 370 have no explicit barrier
instructions but instead rely on the implicit barrier-like semantics of some special instructions.
We still refer to such instructions as memory barriers (Membar) in the translation schemes.

 The translation from SC to CRF is simple because SC requires strict in-order and atomic
execution of load and store instructions.
Loadsc(a)
Storesc (a,v)




Fencerr (,a) Fencewr (,a) Reconcile(a) Loadl(a)
Fencerw (,a) Fenceww (,a) Storel(a,v) Commit(a)

The translation guarantees that the resulting CRF program has exactly the same behavior
as the SC program. Note that each fence can be replaced by a coarse-grain instruction
Fence(,) without eliminating any program behavior.

 TSO allows a load to be performed before outstanding stores complete, which virtually
models FIFO write-buers. It also allows a load to retrieve the data from an outstanding
store to the same address before the data is observable to other processors.
Loadtso (a)
Storetso (a,v)
Membar-liketso





Fencerr (,a) Reconcile(a) Loadl(a)
Fencerw (,a) Fenceww (,a) Storel(a,v) Commit(a)
Fencewr (,)

The translation places a Fencerr before each Reconcile-Loadl pair to ensure the load-load
ordering, and a Fencerw and a Fenceww before each Storel-Commit pair to ensure the
load-store and store-store ordering. The Membar instruction is simply translated into a
write-read fence for all the addresses.

 PSO allows a load to overtake outstanding stores and in addition, a store to overtake

other outstanding stores. This models non-FIFO write buers. The short-circuiting is
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still permitted as in TSO.
Loadpso (a)
Storepso (a,v)
Membarpso





Fencerr (,a) Reconcile(a) Loadl(a)
Fencerw (,a) Storel(a,v) Commit(a)
Fencewr (,) Fenceww (,)

 RMO allows memory accesses to be reordered arbitrarily, provided that data dependencies
are respected.

Loadrmo(a)
Storermo(a,v)
Membar#LoadLoadrmo
Membar#LoadStorermo
Membar#StoreLoadrmo
Membar#StoreStorermo








Reconcile(a) Loadl(a)
Storel(a,v) Commit(a)
Fencerr (,)
Fencerw (,)
Fencewr (,)
Fenceww (,)

 Like TSO, IBM 370 allows the use of write buers so that a load can be performed before

outstanding stores complete. However, it prohibits data short-circuiting from write buers
and requires that each load retrieve data directly from the memory. In other words, the
data of a store operation cannot be observed by any processor before it becomes observable
to all the processors. The translation from IBM 370 to CRF is the same as the translation
from TSO to CRF, except for a Fencewr instruction to ensure the ordering between a Store
and a following Load to the same address.
Load370 (a)
Store370 (a,v)
Membar370





Fencewr (a,a) Fencerr (,a) Reconcile(a) Loadl(a)
Fencerw (,a) Fenceww (,a) Storel(a,v) Commit(a)
Fencewr (,)

Downward compatibility refers to the ability to run CRF programs on existing machines.
Many existing systems can be interpreted as speci c implementations of CRF, though more
ecient implementations are possible. We show how CRF programs can be translated into programs that can run on microprocessors that support SC, Sparc's TSO, PSO and RMO models,
and IBM 370's model. In all the translation schemes, we translate Loadl and Storel into the load
and store instructions of the target machines. Both Commit and Reconcile become Nop's, since
the semantics are implied by the corresponding load and store operations. For dierent target
machines, the translation schemes dier in dealing with memory fences. A translation avoids
employing unnecessary memory barriers by exploiting speci c ordering constraints guaranteed
by the underlying architecture.

 Translation from CRF to SC: All CRF fences simply become Nop's, since memory accesses
are executed strictly in-order in SC machines.

 Translation from CRF to TSO: The Fencerr, Fencerw and Fenceww instructions are translated into Nop's, since TSO implicitly guarantees the load-load, load-store and store-store
ordering. The Fencewr instruction is translated into Membar.
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 Translation from CRF to PSO: The Fencerr and Fencerw instructions are translated into
Nop's, since PSO implicitly preserves the load-load and load-store ordering. Both Fencewr
and Fenceww are translated into Membar.

 Translation from CRF to RMO: Since RMO assumes no ordering between memory ac-

cesses unless explicit memory barriers are inserted, the translation scheme translates each
CRF fence into the corresponding RMO memory barrier.

 Translation from CRF to IBM 370: Since IBM 370's model is slightly stricter than the

TSO model, the translation can avoid some memory barriers by taking advantage from
the fact that IBM 370 prohibits data short-circuiting from write-buers. This suggests
that a Fencewr with identical pre-address and post-address be translated into a Nop.

We can translate programs based on release consistency to CRF programs by de ning the
release and acquire operations using CRF instructions and synchronization instructions such
as Lock/Unlock. The synchronization instructions are provided for mutual exclusion, and have
no ordering implication on other instructions. In terms of reordering constraints, a Lock can
be treated as a Loadl followed by a Storel, and an Unlock can be treated as a Storel.
Release(s) 
Acquire(s) 

Commit() PreFenceW(s) Unlock(s)
Lock(s) PostFenceR(s) Reconcile()

One can think of the translation scheme above as the de nition of one version of release
consistency. Obviously, memory accesses after a release can be performed before the semaphore
is released, because the release only imposes a pre-fence on preceding accesses. Similarly, memory accesses before an acquire do not have to be completed before the semaphore is acquired,
because the acquire only imposes a post-fence on following memory accesses. Furthermore,
modi ed data of a store before a release need to be written back to the memory at the release
point, but a data copy of the address in another cache does not have to be invalidated or updated immediately. This is because the stale data copy, if any, will be reconciled at the next
acquire point.

3.5 The Generalized CRF Model
In CRF, the memory behaves as the rendezvous of saches. A writeback operation is atomic
with respect to all the sites: if a sache can retrieve some data from the memory, another sache
must be able to retrieve the same data from the memory at the same time. Therefore, if two
stores are observed by more than one processor, they are observed in the same order provided
that the loads used in the observation are executed in order.
As an example, the following program illustrates that non-atomic store operations can
generate surprising behaviors even when only one memory location is involved. Assume initially
location a has value 0. Processors A and B modify location a while processors C and D read
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it. An interesting question is whether it is possible that processor C obtains 1 and 2, while
processor D obtains 2 and 1. This cannot happen in CRF.
Processor A Processor B Processor C
Storel(a,1) Storel(a,2) Reconcile(a)
Commit(a) Commit(a) r1 = Loadl(a)
Fencerr (a,a)
Reconcile(a)
r3 = Loadl(a)

Processor D
Reconcile(a)
r2 = Loadl(a)
Fencerr (a,a)
Reconcile(a)
r4 = Loadl(a)

The atomicity of writeback operations is a deliberate design choice to avoid unnecessary
semantic complications without compromising implementation exibility. Enforcing such atomicity is easy in directory-based DSM systems where the home site can behave as the rendezvous.
However, such semantics may prohibit CRF from representing certain memory models that allow non-atomic stores. Furthermore, a memory model with non-atomic stores may allow more
implementation exibility for cache coherence protocols.
The GCRF (Generalized Commit-Reconcile & Fences) model allows writeback operations to
be performed in some non-atomic fashion. Figure 3.7 gives the system con guration of GCRF.
The system contains a set of sites, where each site has a site identi er, a memory and a semantic
cache (sache). Unlike CRF in which a memory is shared by all the sites, GCRF maintains a
memory at in each site. A sache can can retrieve data from its own memory, but can write a
dirty copy back to any memory. The writeback operations with respect to dierent memories
can be performed non-atomically so that writeback operations for dierent addresses can be
interleaved with each other.
For each sache cell, the sache state is a directory that records the site identi ers whose
memories need to be updated. If the directory is empty, it means the data has not been
modi ed since it was cached or the modi ed data has been written back to all the memories.
When a sache obtains a data copy from its memory, it sets the directory to empty. When
a sache cell is modi ed, the directory records the set of all the site identi ers. When a sache
writes a dirty copy back to a memory, it removes the corresponding identi er from the directory
to ensure that the same data can be written back to each memory at most once.

Loadl and Storel Rules: A Loadl or Storel can be performed if the address is cached in

the sache. Once a Storel is performed, the sache state records all site identi ers since the dirty
data has not been written back to any memory (notation `S' represents the set of identi ers for
all the sites).
GCRF-Loadl Rule
Site(id , mem, sache, ht,Loadl(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
if Cell(a,v,-) 2 sache
! Site(id , mem, sache, pmb, mpbjht,vi, proc)
GCRF-Storel Rule
Site(id , mem, Cell(a,-,-) j sache, ht,Storel(a,v)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , mem, Cell(a,v,S) j sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
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Figure 3.7: System Con guration of GCRF

Commit and Reconcile Rules: A Commit can be completed if the address is uncached or

the data has been written back to all the sites since its most recent update. A Reconcile can
be completed if the address is uncached or the modi ed data has not been written back to all
the sites.
GCRF-Commit Rule
Site(id , mem, sache, ht,Commit(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , mem, sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
GCRF-Reconcile Rule
Site(id , mem, sache, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , mem, sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

if a 2= sache

_ Cell(a,-,) 2 sache

if Cell(a,-,) 2= sache

Cache, Writeback and Purge Rules: A sache can obtain a clean copy from its own memory

if the address is not cached at the time. A sache can write the data of a cell back to a memory
that has not been updated according to the sache state. A sache can purge a cell if the data
has been written back to all the sites since its most recent update.
GCRF-Cache Rule
Site(id , mem, sache, pmb, mpb, proc)
if a 2= sache
! Site(id , mem, Cell(a,mema],) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc)
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Rule Name

Instruction

GCRF-Reconcile

Reconcile(a)

Rule Name

Cstate
a 2= sache

GCRF-Loadl
GCRF-Storel
GCRF-Commit

GCRF-Cache
GCRF-Writeback
GCRF-Purge

Loadl(a)
Storel(a,v)
Commit(a)

Processor Rules
Cstate

Cell(a,v,cs)
Cell(a,-,-)
Cell(a,v, )
a 2= sache
Cell(a,v,cs) (cs 6= )
a 2= sache

Background Rules
Mstate

Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v,id jcs) Cell(a,-)
Cell(a,-, )
Cell(a,v)

Action
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire

Next Cstate
Cell(a,v,cs)
Cell(a,v,S)
Cell(a,v, )
a 2= sache
Cell(a,v,cs)
a 2= sache

Next Cstate Next Mstate
Cell(a,v, )
Cell(a,v,cs)
a 2= sache

Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v)

Figure 3.8: Summary of GCRF Rules (except reordering rules)
GCRF-Writeback Rule
Site(id , mem, Cell(a,v,id jcs) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , mema:=v], Cell(a,v,cs) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc)
Site(id , mem, Cell(a,v,id1 jcs) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j
Site(id1 , mem1 , sache1 , pmb1 , mpb1 , proc1 )
! Site(id , mem, Cell(a,v,cs) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc) j
Site(id1 , mem1 a:=v], sache1 , pmb1 , mpb1 , proc1 )
GCRF-Purge Rule
Site(id , mem, Cell(a,-,) j sache, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , mem, sache, pmb, mpb, proc)

The GCRF model also allows instructions to be reordered the reordering rules of CRF all
remain unchanged. The GCRF rules are summarized in Figure 3.8. In the tabular description,
for the cache and purge rules, the memory state reects the memory cell in the same site as
the sache cell for the writeback rule, the memory state reects the memory cell in site id .
The GCRF model also allows instructions to be reordered the reordering rules are exactly
the same as those of CRF. In addition, we can de ne a new commit instruction that commits
an address with respect to an individual memory. The semantics of the instruction can be
speci ed as follows:

!

Site(id , mem, sache, ht,Commit(a,id )ipmb, mpb, proc)
Site(id , mem, sache, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

if Cell(a,-,id j-) 2= sache

The Commit(a,id ) instruction guarantees that the dirty copy is written back to the memory
at site id before the instruction completes. The normal commit instruction can be de ned by
a sequence of the ner-grain commit instructions.
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Chapter 4

The Base Cache Coherence
Protocol
The Base protocol is the most straightforward implementation of the CRF model. An attractive
characteristic of Base is its simplicity: no state needs to be maintained at the memory side. In
Base, a commit operation on a dirty cell forces the data to be written back to the memory, and
a reconcile operation on a clean cell forces the data to be purged from the cache. This is ideal
for programs in which only necessary commit and reconcile operations are performed.
In this chapter, we rst present a novel protocol design methodology called Imperative-&Directive that will be used throughout this thesis. Section 4.2 describes the system con guration
of the Base protocol and gives the message passing rules for non-FIFO and FIFO networks.
We de ne the imperative rules of Base in Section 4.3, and present the complete Base protocol
in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 proves the soundness of Base by showing that the imperative Base
rules can be simulated in CRF Section 4.6 proves the liveness of Base by showing that each
processor can always make progress (that is, a memory instruction can always be completed
eventually).

4.1 The Imperative-&-Directive Design Methodology
In spite of the development of various cache coherence protocols, it is dicult to discern any
methodology that has guided the design of existing protocols. A major source of complexity
in protocol design is that the designer often deals with many dierent issues simultaneously.
Are coherence states being maintained correctly? Is it possible that a cache miss may never be
serviced? What is the consequence if messages get reordered in the network? How to achieve
better adaptivity for programs with dierent access patterns? Answering such questions can be
dicult for sophisticated protocols with various optimizations. The net result is that protocol
design is viewed as an enigma, and even the designer is not totally con dent of his or her
understanding of the protocol behavior.
We propose a two-stage design methodology called Imperative-&-Directive that separates
soundness and liveness concerns in the design process (see Figure 4.1). Soundness ensures that
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Figure 4.1: The Imperative-&-Directive Design Methodology
the system only exhibits legal behaviors permitted by the speci cation, and liveness ensures that
the system takes desirable actions eventually to make progress. The rst stage of the design
involves only imperative rules that specify coherence actions that can aect the soundness
of the system. The second stage of the design involves directive rules that can be used to
invoke imperative rules, and the integration of imperative and directive rules to ensure both
the soundness and liveness of the protocol. The rules of the integrated protocol can be derived
from the imperative and directive rules.
Protocol messages can be classi ed as imperative messages and directive messages accordingly. Imperative rules use imperative messages to propagate data or other information that
determine the soundness of the system, and directive rules use directive messages to invoke imperative actions at remote sites. In the integrated protocol, directive messages behave as extra
predicates on imperative actions. Since directive rules are prohibited from modifying soundness states, improper conditions for invoking imperative rules can cause deadlock or livelock
but cannot aect soundness. Therefore, it suces to verify the soundness of the system with
respect to the imperative rules, rather than the integrated rules of the integrated protocol.
As an example, consider an imperative rule that allows a cache to write a dirty copy back to
the memory via an imperative writeback message. The imperative rule does not specify under
what conditions it must be invoked to ensure the liveness of the system. When the memory
wants the cache to perform a writeback operation, it sends a directive writeback request to the
cache. The integrated protocol ensures both soundness and liveness by requiring that the cache
write the data copy back to the memory once a writeback request is received.
The Imperative-&-Directive methodology can dramatically simplify the design and veri cation of cache coherence protocols. Protocols designed with this methodology are often easy
to understand and modify. The methodology will be applied to the design of all the protocols
presented in this thesis.

Mandatory Rules and Voluntary Rules To ensure liveness, we need to guarantee some

fairness properties for the integrated rules in the integrated protocol. The integrated rules
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can be classi ed into two non-overlapping sets: mandatory rules and voluntary rules. The
distinction between mandatory rules and voluntary rules is that mandatory rules require at
least weak fairness to ensure the liveness of the system, while voluntary rules have no such
requirement and are provided purely for adaptivity and performance reason. Intuitively, an
enabled mandatory rule must be applied eventually, while an enabled voluntary rule may or
may not be applied eventually.
The fairness requirement of mandatory rules can be expressed in terms of weak fairness and
strong fairness. Weak fairness means that if a mandatory rule can be applied, it will be applied
eventually or become impossible to apply at some later time. Strong fairness means that if
a mandatory rule can be applied, it will be applied eventually or become impossible to apply
forever. When we say a rule is weakly or strongly fair, we mean the application of the rule on
each redex is weakly or strongly fair.
A mandatory action is usually enabled by events such as an instruction from the processor
or a message from the network. A voluntary action, in contrast, can be enabled as long as the
cache or memory cell is in some appropriate state. For example, a mandatory writeback rule
requires a cache to write a dirty copy back to the memory once a writeback request is received,
while a voluntary writeback rule allows the same operation as long as the cache state of the
address shows that the data has been modi ed.
Conventional cache coherence protocols consist of only mandatory actions. Our view of an
adaptive coherence protocol consists of three components, mandatory rules, voluntary rules and
heuristic policies. The existence of voluntary rules provides enormous adaptivity that can be
exploited via various heuristic policies. A heuristic mechanism can use heuristic messages and
heuristic states to help determine when a voluntary rule should be invoked. Dierent heuristic
policies can result in dierent performance, but the soundness and liveness of the system are
always guaranteed.

4.2 The Message Passing Rules
Figure 4.2 de nes the system con guration of Base. The system contains a memory site and a
set of cache sites. The memory site has three components, a memory, an incoming queue and an
outgoing queue. Each cache site contains an identi er, a cache, an incoming queue, an outgoing
queue and a processor. Although the memory site appears as one component syntactically,
it can be distributed among multiple sites in DSM systems. Initially all caches and message
queues are empty.
A message queue is a sequence of messages. We use `  ' and `  ' as the constructor for
incoming and outgoing queues, respectively. Each message has several elds: a source, a destination, a command, an address and an optional data. The source and destination can be either
a cache site or the home memory (represented by `H'). Given a message msg, we use notations
Src(msg), Dest(msg), Cmd(msg) and Addr(msg) to represent its source, destination, command
and address.
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Figure 4.2: System Con guration of Base
Message passing can happen between a cache and the memory. A message passing rule delivers a message from the source's outgoing queue to the destination's incoming queue. Message
passing can be non-FIFO or FIFO. Non-FIFO message passing allows messages to be delivered
in arbitrary order, while FIFO message passing ensures messages between the same source and
destination to be received in the order in which they are issued.
Message-Cache-to-Mem Rule
Sys(Msite(mem, min, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, msg cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if Dest(msg) = H
! Sys(Msite(mem, min msg, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
Message-Mem-to-Cache Rule
Sys(Msite(mem, min, msg mout), Site(id , cache, cin, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if Dest(msg) = id
! Sys(Msite(mem, min, mout), Site(id , cache, cin msg, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)

Non-FIFO vs. FIFO Message Passing We use outgoing queues to model non-FIFO and

FIFO networks. Non-FIFO message passing provides no guarantee on the order in which messages are delivered. This can be eectively characterized by allowing messages to be reordered
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arbitrarily in an outgoing queue (thus any outgoing message can be brought to the front of the
queue). FIFO message passing, on the other hand, allows outgoing messages to be reordered
only when they have dierent destinations or addresses. It is worth emphasizing that FIFO
message passing does not guarantee the ordering for messages with dierent addresses, even
if they have the same source and destination. The rational behind is that memory cells of
dierent addresses may physically reside in dierent sites in DSM systems (that is, the home
`H' may represent more than one site in the implementation).
Non-FIFO: msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
FIFO:
msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if Dest(msg1 ) 6= Dest(msg2 )

_ Addr(msg1) 6= Addr(msg2)

The message passing rules are mandatory rules in the sense that each outgoing message
must be delivered to its destination in nite time. Unless otherwise speci ed, FIFO message
passing is assumed for all the protocols described in this thesis.

Buer Management Ideally we would like to treat incoming queues as FIFOs and process

incoming messages in the order in which they are received. However, this may cause deadlock
or livelock unless messages that cannot be processed temporarily are properly buered so that
following messages can still be processed. Conceptually, this can be modeled by allowing incoming messages to be reordered under appropriate conditions so that stalled messages do not
block other messages.
Dierent protocols have dierent buering requirements that can be speci ed by dierent
reordering conditions. For example, by allowing incoming messages with dierent sources or
addresses to be reordered arbitrarily, we can treat each incoming queue as a set of FIFO subqueues. This prevents messages with dierent sources or addresses to block each other.
Sub-queues for di erent sources or addresses:
msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2 ) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2 )

Exposing buer management at early design stages is inappropriate, since it could give rise
to a bloated set of rules and dramatically complicate the protocol veri cation. Instead, we rst
model buer management via message reordering in incoming queues, and then determine what
must be done in practice in order to satisfy the reordering requirements. This strategy can lead
to more concise speci cations and simplify protocol design and veri cation.
We use outgoing queues to model FIFO and non-FIFO networks, and incoming queues
to model message buering at destinations. For outgoing queues, it is desirable to have less
stringent reordering conditions since this implies less requirements on message ordering that
must be guaranteed by the network. For incoming queues, it is desirable to have more stringent
reordering conditions since this implies less eort for message buering.
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Notations Given a system term s, we use Mem(s), Min(s) and Mout(s) to represent the

memory, the memory's incoming queue and the memory's outgoing queue, respectively. For
a cache site id , we use Cacheid (s), Cinid (s), Coutid (s), Pmbid (s), Mpbid (s) and Procid (s) to
represent the cache, the incoming queue, the outgoing queue, the processor-to-memory buer,
the memory-to-processor buer and the processor, respectively. More precisely, let s be the
term
Sys(Msite(mem, min, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)

We de ne the following notations:
Mem(s)
 mem
Min(s)
 min
Mout(s)
 mout
Cacheid (s)  cache
Cinid (s)
 cin
Coutid (s)  cout
Pmbid (s)  pmb
Mpbid (s)  mpb
Procid (s)  proc

We say a message is in transit from a cache to the memory if the message is in the cache's
outgoing queue or the memory's incoming queue. We say a message is in transit from the
memory to a cache if the message is in the memory's outgoing queue or the cache's incoming
queue. We use shorthand notation MoutCinid (s) to represent the messages in transit from the
memory to cache site id , and MinCoutid (s) the messages in transit from cache site id to the
memory. That is:
msg 2 MoutCinid (s)
i msg 2 Mout(s) _ msg 2 Cinid (s)
msg 2 MinCoutid (s)
i msg 2 Min(s) _ msg 2 Coutid (s)
Let msg1 and msg2 be messages between the same source and destination regarding the same
address. We say message msg1 precedes message msg2 (or msg2 follows msg1 ), if the following
condition is satis ed:
 msg1 and msg2 are both in the source's outgoing queue, and msg1 is in front of message
msg2  or
 msg1 and msg2 are both in the destination's incoming queue, and msg1 is in front of
message msg2  or
 msg1 is in the destination's incoming queue and msg2 is in the source's outgoing queue.
We use notation msg to represent that message msg has no preceding message, and notation
msg to represent that message msg has no following message. Notation msg means that
message msg has no preceding or following message (that is, it is the only message regarding
the address between the source and destination).
"

#

l
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4.3 The Imperative Rules of the Base Protocol
The Base protocol is a simple implementation of the CRF model. It is a directory-less protocol
in the sense that the memory maintains no directory information about where an address is
cached. In Base, the memory behaves as the rendezvous: when a processor executes a Commit
on a dirty cell, it writes the data back to the memory before completing the Commit when a
processor executes a Reconcile on a clean cell, it purges the data before completing the Reconcile
(thus a following Loadl to the same address must retrieve data from the memory).
The Base protocol employs two stable cache states, Clean and Dirty, and two transient
cache states, CachePending and WbPending. When an address is not resident in a cache, we
say the cache state is Invalid or the address is cached in the Invalid state. There are four
messages, CacheReq, Cache, Wb and WbAck.
The imperative rules of Base specify how instructions can be executed on cache cells in
appropriate states and how data can be propagated between the memory and caches. They
are responsible for ensuring the soundness of the protocol, that is, the system only exhibits
behaviors that are permitted by the CRF model. The imperative rules have three sets of rules,
the processor rules, the cache engine rules and the memory engine rules.

Processor Rules: A Loadl or Storel instruction can be performed if the address is cached in

the Clean or Dirty state. A Commit instruction can be performed if the address is uncached or
cached in the Clean state. A Reconcile instruction can be performed if the address is uncached
or cached in the Dirty state.
Loadl-on-Clean Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, ht,Loadl(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,vi, proc)
Loadl-on-Dirty Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, ht,Loadl(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,vi, proc)
Storel-on-Clean Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,Clean) j cache, in, out, ht,Storel(a,v)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
Storel-on-Dirty Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,Dirty) j cache, in, out, ht,Storel(a,v)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
Commit-on-Clean Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, ht,Commit(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
Commit-on-Invalid Rule
Site(id , cache, in, out, ht,Commit(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
if a 2= cache
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
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Figure 4.3: Cache State Transitions of Base
Reconcile-on-Dirty Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
Reconcile-on-Invalid Rule
Site(id , cache, in, out, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
if a 2= cache
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

C-engine Rules: A cache can purge a clean cell at any time. It can also write the data of a

dirty cell to the memory via a writeback message (Wb), and set the cache state to WbPending,
indicating that a writeback operation is being performed on the address. The cache state
becomes Clean when a writeback acknowledgment (WbAck) is received.
For an uncached address, a cache can send a cache request (CacheReq) to the memory to
request the data, and set the cache state to CachePending, indicating that a cache copy is being
requested on the address. When a cache message (Cache) is received, the data is written to the
cache cell and the cache state becomes Clean. Figure 4.3 shows the cache state transitions.
C-Purge Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Send-Wb Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,WbPending) j cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Send-CacheReq Rule
if a 2= cache
Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,-,CachePending) j cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-Cache Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,CachePending) j cache, Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) in , out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-WbAck Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,WbPending) j cache, Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) in , out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
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Instruction
Loadl(a)

Storel(a,v)
Commit(a)

Cstate

Imperative Processor Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,-,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
2

Reconcile(a)

2

Msg from H

Cstate

i

h

i

Msg from id Mstate
CacheReq,a
Wb,a,v

h
h

i

i

Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,-)

Next Cstate

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
2

2

Imperative C-engine Rules
Action

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
2

Cache,a,v
WbAck,a

h

retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire

Next Cstate

a = cache
Wb,a,v H
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
CacheReq,a H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
2

h

i !

h

i !

Imperative M-engine Rules
Action
Cache,a,v
WbAck,a

h

i !

h

i !

id
id

Next Mstate
Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v)

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6
IP7
IP8
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IM1
IM2

Figure 4.4: Imperative Rules of Base

M-engine Rules: The memory handles cache requests and writeback messages. When a

cache request is received, the memory sends a cache message to supply the requested data to
the requesting site. When a writeback message is received, the memory updates the memory
with the committed data and sends an acknowledgment back to the cache.
M-Receive-CacheReq-&-Send-Cache Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v) j mem, Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) in , out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v) j mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v))
M-Receive-Wb-&-Send-WbAck Rule
Msite(Cell(a,-) j mem, Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) in , out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v) j mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a))

Figure 4.4 summarizes the imperative rules of Base. The shorthand notation `hcmd,a,vi' represents a message with command cmd, address a and value v. The source and destination are
implicit: for cache engine rules, an incoming message's source and destination are the memory
(H) and cache id , respectively for memory engine rules, an incoming message's source and
destination are cache id and the memory (H). The notation `msg ! dest' means sending the
message msg to the destination dest.
In the tabular description, when a processor completes or retires an instruction, the instruction is removed from the processor-to-memory buer and the corresponding data or acknowledgment is sent to the memory-to-processor buer. Similarly, when a cache or memory engine
receives and processes an incoming message, the message is consumed and removed from the
incoming queue.
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Instruction
Loadl(a)

Cstate

Mandatory Processor Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,-,Dirty)
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

Storel(a,v)

2

Commit(a)

2

Reconcile(a)

2

Cstate

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache

h

i !

h

i !

h

i !

2
2

2

Voluntary C-engine Rules
Action
Wb,a,v H
CacheReq,a H

h

2

Next Cstate

retire
Cell(a,v,Clean)
retire
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
stall
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
stall
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
stall, CacheReq,a H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
retire
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
retire
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
stall
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
stall
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
stall, CacheReq,a H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
retire
Cell(a,v,Clean)
stall, Wb,a,v H
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
stall
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
stall
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
retire
a = cache
stall
a = cache
retire
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
stall
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
stall
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
retire
a = cache

i !

h

i !

Next Cstate

a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
2

Cstate

Mandatory C-engine Rules
Action

Next Cstate

Msg from id Mstate

Mandatory M-engine Rules
Action

Next Mstate

Msg from H
Cache,a,v
WbAck,a

h

i

h

i

CacheReq,a
Wb,a,v

h
h

i

i

Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,-)

Cache,a,v
WbAck,a

h

i !

h

i !

id
id

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v)
Cell(a,v)

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

VC1
VC2
VC3
MC1
MC2
MM1
MM2

Figure 4.5: The Base Protocol

4.4 The Base Protocol
The imperative rules rely on an oracle to invoke appropriate coherence actions at appropriate
times. In Base, an instruction can be stalled if the address is not cached in an appropriate state.
This happens, for example, when a processor intends to execute a Loadl or Storel instruction
on an address that is not cached. To ensure liveness, the cache engine must take proper actions
to ensure that a stalled instruction will be completed eventually. There are three cases:
 When a Loadl or Storel is stalled because of a cache miss, the cache sends a cache request
to the memory to request the data.
 When a Commit is stalled on a dirty cell, the cache writes the data back to the memory.
 When a Reconcile is stalled on a clean cell, the cache purges the clean copy (a potential
optimization may allow the Reconcile to be retired at the same time).
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Figure 4.5 de nes the rules of the Base protocol. The informal tabular description can be
easily translated into formal TRS rules (cases that are not speci ed represent illegal states).
The processor rules and the memory engine rules are all mandatory rules, and the cache engine
rules are further classi ed into voluntary and mandatory rules. Weak fairness is guaranteed for
each mandatory rule, that is, an enabled mandatory rule will be applied eventually or become
impossible to be applied at some time. To ensure liveness, certain mandatory rules need to be
strongly fair and are marked with `SF' in the table. When a strongly fair rule can be applied,
it will be applied eventually or become impossible to be applied forever.
A processor rule retires or stalls an instruction depending on the cache state of the accessed
address. When an instruction is retired, it is removed from the processor-to-memory buer and
the requested data or acknowledgment is supplied to the memory-to-processor buer. When
an instruction is stalled, it remains in the processor-to-memory buer for later processing.
Certain processor rules cause no action this means the stalled instruction may need to be
retried in practice in order to be completed. Note that a stalled instruction does not necessarily
block following instructions to be executed, since the processor can reorder instructions in the
processor-to-memory buer according to CRF reordering rules.
When a cache or memory engine receives a message, the message is immediately removed
from the incoming queue once it is processed. In Base, no message needs to be stalled since an
incoming message can always be processed when it is received.

Voluntary rules: A cache can purge a clean cell at any time. It can write the data of a dirty

cell back to the memory via a writeback message. A cache can send a cache request to the
memory to request the data if the address is not cached. One subtle issue worth noting is that
it is not safe for the memory to send data to a cache that has not requested the data.
Voluntary rules can be used to improve the system performance without compromising the
soundness and liveness properties of the protocol. For example, a cache can evict a dirty cell
by writing back and purging if it decides that the data is unlikely to be accessed later. This
can potentially accelerate the execution of future Commit instructions on the same address.
Similarly, a cache can prefetch data by issuing a cache-request message.

Optimization: In Base, an instruction is stalled when the address is cached in a transient

state. This constraint can be relaxed under certain circumstances:
 A Loadl instruction can complete if the address is cached in the WbPending state the
cache state remains unchanged.
 A Storel instruction can complete in case of a cache miss a dirty cell with the stored data
is added into the cache.
 A Commit instruction can complete if the address is cached in the CachePending state
the cache state remains unchanged.
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4.5 Soundness Proof of the Base Protocol
Soundness of a cache coherence protocol means that the TRS specifying the protocol can be
simulated by the TRS specifying the memory model. In this section, we prove the soundness
of the Base protocol by showing that CRF can simulate Base. We de ne a mapping function
from Base to CRF, and show that any imperative rule of Base can be simulated in CRF with
respect to the mapping function. The soundness of the Base protocol follows from the fact that
all the Base rules can be derived from the Base imperative rules.
Before delving into the proof, we present some invariants that will be used throughout the
proof. The invariants also help us understand the behavior of the protocol.

4.5.1 Some Invariants of Base
Lemma 1 consists of two invariants that describe the correspondence between cache states and
messages in transit. An address is cached in the CachePending state, if and only if there is a
CacheReq or Cache message between the cache and the memory. An address is cached in the
WbPending state, if and only if there is a Wb or WbAck message between the cache and the
memory.

Lemma 1 Given a Base term s,

(1) Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid (s) ,
Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 MinCoutid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 MoutCinid (s)
(2) Cell(a,v,WbPending) 2 Cacheid (s) ,
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) 2 MinCoutid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s)

Proof The proof is based on induction on rewriting steps. The invariants hold trivially for

the initial term where all caches and queues are empty. It can be shown by checking each rule
that, if the invariants hold for a term, they still hold after the term is rewritten according to
that rule. 2
Lemma 2 means that there exists at most one message in transit between the same source and
destination regarding the same address. This implies that the soundness and liveness of the
Base protocol are not contingent upon the FIFO order of message passing.

Lemma 2 Given a Base term s,
msg1 2 s ^ msg2 2 s )
Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2)

_ Dest(msg1 ) 6= Dest(msg2 ) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2)

Proof The proof is based on induction on rewriting steps. The invariant holds trivially for

the initial term where all queues are empty. It can be shown by checking each rule that, if the
invariant holds for a term, it still holds after the term is rewritten according to that rule. Note
that a cache can send a message only when the address is uncached or cached in a stable state
(which means there is no message between the cache and the memory regarding the address),
while the memory can send a message only when it receives an incoming message. 2
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4.5.2 Mapping from Base to CRF
We de ne a mapping function that maps terms of Base to terms of CRF. For Base terms in
which the message queues are all empty, it is straightforward to nd the corresponding CRF
terms. We call such Base terms drained terms. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
the drained terms of Base and the terms of CRF. For Base terms that contain non-empty
message queues, we apply a set of draining rules so that all the messages in transit will be
removed from the queues eventually.
The intuition behind the draining rules is that message queues can always be drained via
forward or backward draining. With forward draining, we can move a message to its destination
and consume the message at the destination with backward draining, we can move a message
back to its source and reclaim the message at the source. While forward draining is preferred
since it can be achieved by employing some existing rules, backward draining is needed when
forward draining would lead to non-deterministic results. This can happen, for example, when
multiple Wb messages (from dierent caches) regarding the same address are in transit to the
memory.
There are many dierent ways to drain messages from the network. We use forward draining
for messages from the memory to caches, and backward draining for messages from caches to
the memory. For example, to drain a Cache message in the memory's outgoing queue, we rst
pass the message to the destination's incoming queue, and then cache the data in the cache.
To drain a Wb message in the memory's incoming queue, we rst pass the message back to the
source's outgoing queue and then restore the cache state.

Backward Rules: The Backward-Message-Cache-to-Mem rule passes a message from the

incoming queue of the memory back to the outgoing queue of the source cache. The BackwardC-Send-Wb and Backward-C-Send-CacheReq rules allow a cache to retrieve Wb and CacheReq
messages from the network and recover corresponding cache cells.
Backward-Message-Cache-to-Mem Rule
Sys(Msite(mem, min msg, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if Src(msg) = id
! Sys(Msite(mem, min, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, msg cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
Backward-C-Send-Wb Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,WbPending) j cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v), pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
Backward-C-Send-CacheReq Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,CachePending) j cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a), pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)

The backward rules above are the backward version of the Message-Cache-to-Mem, C-SendWb and C-Send-CacheReq rules, and can be used to drain the Wb and CacheReq messages. It
is trivial to show that Lemmas 1 and 2 still hold in the presence of the backward rules.
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The draining rules consist of some Base rules that are needed to drain Cache and WbAck
messages, and the backward rules that are needed to drain CacheReq and Wb messages.

De nition 3 (Draining Rules) Given a Base term s, the corresponding drained term dr(s)
is the normal form of s with respect to the following draining rules:
D

 f

C-Receive-Cache, Backward-C-Send-CacheReq,
C-Receive-WbAck, Backward-C-Send-Wb,
Message-Mem-to-Cache, Backward-Message-Cache-to-Mem

g

Lemma 4 D is strongly terminating and conuent, that is, rewriting a Base term with respect

to the draining rules always terminates and reaches the same normal form, regardless of the
order in which the rules are applied.

Proof The termination is obvious because according to the draining rules, messages can only
ow from memory to caches and will be consumed at caches. The conuence follows from the
fact that the draining rules do not interfere with each other. 2

Lemma 5 states that the memory, processor-to-memory buers, memory-to-processor buers
and processors all remain unchanged while a term is drained. Lemma 6 states that the incoming
and outgoing queues all become empty in a drained term. This follows from Lemma 1 which
guarantees that an incoming message can always be consumed.

Lemma 5 Given a Base term s,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Mem(s)
Pmbid (s)
Mpbid (s)
Procid (s)

=
=
=
=

Mem(dr(s))
Pmbid (dr(s))
Mpbid (dr(s))
Procid (dr(s))

Lemma 6 Given a Base term s,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Min(dr(s))
Mout(dr(s))
Cinid (dr(s))
Coutid (dr(s))

=
=
=
=






Lemma 7 ensures that a stable cache cell remains unaected when a term is drained. Lemma 8
ensures that if a term contains a message, the cache cell will be in an appropriate stable state in
the drained term. Lemma 7 is obvious since the draining rules do not modify stable cache cells.
Lemma 8 follows from Lemma 1 and the draining rules (note that messages can be drained in
any order because of the conuence of the draining rules).

Lemma 7 Given a Base term s,

(1) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s)
(2) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s)
(3) a 2= Cacheid (s)

) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s))
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Base Imperative Rule

IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean)
IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty)
IP3 (Storel-on-Clean)
IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty)
IP5 (Commit-on-Clean)
IP6 (Commit-on-Invalid)
IP7 (Reconcile-on-Dirty)
IP8 (Reconcile-on-Invalid)
IC1 (C-Purge)
IC2 (C-Send-Wb)
IC3 (C-Send-CacheReq)
IC4 (C-Receive-Cache)
IC5 (C-Receive-WbAck)
IM1 (M-Receive-CacheReq-&-Send-Cache)
IM2 (M-Receive-Wb-&-Send-WbAck)
Message-Mem-to-Cache
Message-Cache-to-Mem

CRF Rule

CRF-Loadl
CRF-Loadl
CRF-Storel
CRF-Storel
CRF-Commit
CRF-Commit
CRF-Reconcile
CRF-Reconcile
CRF-Purge




CRF-Cache
CRF-Writeback



Figure 4.6: Simulation of Base in CRF

Lemma 8 Given a Base term s,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 MinCoutid (s)
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s)
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) 2 MinCoutid (s)
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s)

) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s))
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))

De nition 9 (Mapping from Base to CRF) Given a Base term s, the corresponding CRF
term f(s) is the drained term dr(s) with message queues and cache identi ers removed.

It is obvious that the mapping function maps the initial Base term (with all caches and
network queues empty) to the initial CRF term (with all semantic caches empty). Furthermore,
the mapping function guarantees that any Base term is mapped to a legal CRF term (this will
follow trivially from the simulation theorem given below).

4.5.3 Simulation of Base in CRF

Theorem 10 (CRF Simulates Base) Given Base terms s1 and s2,
s1 ! s2 in Base

)

f(s1 ) ! f(s2 ) in CRF

Proof The proof is based on a case analysis on the imperative rule used in the rewriting of
`s1 ! s2 ' in Base. Let a and id be the address and the cache identi er, respectively.
Imperative Processor Rules
If Rule IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Loadl )
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If Rule IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Loadl )
If Rule IP3 (Storel-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Storel )
If Rule IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Storel )
If Rule IP5 (Commit-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Commit )
If Rule IP6 (Commit-on-Invalid) applies, then
a 2= Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ a 2= Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Commit )
If Rule IP7 (Reconcile-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Reconcile )
If Rule IP8 (Reconcile-on-Invalid) applies, then
a 2= Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ a 2= Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Reconcile )

Imperative C-engine Rules
If Rule IC1 (C-Purge) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ a 2= Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 7 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Purge )

Imperative M-engine Rules
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Base Rule
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
VC1
VC2
VC3
MC1
MC2
MM1
MM2

Base Imperative Rule

IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean)
IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty)


IC3 (C-Send-CacheReq)
IP3 (Storel-on-Clean)
IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty)


IC3 (C-Send-CacheReq)
IP5 (Commit-on-Clean)
IC2 (C-Send-Wb)


IP6 (Commit-on-Invalid)
IC1 (C-Purge)
IP7 (Reconcile-on-Dirty)


IP8 (Reconcile-on-Invalid)
IC1 (C-Purge)
IC2 (C-Send-Wb)
IC3 (C-Send-CacheReq)
IC4 (C-Receive-Cache)
IC5 (C-Receive-WbAck)
IM1 (M-Receive-CacheReq-&-Send-Cache)
IM2 (M-Receive-Wb-&-Send-WbAck)

Figure 4.7: Derivation of Base from Imperative Rules
If Rule IM1 (M-Receive-CacheReq-&-Send-Cache) applies, then
Cell(a,v) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min(s1 ) ^
Cell(a,v) 2 Mem(s2 ) ^ Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 Mout(s2 )
) Cell(a,v) 2 Mem(dr(s1 )) ^ a 2= Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^
(Lemmas 5 & 8 )
Cell(a,v) 2 Mem(dr(s2 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemmas 5 & 8 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache )
If Rule IM2 (M-Receive-Wb-&-Send-WbAck) applies, then
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) 2 Min(s1 ) ^
Cell(a,v) 2 Mem(s2 ) ^ Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Mout(s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^
(Lemma 8 )
Cell(a,v) 2 Mem(dr(s2 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemmas 5 & 8 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Writeback )

Draining Rules
If Rule IC2 (C-Send-Wb), IC3 (C-Send-CacheReq), IC4 (C-Receive-Cache), IC5 (C-ReceiveWbAck), Message-Cache-to-Mem or Message-Mem-to-Cache applies, then
f(s1 ) = f(s2 )
(Since the rule or its backward version is a draining rule)

Figure 4.6 summarizes the simulation proof.

2
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CRF Rule

CRF-Loadl
CRF-Storel
CRF-Commit
CRF-Reconcile
CRF-Cache
CRF-Writeback
CRF-Purge

Base Imperative Rules

Loadl-on-Clean or Loadl-on-Dirty
Storel-on-Clean or Storel-on-Dirty
Commit-on-Clean or Commit-on-Invalid
Reconcile-on-Dirty or Reconcile-on-Invalid
C-Send-CacheReq + Message-Cache-to-Mem + M-Receive-CacheReq-&-Send-Cache +
Message-Mem-to-Cache + C-Receive-Cache
C-Send-Wb + Message-Cache-to-Mem + M-Receive-Wb-&-Send-WbAck +
Message-Mem-to-Cache + C-Receive-WbAck
C-Purge

Figure 4.8: Simulation of CRF in Base

4.5.4 Soundness of Base
The simulation theorem demonstrates that each imperative rule of Base can be simulated by
some CRF rules. Figure 4.7 shows that all the Base rules can be derived from the imperative
rules (Base has no directive rule). Therefore, the Base protocol is a sound implementation of
CRF.
We mention in passing that each CRF rule can also be simulated by a sequence of Base rules.
Given a CRF term s, we can lift it to a Base term by adding empty message queues and proper
cache identi ers. For example, the cache operation in CRF can be simulated as follows: the
cache issues a cache request, the network passes the request to the memory, the memory sends
a cache message with the requested data, the network passes the cache message to the cache,
and the cache receives the message and caches the data. Figure 4.8 gives the corresponding
sequence of Base rules for the simulation of each CRF rule.

4.6 Liveness Proof of the Base Protocol
In this section, we prove the liveness of Base by showing that each processor makes progress,
that is, a memory instruction can always be completed eventually. We rst present some
invariants that will be used in the liveness proof.

4.6.1 Some Invariants of Base
Lemma 11 includes invariants regarding message generation and processing. Invariants (1)(4) ensure that whenever a Loadl or Storel instruction is performed on an uncached address,
the cache will send a CacheReq message to the memory whenever a Commit instruction is
performed on a dirty cell, the cache will send a Wb message to the memory whenever a
Reconcile instruction is performed on a clean cell, the cache will have the address purged. The
proof simply follows the weak fairness of Rules P5, P10, P12 and P16.
Invariants (5) and (6) ensure that whenever a cache receives a Cache or WbAck message,
it will set the cache state to Clean. Invariants (7) and (8) ensure that whenever the memory
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receives a CacheReq message, it will send a Cache message to the cache whenever the memory
receives a Wb message, it will send a WbAck message to the cache. These invariants can be
proved based on the weak fairness of Rules MC1, MC2, MM1 and MM2.
Invariants (9) and (10) ensure that each outgoing message will be delivered to its destination's incoming queue. This can be proved based on the weak fairness of the message passing
rules.

Lemma 11 Given a Base sequence ,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

ht,Loadl(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ a 2= Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
ht,Storel(a,-)i2 Pmbid () ^ a 2= Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
ht,Commit(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
ht,Reconcile(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
a 2= Cacheid ()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Mout()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Mout()
msg 2 Coutid () ^ Dest(msg) = H
msg 2 Min()
msg 2 Mout() ^ Dest(msg) = id
msg 2 Cinid ()

Lemma 12 ensures that if an address is cached in the CachePending or WbPending state, it
will eventually be cached in the Clean state.

Lemma 12 Given a Base sequence ,

(1) Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()
(2) Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2 Cacheid ()

Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

Proof We rst show that if a cache sends a CacheReq or Wb message to the memory, the

cache state will become Clean eventually. This can be represented by the following proposition
the proof follows trivially from Lemma 11.
Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
We then show that when a cache changes the state of a cache cell to CachePending or WbPending, it sends a CacheReq or Wb message to the memory. The following proposition can be
veri ed by simply checking each Base rule.
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2= Cacheid () ^ Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()
) Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2= Cacheid () ^ Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2 Cacheid ()
) Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
This completes the proof according to Theorem-A (see Section 2.5).
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2

4.6.2 Liveness of Base
Lemma 13 ensures that whenever a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache cell
will be set to an appropriate state while the instruction remains in the processor-to-memory
buer. For a Loadl or Storel, the cache state will be set to Clean or Dirty for a Commit, the
cache state will be set to Clean or Invalid for a Reconcile, the cache state will be set to Dirty
or Invalid.

Lemma 13 Given a Base sequence ,

(1) Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ())
Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid () ^
(2) Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid ()
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ())
(3) Commit(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Commit(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ())
(4) Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ())

Proof We rst show that when a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache cell

will be brought to an appropriate state. This can be represented by the following proposition
the proof follows from Lemmas 11 and 12.
Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Commit(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
We then show that an instruction can be completed only when the address is cached in an
appropriate state. This can be represented by the following proposition, which can be veri ed
by simply checking each Base rule.
ht,Loadl(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Loadl(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
ht,Storel(a,-)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Storel(a,-)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
ht,Commit(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Commit(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
ht,Reconcile(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Reconcile(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
This completes the proof according to Theorem-B (see Section 2.5).

2

Lemma 13 ensures that when a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache cell will be
brought into an appropriate state so that the instruction can be completed. However, this does
not guarantee that the instruction will be completed since a cache state can change at any time
because of voluntary rules. To ensure that each processor makes progress, an instruction must
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be completed if it has an in nite number of opportunities to be executed. This is guaranteed
by the strong fairness of Rules P1, P2, P6, P7, P11, P15, P17 and P20.

Theorem 14 (Liveness of Base) Given a Base sequence ,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

ht,Loadl(-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Storel(-,-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Commit(-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Reconcile(-)i2 Pmbid ()

ht,-i2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()

The liveness proof assumes that there can be at most one outstanding memory instruction in
each processor-to-memory buer. It is obvious that the proof still holds in the presence of
multiple outstanding memory instructions, provided that the reordering mechanism ensures
fair scheduling of outstanding instructions. An implementation can enforce such fairness by
requiring that a stalled instruction be retried repeatedly until it is retired.
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Chapter 5

The Writer-Push Cache Coherence
Protocol
In Base, a reconcile operation on a clean cell forces the data to be purged from the cache before
the reconcile can complete. This may cause serious performance degradation for programs with
excessive use of reconcile operations. For example, this can happen for programs written under
release consistency that requires all addresses be indistinguishably reconciled after each acquire
operation. The Writer-Push (WP) protocol allows a reconcile operation on a clean cell to
complete without purging the data so that the data can be accessed by subsequent instructions
without causing a cache miss. It is ideal for programs with excessive use of reconcile operations,
for example, when some processors read a memory location many times using Reconcile and
Loadl instructions before the location is modi ed by another processor using Storel and Commit
instructions. A cache cell never needs to be purged from the cache unless the cache becomes
full or the memory location is modi ed by another processor.
The WP protocol ensures that if an address is cached in the Clean state, the cache cell
contains the same value as the memory cell. This is achieved by requiring that all clean copies
of an address be purged before the memory cell can be modi ed. As the name \Writer-Push"
suggests, the writer is responsible for informing potential readers to have their stale copies, if
any, purged in time. Therefore, a commit operation on a dirty cell can be a lengthy process
since it cannot complete before clean copies of the address are purged from all other caches.
Section 5.1 describes the system con guration of the WP protocol, which includes the
coherence states and protocol messages. We present the imperative rules of WP in Section 5.2
and the integrated rules of WP in Section 5.3. The soundness and liveness of WP are proved
in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Section 5.6 demonstrates the use of voluntary rules via
an update protocol that is derived from WP. An alternative Writer-Push protocol is given in
Section 5.7.
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SYS
MSITE
MEM
SITEs
SITE
CACHE
IN
OUT
MSG

Sys(MSITE, SITEs)
Msite(MEM, IN, OUT)
] Cell(a,v,MSTATE) j MEM
SITE ] SITE j SITEs
Site(id , CACHE, IN, OUT, PMB, MPB, PROC)
] Cell(a,v,CSTATE) j CACHE
] MSG  IN
] MSG  OUT
Msg(src,dest,CMD,a,v)

System
Memory Site
Memory
Set of Cache Sites
Cache Site
Cache
Incoming Queue
Outgoing Queue
Message

MSTATE
DIR
SM
CSTATE
CMD

C DIR] ] T DIR,SM]
] id jDIR
] (id ,v)jSM
Clean ] Dirty ] WbPending ] CachePending
Cache ] Purge ] Wb ] WbAck ]
FlushAck ] CacheReq ] PurgeReq

Memory state
Directory
Suspended Messages
Cache State
Command

Figure 5.1: System Con guration of WP

5.1 The System Con guration of the WP Protocol
Figure 5.1 de nes the system con guration for the WP protocol. The system contains a memory
site and a set of cache sites. The memory site has three components, a memory, an incoming
queue and an outgoing queue. Each cache site contains an identi er, a cache, an incoming
queue, an outgoing queue, a processor-to-memory buer, a memory-to-processor buer and a
processor. Dierent cache sites have dierent cache identi ers.
The WP protocol employs two stable cache states, Clean and Dirty, and two transient cache
states, WbPending and CachePending. The WbPending state means a writeback operation is
being performed on the address, and the CachePending state means a cache copy is being
requested for the address. Each memory cell maintains a memory state, which can be Cdir]
or Tdir,sm], where dir contains identi ers of the cache sites in which the address is cached,
and sm contains suspended writeback messages (only the source and the data are recorded).
In terms of soundness, CachePending is identical to Invalid, and Cdir] is identical to Tdir,].
The CachePending and Cdir] states are introduced purely for liveness reason, and are not used
in imperative rules.
Figure 5.2 shows the imperative and directive messages of WP. Informally, the meaning of
each protocol message is as follows:
 Cache: the memory supplies a data copy to the cache.
 WbAck: the memory acknowledges a writeback operation and allows the cache to retain
a clean copy.
 FlushAck: the memory acknowledges a writeback operation and requires the cache to
purge the address.
 PurgeReq: the memory requests the cache to purge a clean copy.
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From Memory to Cache From Cache to Memory
Imperative Messages Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v)
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a)
Directive Messages

Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a)
Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a)
Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a)

Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v)

Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a)

Figure 5.2: Protocol Messages of WP

 Purge: the cache informs the memory of a purge operation.
 Wb: the cache writes a dirty copy back to the memory.
 CacheReq: the cache requests a data copy from the memory.

5.2 The Imperative Rules of the WP Protocol
We develop a set of imperative rules that specify all coherence actions that determine the
soundness of the system. This includes three sets of rules, the processor rules, the cache engine
rules and the memory engine rules.

Processor Rules: The imperative processor rules of WP contain all the imperative proces-

sor rules of Base (see Section 4.3), and the Reconcile-on-Clean rule that allows a Reconcile
instruction to complete even when the address is cached in the Clean state.
Reconcile-on-Clean Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

C-engine Rules: A cache can purge a clean cell and inform the memory via a Purge message.

It can also write the data of a dirty cell to the memory via a Wb message and set the cache state
to WbPending, indicating that a writeback operation is being performed on the address. There
are two possible acknowledgments for a writeback operation. If a writeback acknowledgment
(WbAck) is received, the cache state becomes Clean if a ush acknowledgment (FlushAck) is
received, the cache state becomes Invalid (that is, the address is purged from the cache).
When a cache receives a Cache message, it simply caches the data in the Clean state. Unlike
Base, a cache can receive a data copy from the memory even though it has not requested for
the data. Figure 5.3 shows cache state transitions due to imperative operations.
C-Send-Purge Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Purge,a), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Send-Wb Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,WbPending) j cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v), pmb, mpb, proc)
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Commit/Reconcile

Loadl/Commit/Reconcile

Storel

Loadl/Storel/Reconcile

Send Purge

Invalid

Receive Cache

Clean

Receive WbAck

WbPending

Send Wb

Dirty

Receive FlushAck

Figure 5.3: Cache State Transitions of WP's Imperative Operations
C-Receive-WbAck Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,WbPending) j cache, Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-FlushAck Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,WbPending) j cache, Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-Cache Rule
Site(id , cache, Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)

M-engine Rules: The memory can send a data copy of an address to a cache in which the

directory shows the address is not cached the directory is updated accordingly. When the
memory receives a purge message, it simply deletes the cache identi er from the directory.
When the memory receives a writeback message, it suspends the message and removes the
corresponding cache identi er from the directory. A suspended writeback message can be resumed if the directory shows that the address is not cached in any cache. In this case, the
memory updates its value and sends a ush acknowledgment back to the cache site. If the
writeback message is the only suspended message, the memory can send a writeback acknowledgment instead of a ush acknowledgment to allow the cache to retain a clean copy.
M-Send-Cache Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v,Tdir,]) j mem, in, out)
if id 2= dir
! Msite(Cell(a,v,Tid jdir,]) j mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v))
M-Receive-Purge Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v,Tid jdir,sm]) j mem, Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) in, out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v,Tdir,sm]) j mem, in, out)
M-Receive-Wb Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v1 ,Tid jdir,sm]) j mem, Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) in, out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v1 ,Tdir,smj(id ,v)]) j mem, in, out)
M-Send-FlushAck Rule
Msite(Cell(a,-,T,(id ,v)jsm]) j mem, in, out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v,T,sm]) j mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a))
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Instruction
Loadl(a)

Storel(a,v)
Commit(a)
Reconcile(a)

Imperative Processor Rules
Action

Cstate

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,-,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache

retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire

2

2

Msg from H
WbAck,a
FlushAck,a
Cache,a,v

h

i

h

i

h

i

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,WbPending)
a = cache

h

i

i

Cell(a,v,T dir,]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,T id dir,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,T id dir,sm])
Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v)])

Cache,a,v

h

i !

id

j

j

a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
2

Imperative M-engine Rules
Action

j

Next Cstate
2

2

Purge,a
Wb,a,v

i !

2

Msg from id Mstate
h

H
H

i !

h

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6
IP7
IP8
IP9

2

Purge,a
Wb,a,v

h

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
2

Imperative C-engine Rules
Action

Cstate

Next Cstate

FlushAck,a id
WbAck,a id

h

i !

h

i !

Next Mstate

Cell(a,v,T id dir,])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,sm (id ,v)])
Cell(a,v,T ,sm])
Cell(a,v,T id ,])
j

j

IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IM1
IM2
IM3
IM4
IM5

Figure 5.4: Imperative Rules of WP
M-Send-WbAck Rule
Msite(Cell(a,-,T,(id ,v)]) j mem, in, out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v,Tid ,]) j mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a))

Note that when a writeback message is suspended, the imperative rules rely on an oracle
to inform the caches to purge or write back their copies so that the suspended message can be
eventually resumed. The Imperative-&-Directive design methodology allows us to separate the
soundness and liveness concerns.
Figure 5.4 summarizes the imperative rules of WP. When an instruction is retired, it is removed from the processor-to-memory buer while an appropriate response is supplied to the
corresponding memory-to-processor buer. When a message is received, it is removed from the
incoming queue.

5.3 The WP Protocol
The imperative rules de ne all the coherence actions that can aect the soundness of the system
they intentionally do not address the liveness issue. For example, when the memory receives a
writeback message, it suspends the message in the memory state. A suspended message can be
resumed when the directory shows that the address is no longer cached in any cache. However,
the imperative rules do not specify how to bring the system to such a state that a suspended
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message can be resumed eventually. To ensure liveness, the memory must send a purge request
to the caches in which the address is cached to force the address to be purged.
We introduce two directive messages, CacheReq and PurgeReq, for this purpose. A cache
can send a CacheReq message to the memory to request for a data copy the memory can
send a PurgeReq message to a cache to force a clean copy to be purged or a dirty copy to be
written back. In addition, we maintain some information about outstanding directive messages
by splitting certain imperative cache and memory states. The Invalid state in the imperative
rules corresponds to Invalid and CachePending in the integrated protocol, where CachePending
implies that a CacheReq message has been sent to the memory. The Tdir,] state in the
imperative rules corresponds to Tdir,] and Cdir] in the integrated protocol, where Tdir,]
implies that a PurgeReq message has been multicast to cache sites dir.
Figure 5.5 de nes the rules of the WP protocol. The tabular description can be easily
translated into formal TRS rules (cases that are not speci ed represent illegal or unreachable
states). The processor rules are all mandatory rules. The cache engine and memory engine
rules are categorized into mandatory and voluntary rules. Each mandatory rule is weakly fair
in that if it can be applied, it must be applied eventually or become impossible to apply at some
time. A mandatory rule marked with `SF' means the rule requires strong fairness to ensure
the liveness of the system. The notation `msg ! dir' means sending the message msg to the
destinations represented by directory dir.
A processor rule may retire or stall an instruction depending on the cache state of the
address. When an instruction is retired, it is removed from the processor-to-memory buer
and the corresponding value or reply is sent to the memory-to-processor buer. When an
instruction is stalled, it remains in the processor-to-memory buer for later processing. A
stalled instruction does not necessarily block other instructions to be executed.
An incoming message can be processed or stalled depending on the memory state of the
address. When a message is processed, it is removed from the incoming queue. When a message
is stalled, it remains in the incoming queue for later processing (only CacheReq messages can
be stalled). A stalled message is buered properly to avoid blocking following messages.

5.3.1 Mandatory Rules
The processor rules are similar to those in the Base protocol, except that a Reconcile instruction
can complete even when the address is cached in the Clean state. On a cache miss, the cache
sends a cache request to the memory and sets the cache state to be CachePending until the
requested data is received. On a Commit instruction, if the address is cached in the Dirty
state, the cache writes the data back to the memory and sets the cache state to be WbPending
until a writeback acknowledgment is received. An instruction remains stalled when it cannot
be completed in the current cache state.
When the memory receives a CacheReq message, it processes the message according to the
memory state. If the address is already cached in the cache, the cache request is discarded.
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Instruction
Loadl(a)

Mandatory Processor Rules
Action

Cstate

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

Storel(a,v)

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,-,Dirty)
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

Commit(a)

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)

Reconcile(a)

Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

2

Cstate

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
Cache,a,v

h

i

i !

h

i !

h

i !

Purge,a H
Wb,a,v H
CacheReq,a H

h
h

i !

i !

h

i !

Mandatory C-engine Rules
Action

Cstate

a = cache
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

i

h

i

h

i

Purge,a
Wb,a,v

h
h

CacheReq,a

h

i

h

6

h

2
2

2

i

Purge,a

h
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i !

Cache,a,v

h

i !

i

j

SF
SF

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)

P11
P12

SF

Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20

SF
SF
SF

2

2

Next Cstate

a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
2

PurgeReq,a

h

i !

Next Mstate

Cell(a,v,C id dir])
Cell(a,v,T dir,])

dir

Cell(a,v,C id dir])
Cell(a,v,C dir])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v,C dir])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm])
Cell(a,v,T ,sm])
Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,v,C ])
j

j
j

FlushAck,a id
WbAck,a id

h

i !

h

i !

Figure 5.5: The WP Protocol
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SF

VC1
VC2
VC3
MC1
MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
MC6
MC7
MC8
MC9
VM1
VM2

j

j

j

j
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P7
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P9
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Next Mstate

id

stall message

2

Wb,a,v

h

Cache,a,v id
PurgeReq,a dir

2

Cell(a,v,C dir]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,C dir]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v1 ,C id dir])
Cell(a,v1 ,T id dir,sm])
Cell(a,v,C id dir])
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Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v) sm])
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Cell(a,v,Dirty)
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Cell(a,-,CachePending)

2

Mandatory M-engine Rules
Action

Msg from id Mstate
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2

Voluntary M-engine Rules
Action
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P1
P2
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P4
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2

H
H

2

Mstate

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
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Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

i !

i !

Next Cstate

Next Cstate

2

WbAck,a
FlushAck,a
PurgeReq,a

h

h

Voluntary C-engine Rules
Action

2

Msg from H

retire
retire
stall
stall
stall
CacheReq,a H
retire
retire
stall
stall
stall
CacheReq,a H
retire
stall
Wb,a,v H
stall
stall
retire
retire
retire
stall
stall
retire

MM1 SF
MM2
MM3
MM4
MM5
MM6
MM7
MM8
MM9
MM10
MM11

If the memory state shows that the address is uncached in the cache, there are two possible
cases. The cache request is stalled for later processing if the memory state is a transient state
otherwise the memory sends a cache message to supply the data to the requesting cache.
When a cache request is stalled, it is buered properly so that following messages in the
incoming queue can still be processed. This can be modeled by allowing incoming messages
to be reordered with each other under certain conditions. For the WP protocol, the minimal
requirement of buer management is that a stalled message cannot block any following message
that has a dierent source or dierent address. This requirement can be described as follows:
WP's bu er management:
msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if (Cmd(msg1 ) = CacheReq _ Cmd(msg2 ) = CacheReq) ^
(Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2 ))

There can be several stalled requests regarding the same address from dierent cache sites.
The strong fairness of Rule MM1 prevents a cache request from being stalled forever while cache
requests or writeback messages from other caches are serviced again and again. In practice, we
can use a FIFO queue for buered messages to ensure such fairness.
The role of the memory is more complicated for writeback operations, because the memory
must ensure that other cache copies of the same address are coherent. This can be achieved by
multicasting a purge request to all the caches recorded in the directory, except the one from
which the writeback is received. The writeback acknowledgment is withheld until the memory
has received acknowledgements for all the purge requests. The transient state Tdir,sm] is used
for the bookkeeping purpose in the memory. In the transient state, dir represents the cache sites
which have not yet acknowledged the purge requests, and sm contains the suspended writeback
message that the memory has received but has not yet acknowledged (only the source and the
data need to be recorded).
Each time the memory receives a purge acknowledgment, the directory is updated accordingly. The suspended writeback message is resumed after the directory becomes empty, that
is, all the purge requests have been acknowledged. The memory can then update the value of
the memory cell and send a writeback acknowledgment (WbAck) or a ush acknowledgment
(FlushAck) to the cache. If the cache receives a WbAck acknowledgment, it retains a clean
copy otherwise it purges its copy.
If the memory receives more than one writeback message, it records all the writeback messages in the transient state. The suspended messages are resumed when the directory becomes
empty. The memory acknowledges each writeback message via a FlushAck message (it may
chose to acknowledge the last writeback message via a WbAck message since the cache contains
the same value as the memory). This ensures that all the stale copies of the address are purged
from the caches.
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Send Wb

Dirty

Receive FlushAck

Figure 5.6: Cache State Transitions of WP
On the other hand, a cache responds to a purge request on a clean cell by purging the clean
data and sending a Purge message to the memory. In the case that the cache copy is dirty, the
dirty copy is forced to be written back via a Wb message.

5.3.2 Voluntary Rules
At any time, a cache can purge a clean cell, and notify the memory of the purge operation
via a Purge message. It can also write a dirty copy back to the memory via a Wb message.
Furthermore, a cache can send a message to the memory to request a data copy for any uncached
address, even though no Loadl or Storel instruction is performed. Figure 5.6 shows the cache
state transitions of WP.
The memory can voluntarily send a data copy to any cache, provided the directory shows
that the address is not cached in that cache. This implies that a cache may receive a data copy
even though it has not requested for it. The memory can also voluntarily multicast a purge
request to purge clean copies of an address.
The voluntary rules allow the memory to supply a data copy without a request from the cache,
and a cache to purge or write back a data copy without a request from the memory. This
can cause unexpected situations if a request is received after the requested action has been
performed. For example,
 Simultaneous Cache and CacheReq. Suppose initially the address is not cached in a cache
site. The memory sends a Cache message to the cache, while the cache sends a CacheReq
message to the memory. The CacheReq message will be discarded when it is received at
the memory (Rules MM2 & MM4).
 Simultaneous Purge and PurgeReq. Suppose initially a clean copy of the address is cached
in a cache site. The cache purges the clean copy and sends a Purge message to the memory,
while the memory sends a PurgeReq message to the cache. The PurgeReq message will
be discarded when it is received at the cache (Rules MC8 & MC9).
 Simultaneous Wb and PurgeReq. Suppose initially a dirty copy of the address is cached in
a cache site. The cache sends a Wb message to write the dirty copy back to the memory,
while the memory sends a PurgeReq message to the cache. The PurgeReq message will
be discarded when it is received at the cache (Rule MC7).
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5.3.3 FIFO Message Passing
The liveness of WP is contingent upon FIFO message passing. Consider a scenario in which
the memory sends a Cache message to supply a data copy to a cache, followed by a PurgeReq
message to request the cache copy to be purged or written back. According to Rules MC8
and MC9, the PurgeReq message would be discarded if it were received before the Cache message, which would inevitably lead to a deadlock or livelock situation. The minimal requirement
is that FIFO ordering must be maintained for the following messages:
 FlushAck followed by Cache. The memory sends a FlushAck message to acknowledge a
writeback operation, and then sends a Cache message to supply a data copy to the cache.
 Cache followed by PurgeReq. The memory sends a Cache message to a cache to supply
a data copy, and then sends a PurgeReq message to purge the data copy.
 WbAck followed by PurgeReq. The memory sends a WbAck message to acknowledge
a writeback operation (the cache is allowed to retain a clean copy), and then sends a
PurgeReq message to purge the data copy.
 Purge followed by CacheReq. A cache sends a Purge message to the memory after purging
a clean copy, and then sends a CacheReq message to the memory to request for a data
copy.
It is worth mentioning that FIFO message passing is not always necessary when the preceding message is a directive message. For example, if a cache sends a CacheReq message followed
by a Purge message, the two messages can be received out-of-order without incurring deadlock
or livelock. In this case, the CacheReq message, which would be discarded under FIFO message
passing, invokes the memory to send a data copy to the cache. Therefore, directive messages
can be treated as low-priority messages in that they can be overtaken by imperative messages.
The WP protocol does not require FIFO ordering in the following scenarios:
 CacheReq followed by Purge. A cache sends a CacheReq message to the memory. Before
the CacheReq message is received, the memory voluntarily sends a Cache message to the
cache. The cache receives the Cache message and caches the data in the Clean state.
The cache then purges the clean copy and sends a Purge message to the memory. The
CacheReq message and the Purge message can be reordered.
 CacheReq followed by Wb. A cache sends a CacheReq message to the memory. Before
the CacheReq message is received, the memory voluntarily sends a Cache message to the
cache. The cache receives the Cache message and caches the data in the Clean state. The
processor performs a Storel instruction, and the cache state becomes Dirty. The cache
then sends a Wb message to write the dirty copy back to the memory. The CacheReq
message and the Wb message can be reordered.
 PurgeReq followed by Cache. The memory sends a PurgeReq message to a cache, while
the address is cached in the Clean state in the cache. Before the PurgeReq message is
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Figure 5.7: Simpli ed Memory Engine Rules of WP



received, the cache voluntarily purges the clean copy and sends a Purge message to the
memory. The memory receives the Purge message, and then sends a Cache message to
the cache. The PurgeReq message and the Cache message can be reordered.
PurgeReq followed by WbAck or FlushAck. The memory sends a PurgeReq message to
a cache, while the address is cached in the Dirty state in the cache. Before the PurgeReq
message is received, the cache voluntarily sends a Wb message to write the data back
to the memory. The memory receives the Wb message, and then sends a WbAck or
FlushAck message to the cache to acknowledge the writeback operation. The PurgeReq
message and the WbAck or FlushAck message can be reordered.

5.3.4 Potential Optimizations
In WP, an instruction is stalled when the address is cached in a transient state. This constraint
can be relaxed under certain circumstances. For example, a Commit or Reconcile instruction
can be completed when the address is cached in the CachePending or WbPending state. This
optimization is useful since a cache may voluntarily request for a data copy from the memory
or voluntarily write a dirty copy back to the memory. It is desirable that such voluntary actions
do not block instruction execution unnecessarily.
The WP protocol requires that, when a writeback message is suspended, both the source
and the data be recorded in the transient memory state. This preserves the original data of
the memory cell which is needed for backward draining in the soundness proof. In practice, the
data of a writeback message can be directly written to the memory cell. Furthermore, when
there are several writeback messages from dierent cache sites, the memory is updated only
once. Since the value of any writeback message can be used to update the memory, we simply
use the value of the rst writeback message and discard the values of all subsequent writeback
messages.
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Figure 5.7 gives the M-engine rules, in which only the sources of suspended messages are
recorded. The transient memory state Tdir,dir1 ] means that the memory has sent purge
requests to cache sites dir and has received writeback messages from cache sites dir1 . The
memory uses FlushAck messages to acknowledge all suspended writeback messages. It is worth
pointing out that, if the memory remembers which writeback has been used to update the
memory, it can acknowledge that writeback message via a WbAck message to allow the cache
to retain a clean copy.

5.4 Soundness Proof of the WP Protocol
In this section, we prove the soundness of WP by showing that CRF can simulate WP. We
de ne a mapping function from WP to CRF, and show that any imperative rule of WP can be
simulated in CRF with respect to the mapping function. The soundness of WP follows from
the fact that all the WP rules can be derived from the imperative and directive rules of WP.
The soundness proof is given under the assumption that messages can be reordered arbitrarily in incoming and outgoing queues. Obviously, the soundness property cannot be compromised
in the presence of speci c reordering restrictions such as FIFO message passing. We rst present
the invariants that will be used throughout the proof all the invariants are given in the context
of the imperative rules of WP.

5.4.1 Some Invariants of WP
Lemma 15 includes two invariants that describe the correspondence between memory states,
cache states and messages in transit. Invariant (1) means that the directory shows that an
address is cached in a cache site if and only if the address is cached in the Clean or Dirty
state in the cache, or a Cache or WbAck message is in transit from the memory to the cache,
or a Purge or Wb message is in transit from the cache to the memory. Furthermore, a clean
cell always contains the same value as the memory cell. Invariant (2) describes the message in
transit when the cache state shows that a writeback operation is being performed. It ensures
that a WbAck or FlushAck message can always be processed when it is received.

Lemma 15 Given a WP term s,

(1) Cell(a,v,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem(s) ,
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s) _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s) _
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s) _
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid (s) _ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 MinCoutid (s)
(2) Cell(a,v,WbPending) 2 Cacheid (s) ,
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) 2 MinCoutid (s) _ Cell(a,-,T-,(id ,v)j-]) 2 Mem(s) _
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s)

Lemma 16 implies that, if a Cache message is on its way to a cache, then the address is not
cached in the cache or a FlushAck message is on its way to the cache. This ensures that a
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Cache message can always be processed eventually.

Lemma 16 Given a WP term s,

Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 MoutCinid (s) )
a 2= Cacheid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s)

Lemma 17 means that at any time, there can be at most one outstanding message on each
address between the same source and destination, except for Cache and FlushAck messages.

Lemma 17 Given a WP term s,

msg1 2 s ^ msg2 2 s )
Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2) _ Dest(msg1 ) 6= Dest(msg2 ) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2 )
(Cmd(msg1 ) = Cache ^ Cmd(msg2 ) = FlushAck) _
(Cmd(msg1 ) = FlushAck ^ Cmd(msg2 ) = Cache)

_

Proof (Lemmas 15, 16 and 17) The proof is based on induction on rewriting steps. The

invariants hold trivially for the initial term where all caches and queues are empty. It can be
shown by checking each rule that, if the invariants hold for a term, then they still hold after
the term is rewritten according to that rule. 2

5.4.2 Mapping from WP to CRF
We de ne a mapping function that maps terms of WP to terms of CRF. For WP terms in which
all message queues are empty, it is straightforward to nd the corresponding CRF terms. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between these drained terms of WP and the terms of CRF. For
WP terms that contain non-empty message queues, we apply a set of draining rules to extract
all the messages from the queues.
We use backward draining for Wb messages and forward draining for all other messages
(note that forwarding draining of Wb messages would lead to non-deterministic drained terms
when there are multiple writeback messages regarding the same address). Consequently, all the
Cache, WbAck, FlushAck and Wb messages will be drained at cache sites, while all the Purge
messages will be drained at the memory.

Backward Rules: The Backward-M-Receive-Wb rule allows the memory to extract a Wb

message from the suspended message buer and place it back to the incoming queue. The
Backward-Message-Cache-to-Mem-for-Wb rule moves a Wb message from the memory's incoming queue back to the source cache's outgoing queue. The Backward-C-Send-Wb rule allows a
cache to reclaim a Wb message from its outgoing queue and recover the cache state.
Backward-M-Receive-Wb Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v1 ,Tdir,smj(id ,v)]) j mem, in, out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v1 ,Tid jdir,sm]) j mem, Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) in, out)
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Backward-Message-Cache-to-Mem-for-Wb Rule
Sys(Msite(mem, min msg, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if Src(msg) = id ^ Cmd(msg) = Wb
! Sys(Msite(mem, min, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, msg cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
Backward-C-Send-Wb Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,WbPending) j cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v), pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)

The backward rules above will be used for backward draining of Wb messages. They are
the backward version of the M-Receive-Wb, Message-Cache-to-Mem (for Wb messages) and
C-Send-Wb rules, respectively. It is trivial to show that Invariants 15, 16 and 17 still hold in
the presence of the backward rules.
In addition to the backward rules, the draining rules also contain some WP rules that are
needed to drain Cache, WbAck, FlushAck and Purge messages. Furthermore, we need to tailor
the cache-to-memory message passing rule to disallow Wb messages to ow to the memory
throughout the draining process. The following Message-Cache-to-Mem-for-Purge rule is a
restricted version of the Message-Cache-to-Mem rule.
Message-Cache-to-Mem-for-Purge Rule
Sys(Msite(mem, min, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, msg cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)
if Dest(msg) = H ^ Cmd(msg) = Purge
! Sys(Msite(mem, min msg, mout), Site(id , cache, cin, cout, pmb, mpb, proc) j sites)

De nition 18 (Draining Rules) Given a WP term s, the drained term dr(s) is the normal
form of s with respect to the following draining rules:
D

 f

C-Receive-Cache, C-Receive-WbAck,
C-Receive-FlushAck, M-Receive-Purge,
Backward-M-Receive-Wb, Backward-C-Send-Wb,
Message-Mem-to-Cache, Message-Cache-to-Mem-for-Purge,
Backward-Message-Cache-to-Mem-for-Wb g

Lemma 19 D is strongly terminating and conuent, that is, rewriting a WP term with respect

to the draining rules always terminates and reaches the same normal form, regardless of the
order in which the rules are applied.

Proof The termination is obvious because according to the draining rules, Cache, WbAck,

FlushAck and Wb messages can only ow from memory to caches, and Purge messages can
only ow from caches to memory. The conuence follows from the fact that the draining rules
do not interfere with each other. 2
Lemma 20 ensures that the processor-to-memory buers, the memory-to-processor buers and
the processors all remain unchanged after the draining rules are applied. Lemma 21 ensures
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that the message queues all become empty in a drained term. This can be proved according to
Lemma 15, which guarantees that a Cache, WbAck, FlushAck or Wb message can be consumed
at the cache, and a Purge message can be consumed at the memory.

Lemma 20 Given a WP term s,

(1) Pmbid (s) = Pmbid (dr(s))
(2) Mpbid (s) = Mpbid (dr(s))
(3) Procid (s) = Procid (dr(s))

Lemma 21 Given a WP term s,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Min(dr(s))
Mout(dr(s))
Cinid (dr(s))
Coutid (dr(s))

=
=
=
=






The draining rules have no impact on the value of a memory cell. A cache cell in a stable state
remains unaected. An uncached address remains uncached provided that no Cache message
is drained. Lemma 22 captures these properties.
Lemma 22 Given a WP term s,
(1) Cell(a,v,T-,-]) 2 Mem(s) ) Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s))
(2) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s) ) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
(3) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s) ) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
(4) a 2= Cacheid (s) ^ Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= MoutCinid (s1 ) ) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s))
Lemma 23 ensures that in a drained term, an address will be cached in the Clean state if a
Cache or WbAck message is drained an address will be cached in the Dirty state if a Wb
message is drained an address will be uncached if a Purge or FlushAck message is drained.
The proof follows from Lemma 15 and the draining rules (note that messages can be drained
in any order because of the conuence of the draining rules).
Lemma 23 Given a WP term s,
(1) Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s) ) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
(2) Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid (s) ) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s))
(3) Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) 2 MinCoutid (s)
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
(4) Cell(a,v,T-,(id ,v)j-]) 2 Mem(s)
(5) Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s) ) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s))
(6) Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s) ^ Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= MoutCinid (s)
) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s))
De nition 24 (Mapping from WP to CRF) Given a WP term s, the corresponding CRF
term f(s) is the drained term dr(s) with all message queues and cache identi ers removed.
It is obvious that the mapping function maps the initial WP term (with all caches and
network queues empty) to the initial CRF term (with all semantic caches empty). For any WP
term, the mapping function guarantees that it is mapped to a legal CRF term (this follows
trivially from the simulation theorem given below).
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5.4.3 Simulation of WP in CRF

Theorem 25 (CRF Simulates WP) Given WP terms s1 and s2,
s1 ! s2 in WP

)

f(s1 ) ! f(s2 ) in CRF

Proof The proof is based on a case analysis on the imperative rule used in the rewriting of
`s1 ! s2 ' in WP. Let a be the address and id the cache identi er.
Imperative Processor Rules
If Rule IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Loadl )
If Rule IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Loadl )
If Rule IP3 (Storel-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Storel )
If Rule IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Storel )
If Rule IP5 (Commit-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Commit )
If Rule IP6 (Commit-on-Invalid) applies, and if Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= MoutCinid (s1 ), then
a 2= Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ a 2= Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Commit )
If Rule IP6 (Commit-on-Invalid) applies, and if Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s1 ), then
a 2= Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 23 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Commit )
If Rule IP7 (Reconcile-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2)) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Reconcile )
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If Rule IP8 (Reconcile-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,T-,-]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,T-,-]) 2 Mem(s2 )
(Lemma 15 )
) Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s2 )) ^ (Lemma 22 )
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Purge, CRF-Reconcile & CRF-Cache )
If Rule IP9 (Reconcile-on-Invalid) applies, and if Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= MoutCinid (s1 ), then
a 2= Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) a 2= Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ a 2= Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Reconcile )
If Rule IP9 (Reconcile-on-Invalid) applies, and if Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s1 ), then
a 2= Cacheid (s1 ) ^ a 2= Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,T-,-]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,T-,-]) 2 Mem(s2 )
(Lemma 15 )
) Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s2 )) ^ (Lemma 22 )
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) (Lemma 23 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Purge, CRF-Reconcile & CRF-Cache )

Imperative C-engine Rules
If Rule IC1 (C-Send-Purge) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^
a 2= Cacheid (s2 ) ^ Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Coutid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1 )) ^ (Lemma 22 )
a 2= Cacheid (dr(s2 ))
(Lemma 23 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Purge )

Imperative M-engine Rules

If Rule IM1 (M-Send-Cache) applies, and if Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2= MoutCinid (s1 ), then
Cell(a,v,Tdir,]) 2 Mem(s1 ), id 2= dir
Cell(a,v,Tid jdir,]) 2 Mem(s2 ), Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 Mout(s2 )
) a 2= s1, Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= Mout(s1 ) + Cinid (s1 ) (Lemma 15 )
) a 2= dr(s1)
(Lemma 22 )
) Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s1 )), Mem(dr(s2 ))
(Lemma 22 )
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 ))
(Lemma 23 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache )
If Rule IM1 (M-Send-Cache) applies, and if Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s1 ), then
Cell(a,v,Tdir,]) 2 Mem(s1 ), id 2= dir
Cell(a,v,Tid jdir,]) 2 Mem(s2 ), Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 Mout(s2 )
) Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= Mout(s1 ) + Cinid (s1) (Lemma 15 )
) a 2= dr(s1)
(Lemma 22 )
) Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s1 )), Mem(dr(s2 )) (Lemma 22 )
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 ))
(Lemma 23 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache )
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WP Imperative Rule

IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean)
IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty)
IP3 (Storel-on-Clean)
IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty)
IP5 (Commit-on-Clean)
IP6 (Commit-on-Invalid)
IP7 (Reconcile-on-Dirty)
IP8 (Reconcile-on-Clean)
IP9 (Reconcile-on-Invalid)
IC1 (C-Send-Purge)
IC2 (C-Send-Wb)
IC3 (C-Receive-WbAck)
IC4 (C-Receive-FlushAck)
IC5 (C-Receive-Cache)
IM1 (M-Send-Cache)
IM2 (M-Receive-Purge)
IM3 (M-Receive-Wb)
IM4 (M-Send-FlushAck)
IM5 (M-Send-WbAck)
Message-Cache-to-Mem
Message-Mem-to-Cache

CRF Rules

CRF-Loadl
CRF-Loadl
CRF-Storel
CRF-Storel
CRF-Commit
CRF-Commit
CRF-Reconcile
CRF-Purge + CRF-Reconcile + CRF-Cache
CRF-Reconcile, or
CRF-Purge + CRF-Reconcile + CRF-Cache
CRF-Purge




CRF-Cache


CRF-Writeback + CRF-Purge
CRF-Writeback



Figure 5.8: Simulation of WP in CRF
If Rule IM4 (M-Send-FlushAck) applies, then
Cell(a,-,T,(id ,v)jsm]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^
Cell(a,v,T,sm]) 2 Mem(s2 ) ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 Mout(s2 )
) Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2= MoutCinid (s2 ) (Lemma 15 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ (Lemma 23 )
a 2= dr(s2 ) ^
(Lemma 23 )
Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s2 ))
(Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Writeback & CRF-Purge )
If Rule IM5 (M-Send-WbAck) applies, then
Cell(a,-,T,(id ,v)]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^
Cell(a,v,Tid ,]) 2 Mem(s2 ) ^ Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Mout(s2 )
) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (dr(s1)) ^ (Lemma 23 )
(Lemma 23 )
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (dr(s2 )) ^
Cell(a,v,T-,]) 2 Mem(dr(s2 ))
(Lemma 22 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Writeback )

Draining Rules
If Rule IC2 (C-Send-Wb), IC3 (C-Receive-WbAck), IC4 (C-Receive-FlushAck), IC5 (C-ReceiveCache), IM2 (M-Receive-Purge), IM3 (M-Receive-Wb), Message-Cache-to-Mem or Message-Memto-Cache applies, then
f(s1 ) = f(s2 )
(Since the rule or its backward version is a draining rule)

Figure 5.8 summarizes the simulation proof.

2
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5.4.4 Soundness of WP
The WP protocol de ned in Figure 5.5 consists of integrated rules that can be derived from
the imperative and directive rules of WP. The imperative rules are given in Section 5.2. In
the remainder of this section, we give the directive rules and show the derivation of WP rules.
A directive rule involves generating or discarding a directive message, which can be used to
specify conditions under which an imperative action should be invoked.
C-Send-CacheReq Rule
Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-PurgeReq Rule
Site(id , cache, Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
M-Send-PurgeReq Rule
Msite(mem, in, out)
! Msite(mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a))
M-Receive-CacheReq Rule
Msite(mem, Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) in, out)
! Msite(mem, in, out)

Figure 5.9 gives the imperative and directive rules used in the derivation for each WP rule (a
rule marked with `' may be applied zero or many times). In the derivation, the CachePending
state used in the integrated rules is mapped to the Invalid state of the imperative rules, and
the Cdir] state used in the integrated rules is mapped to the Tdir,] state of the imperative
rules. For example, consider Rule MM5 that deals with an incoming writeback message. It
involves applying the imperative M-Receive-Wb rule to suspend the writeback message, and
the directive M-Send-PurgeReq rule to generate purge requests.
A directive rule by itself cannot modify any system state that may aect soundness. Therefore, it suces to verify the soundness of the protocol with respect to the imperative rules, rather
than the integrated rules. This can dramatically simplify the veri cation since the number of
imperative rules is much smaller than the number of integrated rules.

5.5 Liveness Proof of the WP Protocol
In this section, we prove the liveness of WP by showing that an instruction can always be
completed so that each processor can make progress. That is, whenever a processor intends to
execute a memory instruction, the cache cell will be brought to an appropriate state so that the
instruction can be retired. The lemmas and theorems in this section are given in the context of
the integrated rules of WP, which involve both imperative and directive messages. We assume
FIFO message passing and proper buer management as described in Section 5.3.
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WP Rule
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
VC1
VC2
VC3
MC1
MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
MC6
MC7
MC8
MC9
VM1
VM2
MM1
MM2
MM3
MM4
MM5
MM6
MM7
MM8
MM9
MM10
MM11

WP Imperative & Directive Rules
Loadl-on-Clean
Loadl-on-Dirty


C-Send-CacheReq
Storel-on-Clean
Storel-on-Dirty


C-Send-CacheReq
Commit-on-Clean
C-Send-Wb


Commit-on-Invalid
Reconcile-on-Clean
Reconcile-on-Dirty


Reconcile-on-Invalid
C-Send-Purge
C-Send-Wb
C-Send-CacheReq
C-Receive-Cache
C-Receive-Cache
C-Receive-WbAck
C-Receive-FlushAck
C-Receive-PurgeReq + C-Send-Purge
C-Receive-PurgeReq + C-Send-Wb
C-Receive-PurgeReq
C-Receive-PurgeReq
C-Receive-PurgeReq
M-Send-Cache
M-Send-PurgeReq
M-Receive-CacheReq + M-Send-Cache
M-Receive-CacheReq

M-Receive-CacheReq
M-Receive-Wb + M-Send-PurgeReq
M-Receive-Wb
M-Receive-Purge
M-Receive-Purge
M-Send-FlushAck
M-Send-WbAck





Figure 5.9: Derivation of WP from Imperative & Directive Rules
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5.5.1 Some Invariants of WP
Lemma 26 is identical to Lemma 15, except that the Tdir,] state used in the imperative rules
is replaced by the Cdir] and Tdir,] states used in the integrated rules.

Lemma 26 Given a WP term s,

(1) Cell(a,v,Cid j-]) 2 Mem(s) _ Cell(a,v,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem(s) ,
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s) _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s) _
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s) _
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid (s) _ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 MinCoutid (s)
(2) Cell(a,v,WbPending) 2 Cacheid (s) ,
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,v) 2 MinCoutid (s) _ Cell(a,-,T-,(id ,v)j-]) 2 Mem(s) _
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s) _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 MoutCinid (s)

Lemma 27 includes invariants regarding message generation and processing. Invariants (1)-(2)
ensure that when a Loadl or Storel instruction is performed on an uncached address, the cache
will contain a clean cell for the address, or issue a CacheReq message and set the cache state
to CachePending. Invariant (3) ensures that when a Commit instruction is performed on a
dirty cell, the cache will issue a Wb message and set the cache state to WbPending. The proof
follows from the weak fairness of Rules P5, P10 and P12.
Invariants (4)-(8) ensure that when a cache receives a Cache or WbAck message, it will set
the cache state to Clean when a cache receives a FlushAck message, it will purge the address
when a cache receives a PurgeReq message, it will send a Purge or Wb message depending
on whether a clean or dirty copy is cached for the address. The proof follows from the weak
fairness of Rules MC1, MC2, MC3, MC4, MC5 and MC6.
Invariants (9)-(11) ensure that when the memory receives a Purge message, it will remove
the cache identi er from the directory when the memory receives a Wb message, it will suspend the message when the directory becomes empty, the memory will resume a suspended
message. The proof follows from the weak fairness of Rules MM5, MM6, MM7, MM8 and
MM9. Notation dir id represents a directory that does not contains identi er id .
Invariants (12)-(13) ensure that each outgoing message will be delivered to its destination's
incoming queue. This can be proved by simple induction on the number of preceding messages
in the outgoing queue (note that the message passing rules are weakly fair).
;

Lemma 27 Given a WP sequence ,
(1)

(2)
(3)

ht,Loadl(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ a 2= Cacheid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ())
ht,Storel(a,-)i2 Pmbid () ^ a 2= Cacheid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ())
ht,Commit(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 Cinid ()
a 2= Cacheid ()
Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Cinid () ^ Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Coutid ()
Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Cinid () ^ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,Cdir id ]) 2 Mem() _ Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,-]) 2 Mem()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,(id ,-)j-]) 2 Mem()
Cell(a,-,T,(id ,-)j-]) 2 Mem()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Mout() _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 Mout()
msg 2 Coutid () ^ Dest(msg) = H
msg 2 Min()
msg 2 Mout() ^ Dest(msg) = id
msg 2 Cinid ()
"

"

"

"

"

"

;

;

"

;

Lemma 28 ensures that an incoming Cache, WbAck, FlushAck, PurgeReq, Purge or Wb message
will eventually become the rst message regarding the address in the incoming queue. This
implies that the message will be brought to the front end of the incoming queue so that it has
an opportunity to be processed. A more general proposition will be presented in Lemma 31,
which guarantees that any incoming message will eventually become the rst message in the
incoming queue.

Lemma 28 Given a WP sequence ,

(1) msg 2 Cinid ()
msg 2 Cinid ()
(2) msg 2 Min() ^ (Cmd(msg) = Purge _ Cmd(msg) = Wb)
"

msg

"

2 Min()

Proof The proof is based on induction on the number of messages that are in front the

message in the incoming queue. It is obvious that the rst message in a cache's incoming queue
can always be processed because of the weak fairness of the mandatory cache engine rules. At
the memory side, the rst incoming message can always be processed except that a CacheReq
message may need to be stalled. The key observation here is that a CacheReq message followed
by a Purge or Wb message cannot be stalled. This is because according to Lemma 26, the
directory of the memory state contains the cache identi er, which implies that the CacheReq
message can be processed according to Rule MM2 or MM4. 2
Lemma 29 ensures that if a memory cell is in a transient state and the directory shows that
the address is cached in a cache, then the cache's identi er will be removed from the directory
eventually. This guarantees that suspended writeback messages will be resumed.

Lemma 29 Given a WP sequence ,
Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem()

Cell(a,-,Tdir

id ,-])
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;

2 Mem()

Proof We rst show some properties that are needed for the proof all the properties can be
veri ed by simply checking the WP rules.

 The memory sends a PurgeReq message to cache id whenever it changes the state of a
memory cell to Tid j-,-]. Note that the PurgeReq message has no following message when
it is issued.

Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2= Mem() ^ Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem()
) Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Mout()
#

 The memory cannot remove a cache identi er from a directory unless it receives a Purge




or Wb message from the cache site.
Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2= Mem()
) Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min() _ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
When the memory removes a cache identi er from the directory of a memory cell in a
transient state, the memory state becomes a transient state in which the directory does
not contains the cache identi er.
Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2= Mem()
) Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,-]) 2 Mem()
The memory cannot send any message to cache id while the memory state is Tid j-,-].
Thus, a message that has no following message will remain as the last message.
Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ msg 2 MoutCinid ()
) msg 2 MoutCinid ()
;

#

#

We then prove the lemma under the assumption that the memory's outgoing queue contains a
PurgeReq message and the PurgeReq message has no following message.

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 27,

Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Mout()
(Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Cinid ())
Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,-]) 2 Mem()

_

Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Cinid ()
(Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Cinid ())
Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,-]) 2 Mem()

_

#

#

;

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 28,

#

l

;

 According to Lemmas 26, 27, and 28,

Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Cinid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid () _ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 MinCoutid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min() _ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min() _ Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,-]) 2 Mem()
Thus, Cell(a,-,Tid j-,-]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,PurgeReq,a) 2 Mout()
Cell(a,-,Tdir id ,-]) 2 Mem()
l

"

"

;

#

;
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This completes the proof according to Theorem-A. 2
The proof above can be explained in a more intuitive way. The memory sends a PurgeReq
message to cache id each time it changes the memory state to Tid j-,-]. When the PurgeReq
message is received at cache id , if the cache state is Clean or Dirty, the cache sends a Purge or
Wb message to the memory otherwise the cache ignores the PurgeReq message. In the latter
case, if the memory state remains as Tid j-,-], there must be a Purge or Wb message in transit
from cache id to the memory according to Lemma 26 (note that the PurgeReq message has no
following message since the memory cannot send any message to cache id while the memory
state is Tid j-,-], and FIFO message passing guarantees that any preceding message must be
received before the PurgeReq message is received). When the memory receives the Purge or
Wb message, it removes the cache identi er from the directory.
Lemma 30 includes invariants about transient memory states. Invariant (1) ensures that the
directory of a transient state will eventually become empty while each suspended writeback
message remains unaected. The proof is based on induction on the number of cache identi ers
in the directory. It can be shown by checking each WP rule that suspended messages cannot
be aected before the directory becomes empty. Invariant (2) ensures that a transient memory
state will eventually become a stable memory state. The proof follows from the weak fairness
of Rule MM11. This is critical to ensure that a stalled CacheReq message will be processed
eventually.

Lemma 30 Given a WP sequence ,

(1) Cell(a,-,T-,(id ,-)j-]) 2 Mem()
Cell(a,-,T,(id ,-)j-]) 2 Mem()
(2) Cell(a,-,T-,-]) 2 Mem()
Cell(a,-,C-]) 2 Mem()

Lemma 31 ensures that any incoming message can become the rst message regarding the
address in the incoming queue (so that it can be processed by the corresponding protocol
engine). This is a general form of Lemma 28.

Lemma 31 Given a WP sequence ,
(1) msg 2 Cinid ()
(2) msg 2 Min()

msg
msg

"
"

2 Cinid ()
2 Min()

Lemma 32 ensures that if an address is cached in the CachePending state, the cache state will
become Clean eventually. This is important to guarantee that a cache miss can be serviced in
nite time.

Lemma 32 Given a WP sequence ,

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()

Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

Proof We rst show some properties that are needed for the proof all the properties can be
veri ed by simply checking the WP rules.
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 A cache sends a CacheReq message to the memory whenever it changes the state of a




cache cell to CachePending. Note the CacheReq message has no following message when
it is issued.
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2= Cacheid () ^ Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()
) Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
The CachePending state can only be changed to the Clean state.
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2= Cacheid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
A cache cannot send any message to the memory while the cache state is CachePending.
Thus, a message that has no following message will remain as the last message.
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ msg 2 MinCoutid ()
) msg 2 MinCoutid ()
#

#

#

We then prove the lemma under the assumption that the cache's outgoing queue contains a
CacheReq message which has no following message.

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 27,

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min())
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

_

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min()
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min())
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

_

#

#

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 31,

#

l

 According to Lemmas 26, 27, and 31,

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 MoutCinid ()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Thus, Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
l

"

#

This completes the proof according to Theorem-A. 2
The proof above can be explained in a more intuitive way. A cache generates a CacheReq
message each time it changes the cache state of an address to CachePending. When the memory
receives a CacheReq message from cache id , if the memory state is Cdir] where id 2= dir, the
memory sends a Cache message to the cache if the memory state is Cdir] or Tdir,sm] where
id 2 dir, the memory ignores the CacheReq message. In the latter case, if the cache state
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remains as CachePending, there must be a Cache message in transit from the memory to cache
id according to Lemma 26 (note that the CacheReq message has no following message since
the cache cannot issue any message while the cache state is CachePending, and FIFO message
passing guarantees that any preceding message must be received before the CacheReq message
is received). When the cache receives the Cache message, it caches the data and sets the cache
state to Clean. It is worth pointing out that although the CacheReq message can be stalled at
the memory, the stalled message will be processed eventually.
Lemma 33 ensures that if an address is cached in the WbPending state, the cache state will
become Clean or the address will be purged from the cache. This is important to ensure that
a writeback operation can always be completed.

Lemma 33 Given a WP sequence ,
Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2 Cacheid ()

Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

_ a 2= Cacheid ()

Proof We rst show that if a cache's outgoing queue has a Wb message, the cache state will
become Clean or Invalid eventually.
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,T-,(id ,-)j-]) 2 Mem()
Cell(a,-,T,(id ,-)j-]) 2 Mem()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Mout() _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 Mout()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Cinid () _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 Cinid ()
Msg(H,id ,WbAck,a) 2 Cinid () _ Msg(H,id ,FlushAck,a) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
"

"

"

(Lemma 27 )
(Lemma 31 )
(Lemma 27 )
(Lemma 30 )
(Lemma 27 )
(Lemma 27 )
(Lemma 31 )
(Lemma 27 )

We then show that a cache sends a Wb message to the memory whenever it changes the state
of a cache cell to WbPending. The following proposition can be veri ed by checking the WP
rules.
Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2= Cacheid () ^ Cell(a,-,WbPending) 2 Cacheid ()
) Msg(id ,H,Wb,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
This completes the proof according to Theorem-A. 2

5.5.2 Liveness of WP
Lemma 34 ensures that whenever a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache cell
will be set to an appropriate state while the instruction remains in the processor-to-memory
buer. For a Loadl or Storel, the cache state will be set to Clean or Dirty for a Commit, the
cache state will be set to Clean or Invalid for a Reconcile, the cache state will be set to Clean,
Dirty or Invalid.
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Lemma 34 Given a WP sequence ,

(1) Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ())
(2) Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid ()
Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ())
(3) Commit(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Commit(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ())
(4) Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ())

Proof We rst show that when a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache cell

will be set to an appropriate state. This can be represented by the following proposition the
proof follows from Lemmas 27, 32 and 33.
Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Commit(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()

We then show that an instruction can be completed only when the address is cached in an
appropriate state. This can be represented by the following proposition, which can be veri ed
by simply checking the WP rules that allow an instruction to be retired.
ht,Loadl(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Loadl(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
ht,Storel(a,-)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Storel(a,-)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
ht,Commit(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Commit(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
ht,Reconcile(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Reconcile(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
This completes the proof according to Theorem-B. 2
The liveness of WP ensures that a memory instruction can always be completed eventually.
This is described by the following theorem, which trivially follows from Lemma 34. Note that
Rules P1, P2, P6, P7, P11, P15, P16, P17 and P20 are strongly fair.

Theorem 35 (Liveness of WP) Given a WP sequence ,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

ht,Loadl(-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Storel(-,-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Commit(-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Reconcile(-)i2 Pmbid ()

ht,-i2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
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M-engine Rules
Action

Msg from id Mstate
h

CacheReq,a

i

Cell(a,v,C dir,hint]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,C dir,hint]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,hint]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,hint]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v1 ,C id dir,hint])
Cell(a,v1 ,T id dir,sm,hint])
Cell(a,v,C id dir,hint])
Cell(a,v,T id dir,sm,hint])
Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v) sm,hint])
Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v),hint])
Cell(a,v,T ,,hint])
Cell(a,v,C dir,id hint]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,C dir,id hint])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,id hint])
2
2

2

h

h

Cache,a,v

h

i !

i

j

PurgeReq,a

h

i !

dir

j

Purge,a

i

j

j
j

j

j

2

Cell(a,v,C id dir,hint])
SF
Cell(a,v,C dir,hint])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,hint])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,hint])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v),hint])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v) sm,hint])
Cell(a,v,C dir,hint])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,id hint])
Cell(a,v,T ,sm,id hint])
Cell(a,v,C id ,hint])
Cell(a,v,C ,hint])
Cell(a,v,C id dir,hint])
Cell(a,v,C dir,hint])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,hint])
j

stall message

2

Wb,a,v

Next Mstate

id

FlushAck,a id
WbAck,a id

h

i !

h

i !

Cache,a,v

h

i !

j

j

id

j

j

j

Figure 5.10: Memory Engine Rules of an Update Protocol

5.6 An Update Protocol from WP
The WP protocol contains voluntary rules that can be invoked under various heuristic policies.
Dierent heuristic policies can lead to dierent performance, but the soundness and liveness of
the system are always guaranteed. To build a concrete adaptive protocol one has to decide only
on the conditions in which each voluntary rule should be applied. This policy decision is taken
on the basis of an expected or observed behavior of the program.
To demonstrate the use of voluntary rules, we build an update protocol from WP. The
memory maintains some hueristic information about the cache sites that may need to be updated. It behaves as a hint for the invocation of the voluntary rule that sends a data copy to
a cache site even though no cache request is received. The heuristic information is called soft
state since it has no impact on the soundness and liveness of the protocol.
Figure 5.10 gives the M-engine rules for the update protocol (the processor and C-engine
rules remain unchanged). When the memory receives a purge acknowledgment, it records the
cache identi er as a hint for future cache update. Later when the memory is updated, it can
send a data copy to the cache site in which the address was just purged. Note that a cache
identi er in the heuristic information can be removed at any time without taking any action.
The correctness of the update protocol follows from two observations. First, with all the
heuristic information removed, each rule of the update protocol can be projected to either
a mandatory or voluntary rule of WP, or a rule that takes no action (that is, the rule has
identical left-hand-side and right-hand-side). This guarantees the soundness of the protocol.
Second, the action of each mandatory rule of WP can be invoked under the same condition in
the update protocol, that is, its applicability is not contingent upon any heuristic information.
This guarantees the liveness of the protocol.
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Voluntary C-engine Rules
Action

Cstate

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache

Purge,a H
Wb,a,v H
CacheReq,a H

h
h

2

Msg from H
Cache,a,v

h

i

i !

h

i !

Mandatory C-engine Rules
Action

Cstate

a = cache
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

i

h

i

h

i

2

i !

2

2

Voluntary M-engine Rules
Action

Mstate
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h
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2

h
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h
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Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,dir1 ]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v1 ,C id dir])
Cell(a,v1 ,T id dir,sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,sm,id dir1 ])
Cell(a,v,T id dir,sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,v,C id dir])
Cell(a,v,T id dir,sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v) sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,-,T ,(id ,v),dir1 ])
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2

2
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h
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i

j
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h
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h

i

i
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Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v),])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v) sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,v1 ,T dir,(id ,v) sm,dir1 ])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,id dir1 ])
Cell(a,v,C dir])
Cell(a,v,T dir,sm,dir1 ])
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j

j

j
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j

j

j

j

j
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j
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h

i !

Mandatory M-engine Rules
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Msg from id Mstate

2

2

i !

h

a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

Purge,a H
IsDirty,a H

h

Next Cstate

Next Cstate

2

WbAck,a
FlushAck,a
PurgeReq,a

h

i !

FlushAck,a id
WbAck,a id

h
h

i !

i !
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Figure 5.11: An Alternative Writer-Push Protocol

5.7 An Alternative Writer-Push Protocol
The design of sophisticated coherence protocols involves many design choices. Dierent choices
represent dierent tradeos that have dierent implications on performance and implementation
complexity. In WP, for example, when a cache receives a purge request on a dirty cell, it forces
the data to be written back to the memory. This allows the memory to maintain only one
directory that records the cache sites whose copies will be purged or written back. Another
option is to allow the cache to keep its dirty copy as long as it noti es the memory that the
data has been modi ed. This avoids unnecessary writeback operations, but the memory may
need to maintain more information.
Figure 5.11 gives the cache engine and memory engine rules of an alternative writer-push
protocol (the processor rules remain the same as those in the original WP protocol). A new
message IsDirty is introduced. The Tdir,sm,dir1 ] state means that the memory has sent purge
requests to cache sites dir, and has received IsDirty messages from cache sites dir1 .
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Chapter 6

The Migratory Cache Coherence
Protocol
When a memory location is accessed predominantly by one processor, all the operations performed at that site should be inexpensive. The Migratory protocol is suitable for this situation.
It allows each address to be cached in at most one cache so that both commit and reconcile
operations can complete regardless of whether the data has been modi ed or not. Consequently,
memory accesses from another site can be expensive since the exclusive copy must be migrated
to that site before the accesses can be performed.
Section 6.1 describes the cache and memory states and protocol messages of Migratory.
We present the imperative rules of Migratory in Section 6.2, and give the complete protocol
in Section 6.3. The soundness and liveness of Migratory are proved in Sections 6.4 and 6.5,
respectively.

6.1 The System Con guration of the Migratory Protocol
Figure 6.1 de nes the system con guration of the Migratory protocol. The Migratory protocol
employs two stable cache states, Clean and Dirty, and one transient cache state, CachePending,
which implies that the address is uncached and a cache request has been sent to the memory.
Each memory cell maintains a memory state, which can be C], Cid ] or Tid ]. The C] state
means that the address is currently uncached in any cache. Both the Cid ] and Tid ] states
imply that the address is cached exclusively in cache site id  the distinction between them is
that Tid ] also implies that a ush request has been sent to the cache site. As will be seen,
CachePending and Tid ] are introduced purely for liveness reason, and are not used in the
imperative rules.
In Migratory, there are three imperative messages, Cache, Purge and Flush, and two directive messages, CacheReq and FlushReq. The informal meaning of each message is as follows:
 Cache: the memory supplies a data copy to the cache.
 FlushReq: the memory requests the cache to ush its cache copy.
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SYS
MSITE
MEM
SITEs
SITE
CACHE
IN
OUT
MSG

Sys(MSITE, SITEs)
Msite(MEM, IN, OUT)
] Cell(a,v,MSTATE) j MEM
SITE ] SITE j SITEs
Site(id , CACHE, IN, OUT, PMB, MPB, PROC)
] Cell(a,v,CSTATE) j CACHE
] MSG  IN
] MSG  OUT
Msg(src,dest,CMD,a,v)

System
Memory Site
Memory
Set of Cache Sites
Cache Site
Cache
Incoming Queue
Outgoing Queue
Message

MSTATE
CSTATE
CMD

C ] ] C id ] ] T id ]
Clean ] Dirty ] CachePending
Cache ] Purge ] Flush ]
CacheReq ] FlushReq

Memory state
Cache State
Command

Figure 6.1: System Con guration of Migratory

 Purge: the cache informs the memory that its cache copy has been purged.
 Flush: the cache sends the dirty data back to the memory.
 CacheReq: the cache requests a data copy from the memory.

6.2 The Imperative Rules of the Migratory Protocol
We develop a set of imperative rules that determine the soundness of the system. The imperative
rules include the processor rules, the cache engine rules and the memory engine rules.

Processor Rules: The imperative processor rules of Migratory contain all the imperative

processor rules of Base (see Section 4.3). In addition, the Commit-on-Dirty rule allows a
Commit instruction to complete even when the address is cached in the Dirty state, and the
Reconcile-on-Clean rule allows a Reconcile instruction to complete even when the address is
cached in the Clean state.
Commit-on-Dirty Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, ht,Commit(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)
Reconcile-on-Clean Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, ht,Reconcile(a)ipmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpbjht,Acki, proc)

C-engine Rules: A cache can purge a clean copy and inform the memory via a Purge mes-

sage. It can also ush a dirty copy and write the data back to the memory via a Flush message.
It is worth noting that no acknowledgment is needed from the memory for the ush operation.
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Loadl/Commit/Reconcile

Commit/Reconcile

Storel

Send Purge

Invalid

Receive Cache

Loadl/Storel/Commit/Reconcile

Clean

Dirty
Send Flush

Figure 6.2: Cache State Transitions of Migratory's Imperative Operations
When a cache receives a Cache message from the memory, it caches the data in the Clean state.
Figure 6.2 shows the cache state transitions due to imperative operations.
C-Send-Purge Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,-,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Purge,a), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Send-Flush Rule
Site(id , Cell(a,v,Dirty) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,v), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-Cache Rule
Site(id , cache, Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) in , out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , Cell(a,v,Clean) j cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)

M-engine Rules The memory can send a Cache message to supply a data copy to a cache,

if the address is currently not cached in any cache. When the memory receives a Purge message, it removes the cache identi er from the memory state. When the memory receives a
Flush message, it updates the memory with the ushed data and changes the memory state
accordingly.
M-Send-Cache Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v,C]) j mem, in, out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v,Cid ]) j mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v))
M-Receive-Purge Rule
Msite(Cell(a,v,Cid ]) j mem, Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) in , out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v,C]) j mem, in, out)
M-Receive-Flush Rule
Msite(Cell(a,-,Cid ]) j mem, Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,v) in , out)
! Msite(Cell(a,v,C]) j mem, in, out)

Figure 6.3 summarizes the imperative rules of Migratory. When an instruction is retired, it is
removed from the processor-to-memory buer while the corresponding response is supplied to
the memory-to-processor buer. When a message is received, it is removed from the incoming
queue.
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2

Reconcile(a)

2

Msg from H
Cache,a,v

h

i

retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
h
h

2

Purge,a H
Flush,a,v H
i !

i !

2

Imperative M-engine Rules
Msg from id Mstate
Action
Purge,a
Flush,a,v

h
h

i

i

Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,-,C id ])

h

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
2

Imperative C-engine Rules
Cstate
Action
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache

Next Cstate

Cache,a,v

i !

id

Next Cstate

a = cache
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
2
2

Next Mstate
Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C ])

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6
IP7
IP8
IP9
IP10
IC1
IC2
IC3
IM1
IM2
IM3

Figure 6.3: Imperative Rules of Migratory

6.3 The Migratory Protocol
To ensure liveness, we introduce two directive messages, CacheReq and FlushReq. Whenever
necessary, a cache can send a CacheReq message to request a data copy from the memory, and
the memory can send a FlushReq message to force a cache copy to be ushed. In addition,
we augment certain cache and memory states with information regarding outstanding directive
messages. The Invalid cache state in the imperative rules becomes Invalid or CachePending,
depending on whether a cache request has been sent to the memory. At the memory side,
the Cid ] state in the imperative rules becomes Cid ] or Tid ], depending on whether a ush
request has been sent to the cache site.
Figure 6.4 gives the rules of the Migratory protocol. The tabular description can be easily
translated into formal TRS rules. A mandatory rule marked with `SF' requires strong fairness
to ensure that each memory instruction can be retired eventually. A retired instruction is
immediately removed from the processor-to-memory buer, while a stalled instruction remains
for later processing. When a message is processed, it is removed from the incoming queue when
a message is stalled, it remains in the incoming queue but does not block following messages.
The Migratory protocol assumes FIFO message passing for protocol messages with the same
address.
For each address, the memory maintains which site currently has cached the address. When
it receives a cache request while the address is cached in another cache, it stalls the cache
request and sends a ush request to the cache to force it to ush its copy. Note that there can
be multiple stalled cache requests regarding the same address. The strong fairness of Rule MM1
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Instruction
Loadl(a)

Cstate

Mandatory Processor Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,-,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

Storel(a,v)

2

Commit(a)

2

Reconcile(a)

2

Cstate

Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
a = cache
h

Cache,a,v

h

FlushReq,a

i

Cstate

h

i !

h

i !

Voluntary C-engine Rules
Action

Purge,a H
Flush,a,v H
CacheReq,a H

h
h

2

Msg from H

Next Cstate

retire
retire
stall
stall, CacheReq,a
retire
retire
stall
stall, CacheReq,a
retire
retire
stall
retire
retire
retire
stall
retire
i !

i !

h

i !

Mandatory C-engine Rules
Action

a = cache
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,-,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

i

Purge,a H
Flush,a,v H

h
h

i !

i !

2

Mstate

Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C id ])

Msg from id Mstate
h

CacheReq,a

i

Cache,a,v id
FlushReq,a id

h

Purge,a

h

Flush,a,v

i

i

i !

Mandatory M-engine Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,-,T id1 ]) (id1 = id )
Cell(a,-,T id ])
Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,v,T id ])
Cell(a,-,C id ])
Cell(a,-,T id ])
6

h

i !

h

6

2

2

Next Cstate

a = cache
a = cache
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
2
2

Next Cstate

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
a = cache
a = cache
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2
2

2

Voluntary M-engine Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C id1 ]) (id1 = id )

Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Clean)
Cell(a,v,Dirty)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

Cache,a,v id
stall message
FlushReq,a id1
stall message
h

i !

h

i !

Next Mstate
Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,v,T id ])

Next Mstate

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

VC1
VC2
VC3
MC1
MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
MC6
VM1
VM2

Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,v,T id1 ])

MM1 SF
MM2

Cell(a,v,C id ])
Cell(a,-,T id1 ])
Cell(a,-,T id ])
Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C ])
Cell(a,v,C ])

MM3
MM4
MM5
MM6
MM7
MM8
MM9

Figure 6.4: The Migratory Protocol
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P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16

Commit/Reconcile

Send Purge

Loadl/Commit/Reconcile

Loadl/Storel/Commit/Reconcile
Storel

Invalid

Send CacheReq

CachePending

Receive Cache

Receive Cache

Clean

Dirty
Send Flush

Figure 6.5: Cache State Transitions of Migratory
ensures that a cache request cannot be blocked forever while cache requests from other sites
are serviced repeatedly. The Migratory protocol assumes proper buer management that can
be characterized as follows:
Migratory's bu er management:
msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if (Cmd(msg1 ) = CacheReq _ Cmd(msg2 ) = CacheReq) ^
(Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2 ))

Voluntary Rules: At any time, a cache can purge a clean copy and notify the memory of

the purge operation via a Purge message. It can also ush a dirty copy and write the data
back to the memory via a Flush message. A cache can send a cache request to the memory to
request an exclusive copy for an uncached address. Figure 6.5 shows the cache state transitions
of Migratory.
On the other hand, the memory can voluntarily send an exclusive copy to a cache, if the
address is currently not cached in any cache. If the memory state shows that an address is
cached in some cache, the memory can voluntarily send a ush request to the cache to force
the data to be ushed from the cache.
The voluntary rules allow the memory to supply a data copy without a request from the cache,
and a cache to ush a data copy without a request from the memory. This can cause unexpected
situations if a request is received after the requested action has been performed.
 Simultaneous Cache and CacheReq. Suppose initially the address is not cached in any
cache. The memory sends a Cache message to a cache, while the cache sends a CacheReq
to the memory. The CacheReq message will be discarded when it is received at the
memory (Rules MM3 & MM5).
 Simultaneous Purge and FlushReq. Suppose initially a clean copy of the address is cached
in a cache site. The cache purges the clean copy and sends a Purge message to the memory,
while the memory sends a FlushReq message to the cache. The FlushReq message will
be discarded when it received at the cache (Rules MC5 and MC6).
 Simultaneous Flush and FlushReq. Suppose initially a dirty copy of the address is cached
in a cache site. The cache ushes the dirty copy and sends a Flush message to the memory,
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while the memory sends a FlushReq message to the cache. The FlushReq message will
be discarded when it received at the cache (Rules MC5 and MC6).

Optimizations: In Migratory, an instruction is always stalled when the address is cached

in a transient state. A potential optimization is to allow a Commit or Reconcile instruction
to be completed regardless of the current cache state. This cannot compromise the soundness
of the protocol, since no distinction is drawn between CachePending and Invalid in terms of
soundness.

FIFO Message Passing: The liveness of Migratory is contingent upon FIFO message pass-

ing. Consider a scenario in which a cache sends a Flush message to write a data copy back to
the memory, followed by a CacheReq message to request a data copy from the memory. The
CacheReq message would be discarded if it were received before the Flush message, which could
lead to a deadlock or livelock situation. The Migratory protocol requires that FIFO ordering
be maintained in the following cases:
 Cache followed by FlushReq. The memory sends a Cache message to a cache to supply a
data copy, and then sends a FlushReq message to ush the copy.
 Purge or Flush followed by CacheReq. A cache sends a Purge or Flush message to the
memory, and then sends a CacheReq message to request a data copy from the memory.
It is worth mentioning that there are also cases that require no FIFO message passing
although multiple messages regarding the same address are involved. This happens when the
preceding message is a directive message.
 CacheReq followed by Purge. A cache sends a CacheReq message to the memory. Before
the CacheReq message is received, the memory voluntarily sends a Cache message to the
cache. The cache receives the Cache message and caches the data in the Clean state.
The cache then purges the clean copy and sends a Purge message to the memory. The
CacheReq message and the Purge message can be reordered.
 CacheReq followed by Flush. A cache sends a CacheReq message to the memory. Before
the CacheReq message is received, the memory voluntarily sends a Cache message to the
cache. The cache receives the Cache message and caches the data in the Clean state. The
processor performs a Storel instruction, and the cache state becomes Dirty. The cache
then ushes the dirty copy and sends a Flush message to the memory. The CacheReq
message and the Flush message can be reordered.
 FlushReq followed by Cache. The memory sends a FlushReq message to the cache where
the address is cached. Before the FlushReq message is received, the cache voluntarily
ushes the cache copy and sends a Purge or Flush message to the memory. The memory
receives the message, and then sends a Cache message to the cache. The FlushReq message
and the Cache message can be reordered.
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6.4 Soundness Proof of the Migratory Protocol
In this section, we prove the soundness of Migratory by showing that CRF can simulate Migratory. We de ne a mapping function from Migratory to CRF, and show that any imperative rule
of Migratory can be simulated in CRF with respect to the mapping function. The soundness
of Migratory follows from the fact that the integrated rules can be derived from the imperative
and directive rules, and the directive rules cannot aect the soundness of the system. We rst
present some invariants that will be used throughout the proof all the invariants are given with
respect to the imperative rules.

6.4.1 Some Invariants of Migratory
Lemma 36 describes the correspondence between memory states, cache states and messages in
transit. If the memory state shows that an address is cached in a cache, then the address must
be cached in the cache, or a Cache, Purge or Flush message regarding the address is in transit
between the memory and the cache. On the other hand, if an address is cached in a cache and
the cache state is Clean or Dirty, or if a Cache, Purge or Flush message is in transit between
the memory and the cache, then the cache identi er must appear in the corresponding memory
state. Furthermore, a clean cache cell always contains the same value as the memory cell.

Lemma 36 Given a Migratory term s,

Cell(a,v,Cid ]) 2 Mem(s) ,
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s) _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s) _
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s) _ Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid (s)
Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 MinCoutid (s)

_

Proof The proof is based on induction on rewriting steps. The invariant holds trivially for

the initial term where all caches and queues are empty. It can be shown by checking each rule
that, if the invariant holds for a term, then it still holds after the term is rewritten according
to that rule. 2

6.4.2 Mapping from Migratory to CRF
We de ne a mapping function that maps terms of Migratory to terms of CRF. The mapping
function is based on the notion of drained terms, in which all caches and message queues are
empty. We force all the cache cells to be ushed to ensure that the memory in a drained term
always contains the most up-to-date data. This can be achieved by applying the purge rule on
each clean cache cell and the ush rule on each dirty cache cell. In addition, we use forward
draining to drain protocol messages from network queues.

De nition 37 (Draining Rules) Given a Migratory term s, dr(s) is the normal form of s
with respect to the following draining rules:
D

 f

C-Send-Purge, C-Send-Flush, C-Receive-Cache, M-Receive-Purge,
M-Receive-Flush, Message-Cache-to-Mem, Message-Mem-to-Cache
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g

Lemma 38 D is strongly terminating and conuent, that is, rewriting a Migratory term with
respect to the draining rules always terminates and reaches the same normal form, regardless
of the order in which the rules are applied.

Proof The termination is obvious because throughout the draining process, only one new

message (Purge or Flush) can be generated for each cache cell, and each message is consumed
when it is received. The conuence follows from the fact that the draining rules do not interfere
with each other. 2
Lemma 39 is obvious since the draining rules cannot modify the processor-to-memory buers,
memory-to-processor buers and processors. Lemma 40 ensures that all the caches and message
queues are empty in a drained term. The proof follows from Lemma 36, which guarantees that
all the messages can be consumed when they are received.

Lemma 39 Given a Migratory term s,
(1) Pmbid (s) = Pmbid (dr(s))
(2) Mpbid (s) = Mpbid (dr(s))
(3) Procid (s) = Procid (dr(s))

Lemma 40 Given a Migratory term s,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Cacheid (dr(s))
Min(dr(s))
Mout(dr(s))
Cinid (dr(s))
Coutid (dr(s))

=
=
=
=
=







Lemma 41 ensures that, given a Migratory term, if an address is cached in some cache, then
the memory cell of the address in the corresponding drained term contains the same value. The
proof simply follows from Lemma 36 and the conuence property of the draining rules.

Lemma 41 Given a Migratory term s,
(1) Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s)
(2) Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s)

)
)

Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(dr(s))
Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(dr(s))

De nition 42 (Mapping from Migratory to CRF) Given a Migratory term s, the corre-

sponding CRF term f(s) is the drained term dr(s) with all message queues and cache identi ers
removed.

6.4.3 Simulation of Migratory in CRF

Theorem 43 (CRF Simulates Migratory) Given Migratory terms s1 and s2,
s1 ! s2 in Migratory

)

f(s1 ) ! f(s2 ) in CRF
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Proof The proof is based on a case analysis on the imperative rule used in the rewriting of
`s1 ! s2 ' in Migratory. Let a be the address and id the cache identi er.
Imperative Processor Rules
If Rule IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(s2 )
(Lemma 41 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache, CRF-Loadl & CRF-Purge )
If Rule IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(s2 )
(Lemma 41 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache, CRF-Loadl & CRF-Purge )
If Rule IP3 (Storel-on-Clean) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(s2 )
(Lemma 41 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache, CRF-Storel, CRF-Writeback & CRF-Purge )
If Rule IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty) applies, then
Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s2 )
) Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem(s1 ) ^ Cell(a,v,C]) 2 Mem(s2 )
(Lemma 41 )
) f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Cache, CRF-Storel, CRF-Writeback & CRF-Purge )
If Rule IP5 (Commit-on-Clean), IP6 (Commit-on-Dirty) or IP7 (Commit-on-Invalid) applies, then
f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )
(CRF-Commit )
If Rule IP8 (Reconcile-on-Clean), IP9 (Reconcile-on-Dirty) or IP10 (Reconcile-on-Invalid) applies,
then
f(s1 ) ! f(s2 )

(CRF-Reconcile )

Imperative M-engine Rules
If Rule IM1 (M-Send-Cache) applies, then
f(s1 ) = f(s2 )

Draining Rules
If Rule IC1 (C-Send-Purge), IC2 (C-Send-Flush), IC3 (C-Receive-Cache), IM1 (M-Receive-Purge),
IM2 (M-Receive-Flush), Message-Cache-to-Mem or Message-Mem-to-Cache applies, then
f(s1 ) = f(s2 )

(Since the rule or its backward version is a draining rule)

Figure 6.6 summarizes the simulation proof.
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Migratory Imperative Rule
IP1 (Loadl-on-Clean)
IP2 (Loadl-on-Dirty)
IP3 (Storel-on-Clean)
IP4 (Storel-on-Dirty)
IP5 (Commit-on-Clean)
IP6 (Commit-on-Dirty)
IP7 (Commit-on-Invalid)
IP8 (Reconcile-on-Clean)
IP9 (Reconcile-on-Dirty)
IP10 (Reconcile-on-Invalid)
IC1 (C-Send-Purge)
IC2 (C-Send-Flush)
IC3 (C-Receive-Cache)
IM1 (M-Send-Cache)
IM2 (M-Receive-Purge)
IM3 (M-Receive-Flush)
Message-Mem-to-Cache
Message-Cache-to-Mem

CRF Rules

CRF-Cache + CRF-Loadl + CRF-Purge
CRF-Cache + CRF-Loadl + CRF-Purge
CRF-Cache + CRF-Storel + CRF-Writeback + CRF-Purge
CRF-Cache + CRF-Storel + CRF-Writeback + CRF-Purge
CRF-Commit
CRF-Commit
CRF-Commit
CRF-Reconcile
CRF-Reconcile
CRF-Reconcile









Figure 6.6: Simulation of Migratory in CRF

6.4.4 Soundness of Migratory
The Migratory protocol de ned in Figure 6.4 contains integrated rules that are derived from
the imperative and directive rules of Migratory. The imperative rules are given in Section 6.2.
There are four directive rules that can be used to generate or discard directive messages.
C-Send-CacheReq Rule
Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a), pmb, mpb, proc)
C-Receive-FlushReq Rule
Site(id , cache, Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
! Site(id , cache, in, out, pmb, mpb, proc)
M-Send-FlushReq Rule
Msite(mem, in, out)
! Msite(mem, in, out Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a))
M-Receive-CacheReq Rule
Msite(mem, Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) in, out)
! Msite(mem, in, out)

Figure 6.7 gives the imperative and directive rules used in the derivation for each Migratory
rule. In the derivation, CachePending and Tid ] used in the integrated rules are mapped
to Invalid and Cid ] of the imperative rules, respectively. Therefore, Migratory is a sound
implementation of the CRF model.
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Migratory Rule
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
VC1
VC2
VC3
MC1
MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
MC6
VM1
VM2
MM1
MM2
MM3
MM4
MM5
MM6
MM7
MM8
MM9

Migratory Imperative & Directive Rules
Loadl-on-Clean
Loadl-on-Dirty

C-Send-CacheReq
Storel-on-Clean
Storel-on-Dirty

C-Send-CacheReq
Commit-on-Clean
Commit-on-Dirty

Commit-on-Invalid
Reconcile-on-Clean
Reconcile-on-Dirty

Reconcile-on-Invalid
C-Send-Flush
C-Send-Purge
C-Send-CacheReq
C-Receive-Cache
C-Receive-Cache
C-Receive-FlushReq + C-Send-Purge
C-Receive-FlushReq + C-Send-Flush
C-Receive-FlushReq
C-Receive-FlushReq
M-Send-Cache
M-Send-FlushReq
M-Receive-CacheReq + M-Send-Cache
M-Send-FlushReq
M-Receive-CacheReq

M-Receive-CacheReq
M-Receive-Purge
M-Receive-Purge
M-Receive-Flush
M-Receive-Flush

Figure 6.7: Derivation of Migratory from Imperative & Directive Rules

6.5 Liveness Proof of the Migratory Protocol
We prove the liveness of Migratory by showing that each processor can always make progress.
We assume FIFO message passing and proper buer management as described in Section 6.3.
The lemmas and theorems in this section are given in the context of the integrated rules of
Migratory.

6.5.1 Some Invariants of Migratory
Lemma 44 is the same as Lemma 36, except that the Cid ] state of the imperative rules is
replaced by the Cid ] and Tid ] states of the integrated rules.

Lemma 44 Given a Migratory term s,
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Cell(a,v,Cid ]) 2 Mem(s) _ Cell(a,v,Tid ]) 2 Mem(s) ,
Cell(a,v,Clean) 2 Cacheid (s) _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid (s) _
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,v) 2 MoutCinid (s) _ Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid (s)
Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 MinCoutid (s)

_

Lemma 45 includes invariants regarding message generation and processing. Invariants (1)-(2)
ensure that when a Loadl or Storel instruction is performed on an uncached address, the cache
will eventually contain a clean cell for the accessed address, or issue a CacheReq message and
set the cache state to CachePending. The proof follows from the weak fairness of Rules P4
and P8.
Invariants (3)-(5) ensure that when a cache receives a Cache message, it will cache the data
in the Clean state when a cache receives a FlushReq message, if the address is cached in the
Clean or Dirty state, the cache will send a Purge or Flush message to the memory. The proof
follows from the weak fairness of Rules MC1, MC2, MC3 and MC4. Invariants (6)-(7) ensure
that when the memory receives a Purge or Flush message, it will set the memory state to C].
The proof follows from the weak fairness of Rules MM6, MM7, MM8 and MM9.
Invariants (8)-(9) ensure that each outgoing message will be delivered to its destination's
incoming queue. This can be proved by induction on the number of preceding messages in the
outgoing queue (note that the message passing rules are weakly fair).

Lemma 45 Given a Migratory sequence ,
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

ht,Loadl(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ a 2= Cacheid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ())
ht,Storel(a,-)i2 Pmbid () ^ a 2= Cacheid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ())
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Cinid () ^ Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Coutid ()
Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Cinid () ^ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 Coutid ()
Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem()
msg 2 Coutid () ^ Dest(msg) = H
msg 2 Min()
msg 2 Mout() ^ Dest(msg) = id
msg 2 Cinid ()
"

"

"

"

"

Lemma 46 ensures that an incoming Cache, FlushReq, Purge or Flush message will eventually
become the rst message regarding the address in the incoming queue. Therefore, the message
will be brought to the front end of the incoming queue sooner or later so that it can be processed.
This lemma is a special case of Lemma 48.
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Lemma 46 Given a Migratory sequence ,

(1) msg 2 Cinid ()
msg 2 Cinid ()
(2) msg 2 Min() ^ (Cmd(msg) = Purge _ Cmd(msg) = Flush)
"

msg

"

2 Min()

Proof The proof is based on induction on the number of preceding messages in the incoming

queue. Obviously the rst message in a cache's incoming queue can always be processed because
of the weak fairness of the mandatory cache engine rules. At the memory side, the rst incoming
message can always be processed except that a CacheReq message may need to be stalled. The
critical observation here is that a CacheReq message followed by a Purge or Flush message
cannot be stalled. This is because according to Lemma 44, the memory state shows the address
is cached in the cache, which implies that the CacheReq message can be discarded according
to Rule MM3 or MM5. 2
Lemma 47 ensures that if a memory cell is in a transient state, it will eventually become C].
This is crucial to ensure that stalled CacheReq messages will be processed.

Lemma 47 Given a Migratory sequence ,
Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem()

Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem()

Proof We rst show some properties that are needed for the proof. All these properties can
be veri ed by simply checking the Migratory rules.

 The memory sends a FlushReq message to cache site id whenever it changes the state of
a memory cell to Tid ].
Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2= Mem()

)

^ Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem()
Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Mout()
#

 The memory cannot change the memory state from Tid ] to a dierent state unless it



receives a Purge or Flush message from the cache site.
Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2= Mem()
) Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min() _ Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 Min()
The Tid ] state can only be changed to the C] state.
Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2= Mem()
) Cell(a,-,Cid ]) 2 Mem()
The memory cannot send any message to cache site id while the memory state is Tid ].
This implies that if a message has no following message, it will remain as the last message.
Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ msg 2 MoutCinid ()
) msg 2 MoutCinid ()
#

#

We then prove the lemma under the assumption that the memory's outgoing queue contains a
FlushReq message and the FlushReq message has no following message.
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 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 45,

Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Mout()
(Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Cinid ())
Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem()

_

Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Cinid ()
(Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Cinid ())
Cell(a,-,Cid ]) 2 Mem()

_

#

#

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 46,

#

l

 According to Lemmas 44, 45, and 46,

Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Cinid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 MinCoutid () _ Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 MinCoutid ()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min() _ Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 Min()
Msg(id ,H,Purge,a) 2 Min() _ Msg(id ,H,Flush,a,-) 2 Min()
Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem()
Thus, Cell(a,-,Tid ]) 2 Mem() ^ Msg(H,id ,FlushReq,a) 2 Mout()
Cell(a,-,C]) 2 Mem()
l

"

"

#

This completes the proof according to Theorem-A. 2
The proof above can be described in a more intuitive way. The memory sends a FlushReq
message to cache site id each time it changes the memory state to Tid ]. When the FlushReq
message is received at the cache, if the cache state is Clean or Dirty, the cache sends a Purge
or Flush message to the memory otherwise the cache ignores the FlushReq message. In the
latter case, if the memory state remains as Tid ], there is a Purge or Flush message in transit
from the cache to the memory according to Lemma 44 (note that the memory cannot send any
message to the cache while the memory state is Tid ], and FIFO message passing guarantees
that any preceding message has been received before the Purge or Flush message is received).
When the memory receives the Purge or Flush message, it sets the memory state to C].
Lemma 48 is a general form of Lemma 46. It ensures that an incoming message will eventually
become a message that has no preceding message. Note that Lemma 47 ensures that a stalled
CacheReq message will be processed eventually, since Rule MM1 is strongly fair.

Lemma 48 Given a Migratory sequence ,
(1) msg 2 Cinid ()
(2) msg 2 Min()

msg
msg

"
"

2 Cinid ()
2 Min()

Lemma 49 ensures that if an address is cached in the CachePending state, the cache state will
become Clean eventually.

Lemma 49 Given a Migratory sequence ,
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()

Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
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Proof We rst show some properties that are needed for the proof. All these properties can
be veri ed by simply checking the Migratory rules.

 A cache sends a CacheReq message to the memory whenever it changes the state of a
cache cell to CachePending.
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2= Cacheid ()

)

Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a)

^ Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()
2 Coutid ()

#

 The CachePending state can only be changed to the Clean state.

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2= Cacheid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

 A cache cannot send any message to the memory while the cache state is CachePending.
Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid ()
) msg 2 MinCoutid ()

^ msg 2 MinCoutid ()
#

#

We then prove the lemma under the assumption that the cache's outgoing queue contains a
CacheReq message and the CacheReq message has no following message.

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 45,

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min())
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

_

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min()
(Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min())
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()

_

#

#

 According to Theorem-C and Lemma 48,

#

l

 According to Lemmas 44, 45, and 48,

Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Min()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 MoutCinid ()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Msg(H,id ,Cache,a,-) 2 Cinid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
Thus, Cell(a,-,CachePending) 2 Cacheid () ^ Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a) 2 Coutid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid ()
l

"

#

This completes the proof according to Theorem-A. 2
The proof above can be described in a more intuitive way. A cache generates a CacheReq
message each time it changes the cache state of an address to CachePending. When the memory
receives a CacheReq message from cache id , if the memory state is C], the memory sends a
Cache message to cache id  if the memory state is Cid ] or Tid ], the memory ignores the
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CacheReq message. In the latter case, if the cache state remains as CachePending, there is a
Cache message in transit from the memory to cache id according to Lemma 44 (note that the
CacheReq message has no following message since the cache cannot issue any message while
the cache state is CachePending, and FIFO message passing guarantees that any preceding
message has been received before the CacheReq message is received). When the cache receives
the Cache message, it caches the data and sets the cache state to Clean. It is worth pointing
out that although the CacheReq message can be stalled at the memory, the stalled message will
be processed eventually.

6.5.2 Liveness of Migratory
Lemma 50 ensures that whenever a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache cell
will be set to an appropriate state eventually. For a Loadl or Storel, the cache state will be set
to Clean or Dirty for a Commit or Reconcile, the cache state will be set to Clean, Dirty or
Invalid.

Lemma 50 Given a Migratory sequence ,

(1) Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ())
(2) Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid ()
Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ())
(3) Commit(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Commit(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ())
Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid () ^
(4) Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid ()
(Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ())

Proof We rst show that whenever a processor intends to execute an instruction, the cache

cell will be set to an appropriate state so that the instruction can be completed. This can be
represented by the following proposition the proof follows from Lemmas 45 and 49.
Loadl(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Storel(a,-) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
Commit(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
Reconcile(a) 2 Pmbid ()
Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
We then show that an instruction can be completed only when the address is cached in an
appropriate state. This can be represented by the following proposition, which can be veri ed
by simply checking the Migratory rules that allow an instruction to be retired.
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ht,Loadl(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Loadl(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
ht,Storel(a,-)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Storel(a,-)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid ()
ht,Commit(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Commit(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
ht,Reconcile(a)i2 Pmbid () ^ ht,Reconcile(a)i 2= Pmbid ()
) Cell(a,-,Clean) 2 Cacheid () _ Cell(a,-,Dirty) 2 Cacheid () _ a 2= Cacheid ()
This completes the proof according to Theorem-B. 2
Lemma 50 ensures that when an instruction appears at the front of the processor-to-memory
buer, the cache cell will be brought into an appropriate state so that the instruction can
be completed. The instruction will be completed eventually because of the strong fairness of
Rules P1, P2, P5, P6, P9, P10, P12, P13, P14 and P16.

Theorem 51 (Liveness of Migratory) Given a Migratory sequence ,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

ht,Loadl(-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Storel(-,-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Commit(-)i2 Pmbid ()
ht,Reconcile(-)i2 Pmbid ()

ht,-i2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
ht,Acki2 Mpbid ()
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Chapter 7

Cachet: A Seamless Integration of
Multiple Micro-protocols
The Cachet protocol is a seamless integration of the Base, WP and Migratory protocols that are
presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Although each protocol is complete in terms of functionality,
we often refer to them as micro-protocols because they constitute parts of the full Cachet
protocol. The Cachet protocol provides both intra-protocol and inter-protocol adaptivity that
can be exploited via appropriate heuristic mechanisms to achieve optimal performance under
changing program behaviors. Dierent micro-protocols can be used by dierent cache engines,
and a cache can dynamically switch from one micro-protocol to another.
We rst discuss the integration of micro-protocols, and the dynamic protocol switch through
downgrade and upgrade operations. Section 7.2 describes the coherence states and protocol
messages of Cachet. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4, we present the imperative and integrated rules
of the Cachet protocol, respectively. Section 7.5 gives some composite rules that can be used
to improve the performance without aecting the soundness and liveness of the system. The
Cachet protocol assumes FIFO message passing, which requires that messages between the
same source and destination be received in the order they are issued.

7.1 Integration of Micro-protocols
The CRF model allows a cache coherence protocol to use any cache or memory in the memory
hierarchy as the rendezvous for processors that access shared memory locations, provided that it
maintains the same observable behavior. The Base, WP and Migratory protocols are distinctive
in the actions performed while committing dirty cells and reconciling clean cells. Figure 7.1
summarizes the dierent treatment of commit, reconcile and cache miss in the three microprotocols.

Base: The most straightforward implementation simply uses the memory as the rendezvous.
When a Commit instruction is executed for an address that is cached in the Dirty state, the
data must be written back to the memory before the instruction can complete. A Reconcile
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Micro-protocol Commit on Dirty Reconcile on Clean Cache Miss
Base
update memory
purge local clean copy retrieve data from memory
Writer-Push
purge all clean copies
retrieve data from memory
Migratory

update memory

ush exclusive copy
update memory
retrieve data from memory

Figure 7.1: Dierent Treatment of Commit, Reconcile and Cache Miss
instruction for an address cached in the Clean state requires the data be purged from the cache
before the instruction can complete. An attractive characteristic of Base is its simplicity no
state needs to be maintained at the memory side.

WP: Since load operations are usually more frequent than store operations, it is desirable to

allow a Reconcile instruction to complete even when the address is cached in the Clean state.
Thus, the following load access to the address causes no cache miss. Correspondingly, when a
Commit instruction is performed on a dirty cell, it cannot complete before clean copies of the
address are purged from all other caches. Therefore, it can be a lengthy process to commit an
address that is cached in the Dirty state.

Migratory: When an address is exclusively accessed by one processor for a reasonable time

period, it makes sense to give the cache the exclusive ownership so that all instructions on
the address become local operations. This is reminiscent of the exclusive state in conventional
invalidate-based protocols. The protocol ensures that an address can be cached in at most
one cache at any time. Therefore, a Commit instruction can complete even when the address
is cached in the Dirty state, and a Reconcile instruction can complete even when the address
is cached in the Clean state. The exclusive ownership can migrate among dierent caches
whenever necessary.
Dierent micro-protocols are optimized for dierent access patterns. The Base protocol is
ideal when the location is randomly accessed by multiple processors and only necessary commit
and reconcile operations are invoked. The WP protocol is appropriate when certain processors
are likely to read an address many times before another processor writes the address. A reconcile
operation performed on a clean copy causes no purge operation, regardless of whether the
reconcile is necessary. Thus, subsequent load operations to the address can continually use
the cached data without causing any cache miss. The Migratory protocol ts well when one
processor is likely to read and write an address many times before another processor accesses
the address.
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7.1.1 Putting Things Together
It is easy to see that dierent addresses can employ dierent micro-protocols without any interference. The primary objective of Cachet is to integrate the micro-protocols in a seamless
fashion in that dierent caches can use dierent micro-protocols on the same address simultaneously, and a cache can dynamically switch from one micro-protocol to another. For example,
when something is known about the access pattern for a speci c memory region, a cache can
employ an appropriate micro-protocol for that region.
Dierent micro-protocols have dierent implications on the execution of memory instructions. The micro-protocols form an access privilege hierarchy. The Migratory protocol has the
most privilege in that both commit and reconcile operations have no impact on the cache cell,
while the Base protocol has the least privilege in that both commit and reconcile operations
may require proper actions to be taken on the cache cell. The WP protocol has less privilege
than Migratory but more privilege than Base. It allows reconcile operations to complete in the
presence of a clean copy, but requires a dirty copy to be written back before commit operations
on that address can complete.
With appropriate handling, the Base protocol can coexist with either WP or Migratory on
the same address. The Base protocol requires that a dirty be written back to the memory on a
commit, and a clean copy be purged on a reconcile so that the subsequent load operation must
retrieve the data from the memory. This gives the memory an opportunity to take appropriate
actions whenever necessary, regardless of how the address is cached in other caches at the time.
In contrast, WP and Migratory cannot coexist with each other on the same address.
Since dierent micro-protocols have dierent treatment for Commit and Reconcile instructions, a cache must be able to tell which micro-protocol is in use for each cache cell. We can
annotate a cache state with a subscript to represent the operational micro-protocol: Cleanb
and Dirtyb are Base states, Cleanw and Dirtyw are WP states, and Cleanm and Dirtym are
Migratory states. The Cachet protocol draws no distinction between dierent micro-protocols
for an uncached address, or an address cached in a transient state. We can also use subscripts
to distinguish protocol messages whenever necessary. For example, the memory can supply a
Base, WP or Migratory copy to a cache via a Cacheb , Cachew or Cachem message. A cache
can write a dirty copy back to the memory via a Wbb or Wbw message, depending on whether
Base or WP is in use on the address.

7.1.2 Dynamic Micro-protocol Switch
The Cachet protocol provides inter-protocol adaptivity via downgrade and upgrade operations.
A downgrade operation switches a cache cell to a less privileged micro-protocol, while an upgrade operation switches a cache cell to a more privileged micro-protocol. Figure 7.2 shows
the cache state transitions caused by downgrade and upgrade operations (associated with each
transition is the corresponding protocol message that is generated or received at the cache site).
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Down mb

Migratory

Dirtym

DownVmb

Down mw

Migratory

Clean m

Up wm

Dirtym

Up wm

DownVmw

WP

Clean w

Down wb

Clean b

Cachem

Down wb

Base

WP

Clean w

Dirtyw

Cache w

Clean b

Dirtyb

(a) Downgrade Operations

Dirtyw

Cache w

Base

Cache m

Dirtyb

(b) Upgrade Operations

Figure 7.2: Downgrade and Upgrade Operations

Downgrade Operations There are three types of downgrade operations, WP-to-Base (WB),

Migratory-to-WP (MW) and Migratory-to-Base (MB). A cache can downgrade a cache cell
from WP to Base, or from Migratory to WP or Base. The Migratory-to-Base downgrade is
a composite operation equivalent to a Migratory-to-WP downgrade followed by a WP-to-Base
downgrade.
When a cache downgrades a dirty Migratory cell, it always writes the data back to the
memory. This ensures that the memory contains the most up-to-date data for any address that
is not cached under Migratory. Consequently, Migratory cells can only be downgraded to clean
Base or clean WP cells. A downgrade operation can happen voluntarily, or mandatorily upon
a request from the memory. When a cache cell is downgraded, the cache sends a message to
inform the memory of the downgrade operation.

Upgrade Operations The memory can send a message to upgrade a cache cell from WP to

Migratory, or from Base to WP or Migratory. The Base-to-Migratory upgrade is a composite
operation equivalent to a Base-to-WP upgrade followed by a WP-to-Migratory upgrade. Since
the memory maintains no information about Base cells, it cannot draw distinction between the
situation in which an address is not cached in a cache and the situation in which the address
is cached in the cache under Base. Therefore, the Cachew and Cachem messages can behave as
upgrade messages when the address is cached in a Base state at the destination cache.
Downgrade and upgrade operations may conict with each other when they are performed on
the same cache cell simultaneously. For example, a cache can downgrade a cache cell without
consulting the memory, while the memory can send an upgrade message to upgrade the cache
cell. In this case, the downgrade operation has higher priority in the sense that the cache cell
will be eventually downgraded, and the upgrade message will be discarded when it is received.
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Writeback Operations In Cachet, a writeback operation can also invoke a micro-protocol

switch. The memory acknowledges each writeback operation with a WbAckb message, except
for the last writeback operation. The memory may acknowledge the last writeback operation
with a WbAckb , WbAckw or WbAckm message, which indicates that the cache can retain a
Base, WP or Migratory copy after the writeback acknowledgment is received. For example,
suppose a cache receives an acknowledgment regarding a writeback operation on a dirty WP
copy. The cache can downgrade the cache cell, remain in WP, or upgrade the cache cell,
depending on whether the acknowledgment is WbAckb , WbAckw or WbAckm .

7.2 The System Con guration of the Cachet Protocol
7.2.1 Cache and Memory States
The Cachet protocol employs six stable cache states that represent the Clean and Dirty states
of the three micro-protocols, and two transient cache states, WbPending and CachePending.
In addition, the Invalid state corresponds to the Invalid states of the three micro-protocols.
 Cleanb: The Clean state of Base, which allows Commit instructions to complete but stalls
Reconcile instructions.
 Dirtyb: The Dirty state of Base, which allows Reconcile instructions to complete but
stalls Commit instructions.
 Cleanw: The Clean state of WP, which allows both Commit and Reconcile instructions
to complete.
 Dirtyw: The Dirty state of WP, which allows Reconcile instructions to complete but stalls
Commit instructions.
 Cleanm: The Clean state of Migratory, which allows both Commit and Reconcile instructions to complete.
 Dirtym: The Dirty state of Migratory, which allows both Commit and Reconcile instructions to complete.
 WbPending: The transient state that indicates a dirty copy of the address is being written
back to the memory.
 CachePending: The transient state that indicates a data copy is being requested for the
address.
 Invalid: The address is not resident in the cache.
The Cachet protocol employs two stable memory states and three transient memory states.
 Cwdir]: The address is cached under WP in the cache sites speci ed by the directory dir.
 Cmid ]: The address is cached under Migratory in cache site id .
 Twdir,sm]: The address is cached under WP in the cache sites speci ed by the directory dir the suspended message buer sm contains suspended writeback messages. The
memory has multicast a DownReqwb message to cache sites dir.
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Basic Messages
Imperative Messages Msg(id ,H,CacheReq,a)

Composite Messages

Directive Messages

Msg(H,id ,DownReqmb,a)

Msg(id ,H,Wbb ,a,v)
Msg(id ,H,Downwb ,a)
Msg(id ,H,Downmw ,a)
Msg(id ,H,DownVmw ,a,v)
Msg(H,id ,Cacheb ,a,v)
Msg(H,id ,Cachew ,a,v)
Msg(H,id ,Upwm ,a)
Msg(H,id ,WbAckb,a)
Msg(H,id ,WbAckw ,a)
Msg(H,id ,DownReqwb ,a)
Msg(H,id ,DownReqmw ,a)

Msg(id ,H,Wbw ,a,v)
Msg(id ,H,Downmb ,a)
Msg(id ,H,DownVmb ,a,v)
Msg(H,id ,Cachem ,a,v)
Msg(H,id ,WbAckm,a)

Figure 7.3: Protocol Messages of Cachet

 Tmid ,sm]: The address is cached under Migratory in cache site id  the suspended message

buer sm contains suspended writeback messages. The memory has sent a DownReqmb
message (or a DownReqmw followed by a DownReqwb ) to cache site id .
 Tmid ]: The address is cached under Migratory in cache site id . The memory has sent a
DownReqmw message to cache site id .
The memory maintains no information about cache cells that use the Base micro-protocol.
For example, the Cw ] state means that the address is not cached under WP or Migratory
in any cache, but the address can still be cached under Base in some caches. Therefore, the
memory should conservatively assume that a cache may contain a Base copy even though the
memory state shows that the address is not resident in the cache.
It is also worth mentioning that Cw dir], Cmid ] and Tmid ] are introduced purely for liveness
reason, and are not used in imperative rules. In terms of soundness, Cw dir] is identical to
Tw dir,], while Cmid ] and Tmid ] are identical to Tmid ,]. This is obvious because downgrade
requests are directive messages that are not used in the imperative rules.
0

0

0

7.2.2 Basic and Composite Messages
Protocol messages can be classi ed as imperative messages and directive messages. Imperative
messages are used in the imperative rules that determine the soundness of the protocol, while
directive messages are used to invoke proper imperative actions to ensure the liveness of the
protocol. On a dierent dimension, protocol messages can be categorized as basic messages
and composite messages. A basic message can be used to perform an operation that cannot
be achieved by other messages, while a composite message is equivalent to piggybacked basic
messages in that its behavior can be emulated by a sequence of basic messages. Figure 7.3 gives
the protocol messages of Cachet.
There are ten basic imperative messages and two basic directive messages.
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Composite Message

Msg(id ,H,Wbw ,a,v)
Msg(id ,H,Downmb ,a)
Msg(id ,H,DownVmb ,a)
Msg(H,id ,Cachem ,a,v)
Msg(H,id ,WbAckm,a)
Msg(H,id ,DownReqmb ,a)

Equivalent Sequence of Basic Messages

Msg(id ,H,Downwb ,a) + Msg(id ,H,Wbb,a,v)
Msg(id ,H,Downmw ,a) + Msg(id ,H,Downwb ,a)
Msg(id ,H,DownVmw ,a) + Msg(id ,H,Downwb ,a)
Msg(H,id ,Cachew ,a,v) + Msg(H,id ,Upwm ,a)
Msg(H,id ,WbAckw ,a) + Msg(H,id ,Upwm ,a)
Msg(H,id ,DownReqmw ,a) + Msg(H,id ,DownReqwb ,a)

Figure 7.4: Composite Messages of Cachet

 CacheReq: The cache requests a data copy from the memory for an address.
 Wbb: The cache writes the data of a dirty Base cell back to the memory.
 Downwb: The cache informs the memory that a cache cell has been downgraded from WP










to Base.
Downmw : The cache informs the memory that a clean cache cell has been downgraded
from Migratory to WP.
DownVmw : The cache informs the memory that a dirty cache cell has been downgraded
from Migratory to WP the message also carries the modi ed data of the cell.
Cacheb : The memory supplies a Base copy to the cache.
Cachew : The memory supplies a WP copy to the cache.
Upwm: The memory intends to upgrade a cache cell from WP to Migratory.
WbAckb : The memory acknowledges a writeback and allows the cache to retain a Base
copy.
WbAckw : The memory acknowledges a writeback allows the cache to retain a WP copy.
DownReqwb : The memory requests a cache cell to downgrade from WP to Base.
DownReqmw : The memory requests a cache cell to downgrade from Migratory to WP.

There are ve composite imperative messages and one composite directive message. Figure 7.4
shows the equivalent sequence of basic messages for each composite message.
 Wbw: The cache writes the data of a dirty WP cell back to the memory. The message
behaves as a Downwb followed by a Wbb .
 Downmb: The cache informs the memory that a clean cache cell has been downgraded
from Migratory to Base. The message behaves as a Downmw followed by a Downwb .
 DownVmb: The cache informs the memory that a dirty cache cell has been downgraded
from Migratory to Base. The message behaves as a DownVmw followed by a Downwb .
 Cachem: The memory supplies a Migratory copy to the cache. The message behaves as a
Cachew followed by an Upwm.
 WbAckm: The memory acknowledges a writeback and allows the cache to retain a Migratory copy. The message behaves as a WbAckw followed by an Upwm.
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 DownReqmb: The memory requests a cache cell to downgrade from Migratory to Base.

The message behaves as DownReqmw followed by a DownReqwb .
In the remainder of this chapter, we rst design Cachet with only the basic messages. We
then de ne the complete Cachet protocol by incorporating composite operations that use composite messages. The incorporation of composite operations can improve the performance of
the system but cannot compromise the soundness and liveness of the protocol. The notion of
composite messages and composite operations can remarkably simplify the design and veri cation of sophisticated cache coherence protocols such as Cachet, since composite composite rules
do not have to be considered throughout the veri cation. It suces to verify the correctness in
the presence of basic messages only.

7.3 The Imperative Rules of the Cachet Protocol
The imperative rules of Cachet contain three sets of rules, the processor rules, the cache engine
rules and the memory engine rules.

7.3.1 Imperative Processor Rules
Figure 7.5 gives the imperative processor rules of Cachet. It includes the imperative processor rules from the Base, WP and Migratory protocols. When an instruction is retired, it is
removed from the processor-to-memory buer while an appropriate reply is provided via the
memory-to-processor buer. The reply can be the requested data for a Loadl instruction, or
the corresponding acknowledgment for a Storel, Commit and Reconcile instruction.
 A Loadl instruction can be completed if the address is cached in the Clean or Dirty state
of any protocol.
 A Storel instruction can be completed if the address is cached in the Clean or Dirty state
of any protocol. The cache state is set to Dirty while the cache value is updated.
 A Commit instruction can be completed if the addressed is uncached, or cached in the
Clean state of any protocol or the Dirty state of the Migratory protocol.
 A Reconcile instruction can be completed if the address is uncached, or cached in the
Dirty state of any protocol or the Clean state of the WP or Migratory protocol.

7.3.2 Imperative Cache Engine Rules
Figure 7.6 gives the imperative C-engine rules of Cachet. When a cache engine processes an
incoming message, it immediately removes the message from the incoming queue.
 A cache can purge a clean Base cell (Rule IC1).
 A cache can write the dirty data of a Base cell back to the memory via a Wbb message
and set the cache state to WbPending, indicating that a writeback operation is being
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Imperative Processor Rules
Instruction Cstate
Action Next Cstate
Loadl(a)

Storel(a,v)

Commit(a)

Reconcile(a)

Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
Cell(a,-,Cleanb )
Cell(a,-,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,-,Cleanw )
Cell(a,-,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,-,Cleanm )
Cell(a,-,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
a = cache
2

2

retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire

Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
a = cache
2

2

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6
IP7
IP8
IP9
IP10
IP11
IP12
IP13
IP14
IP15
IP16
IP17
IP18
IP19
IP20
IP21
IP22
IP23

Figure 7.5: Imperative Processor Rules of Cachet









performed (Rule IC2). The cache state will be set to Cleanb or Cleanw when the cache
receives a writeback acknowledgment later (Rules IC21 and IC22).
A cache can downgrade a cell from WP to Base, and send a Downwb message to the
memory (Rules IC3 and IC4).
A cache can downgrade a cell from Migratory to WP, and send a Downmw or DownVmw
message to the memory (Rules IC5 and IC6). The most up-to-date data is always sent
back to the memory when a dirty Migratory cell is downgraded.
A cache can send a CacheReq message to the memory to request the data for an uncached
address the cache state is set to CachePending to indicate that a cache copy is being
requested (Rule IC7).
If a cache receives a Cacheb message, it caches the data in the Clean state of Base
(Rule IC8). Note that the memory cannot supply a Base copy without a request from
the cache.
If a cache receives a Cachew message for a clean Base cell, it updates the cache cell with
the new data and upgrades the cache cell to WP (Rule IC9). This can happen because
the memory maintains no information about Base cells. It is trivial to show that Rule IC9
can be derived from Rules IC1 and IC13.
If a cache receives a Cachew message for a dirty Base cell, it upgrades the cache cell to
WP (Rule IC10).
If a cache receives a Cachew message for an address cached in the WbPending state, it
discards the message (Rule IC11). This can happen when the cache writes the modi ed
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h
h

h

h
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Cell(a,v,WbPending)
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Cacheb ,a,v
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i
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Imperative C-engine Rules
Action
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h
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h
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h
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h
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h
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2

Upwm ,a
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WbAckb ,a
WbAckw ,a
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Next Cstate

a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v1 ,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb)
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
2

2

IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
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Figure 7.6: Imperative Cache Engine Rules of Cachet
data of the Base cell back to the memory before it receives the Cachew message.
 If a cache receives a Cachew message for an uncached address, or an address cached in the
CachePending state , it caches the data in the Clean state of WP (Rules IC12 and IC13).
 If a cache receives an Upwm message for a Base cell, it discards the message (Rules IC14
and IC15). This can happen because the cache can voluntarily downgrade a WP cell
while the memory intends to upgrade the cache cell.
 If a cache receives an Upwm message for a WP cell, it upgrades the cache cell to Migratory
(Rules 16 and 17).
 If a cache receives an Upwm message for an uncached address, or an address cached in the
WbPending or CachePending state, it discards the message (Rules IC18, IC19 and IC20).
This can happen if the cache has downgraded the cell from WP to Base before it receives
the upgrade message, and the Base cell has been purged from the cache or written back
to the memory.
Figure 7.7 shows the cache state transitions of Cachet due to imperative operations (composite operations are not shown).

7.3.3 Imperative Memory Engine Rules
Figure 7.8 gives the set of imperative M-engine rules of Cachet. When the memory engine
receives a message, it removes the message from the incoming queue.
 If the memory state shows that an address is not resident in a cache, the memory can send
a Cachew message to supply a WP copy to the cache (Rule IM1). The cache may contain
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Figure 7.7: Cache State Transitions of Cachet







a Base cell, since the memory maintains no information for addresses cached under Base.
In this case, the Cachew message invokes an upgrade operation on the cache cell.
If the memory state shows that an address is cached exclusively in a cache under WP, the
memory can send an Upwm message to upgrade the cache cell to Migratory (Rule IM2).
When the memory receives a CacheReq message, if the memory state shows that the
address is uncached in the cache and that the address is uncached in any other cache
under Migratory, the memory can send a Cacheb message to supply a Base copy to the
cache (Rule IM3). An alternative treatment is to let the memory send a Cachew message
to supply a WP copy (Rule IM1) and then discard the cache request (Rule IM4).
When the memory receives a CacheReq message, if the memory state shows that the address is cached in the cache, the memory discards the cache request (Rules IM4 and IM5).
This can happen because the memory can voluntarily supply a WP copy to a cache the
WP cell can be further upgraded to a Migratory cell.
When the memory receives a Wbb message, if the memory state shows that the address is
uncached in the cache, the memory suspends the writeback message for later processing
(Rules IM6 and IM8).
When the memory receives a Wbb message, if the memory state shows that the cache
contains a WP copy for the address, the memory suspends the writeback message and
removes the cache identi er from the corresponding directory (Rule IM7). This can
happen if the memory sends a Cachew message to the cache before it receives the Wbb
message. The Cachew message will be discarded at the cache (Rule IC11).
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Msg from id

Imperative M-engine Rules
Action

Mstate

Cell(a,v,Tw dir,]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,Tw id ,])
Cell(a,v,Tw dir,sm]) (id = dir)
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Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v) sm])
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Cell(a,v,Tw id ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Tw ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Tw id ,])
j

j
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WbAckb ,a
WbAckw ,a
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h
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IM1
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IM8
IM9
IM10
IM11
IM12
IM13
IM14
IM15

Figure 7.8: Imperative Memory Engine Rules of Cachet

 When the memory receives a Wbb message, if the memory state shows that the cache

contains a Migratory copy for the address, the memory suspends the writeback message
and sets the memory state to indicate that the address is no longer cached in any cache
(Rule IM9). This can happen if the memory sends a Cachew message followed by an
Upwm message to the cache before it receives the Wbb message. The Cachew and Upwm
messages will be discarded at the cache (Rules IC11 and IC18).
 When the memory receives a Downwb message, if the memory state shows that the cache
contains a WP cell for the address, the memory removes the cache identi er from the
directory (Rule IM10).
 When the memory receives a Downwb message, if the memory state shows that the cache
contains a Migratory cell for the address, the memory sets the memory state to indicate
that the address is no longer cached in any cache (Rule IM11). This can happen when the
memory sends an Upwm message to the cache before it receives the Downwb message. The
Upwm message will be discarded at the cache (Rules IC14, IC15, IC18, IC19 and IC20).
 When the memory receives a Downmw or DownVmw message, it sets the memory state
accordingly to indicate that the cache cell has been downgraded to WP (Rules IM12
and IM13).
 When the memory state shows that an address is not resident in any cache, the memory
can resume suspended writeback messages. For each writeback message, the memory
updates the memory cell and acknowledges the cache via a WbAckb message (Rule IM14).
The last resumed message can be acknowledged with a WbAckw message so that the cache
can retain a WP copy (Rule IM15).
There are some subtle issues that must be handled properly to ensure correctness. As in
Base, the memory cannot send a Cacheb message to a cache without a CacheReq message from
the cache site. As in WP, the memory cannot be updated if the directory shows that the address
is cached under WP in some caches. Since the memory maintains no information about Base
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Figure 7.9: Composite Imperative Rules of Cachet
cells, it may receive a writeback message from a cache although the memory state shows that
the address is not resident in the cache. A writeback operation cannot be acknowledged before
all WP and Migratory cells of the address have been purged or downgraded to Base cells.

7.3.4 Composite Imperative Rules
Figure 7.9 de nes some composite imperative rules of Cachet. A composite imperative rule can
be simulated by basic imperative rules, and therefore cannot compromise the soundness of the
protocol.

Composite C-engine Rules

 A cache can write the dirty data of a WP cell back to the memory via a Wbw message and





set the cache state to WbPending (Rule CIC1). The Wbw message behaves as a Downwb
followed by a Wbb .
A cache can downgrade a cache cell from Migratory to Base, and inform the memory via
a Downmb or DownVmb message (Rules CIC2 and CIC3). The Downmb message behaves
as a Downmw followed by a Downwb , and the DownVmb message behaves as a DownVmw
followed by a Downwb .
If a cache receives a Cachem message for a clean Base cell, it purges the cache cell and
caches the data in the Clean state of Migratory (Rules CIC4).
If a cache receives a Cachem message for a dirty Base cell, it upgrades the cache cell to
Migratory (Rule CIC5).
If a cache receives a Cachem message for an address cached in the WbPending state, it
discards the message (Rule CIC6).
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Composite Imperative Rule Simulating Imperative Rules
CIC1
CIC2
CIC3
CIC4
CIC5
CIC6
CIC7
CIC8
CIC9
CIM1
CIM2
CIM3
CIM4
CIM5
CIM6

IC4 + IC2
IC5 + IC3
IC6 + IC3
IC9 + IC16
IC10 + IC17
IC11 + IC18
IC12 + IC16
IC13 + IC16
IC22 + IC16
IM1 + IM2
IM9 + IM6
IM11 + IM6
IM12 + IM10
IM13 + IM10
IM15 + IM2

Figure 7.10: Simulation of Composite Imperative Rules of Cachet

 If a cache receives a Cachem message for an uncached address or an address cached in


the CachePending state, it caches the data in the Clean state of Migratory (Rules CIC7
and CIC8).
If a cache receives a WbAckm message for an address cached in the WbPending state, it
sets the cache state to Clean of Migratory (Rule CIC9).

Composite M-engine Rules

 If the memory state shows that an address is not cached in any cache, the memory can






send a Cachem message to supply a Migratory copy to a cache (Rule CIM1). The Cachem
message behaves as a Cachew followed by an Upwm.
When the memory receives a Wbw message, if the memory state shows the cache contains
a WP copy for the address, the memory removes the cache identi er from the directory
and suspends the writeback message (Rule CIM2).
When the memory receives a Wbw message, if the memory state shows that the cache
contains a Migratory copy for the address, the memory suspends the writeback message
and sets the memory state to indicate that the address is no longer cached in any cache
(Rule CIM3).
When the memory receives a Downmb or DownVmb message, it updates the memory state
to indicate that the address is no longer cached in any cache (Rules CIM4 and CIM5).
When the memory state shows that an address is not resident in any cache and there is only
one suspended writeback message, the memory can acknowledge the writeback message
with a WbAckm message to allow the cache to retain a Migratory copy (Rule CIM6).

Figure 7.10 gives the sequence of basic rules used in the simulation of a composite imperative
rule.
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7.4 The Cachet Cache Coherence Protocol
In this section, we de ne the Cachet protocol that employs basic messages only. To ensure
liveness, we introduce two basic directive messages, DownReqmw and DownReqwb . Whenever
necessary, the memory can send a DownReqmw message to downgrade a cache cell from Migratory to WP, or a DownReqwb message to downgrade a cache cell from WP to Base. Some
memory states in the imperative rules need to incorporate proper information about outstanding directive messages in the integrated rules. The Tw dir,] state in the imperative rules is
split into Cw dir] and Tw dir,] in the integrated rules, where Tw dir,] implies that the memory
has issued a DownReqwb message to cache sites dir. The Tmid ,] state in the imperative rules
is split into Cmid ], Tmid ] and Tmid ,] in the integrated rules, where Tmid ] implies that
the memory has issued a DownReqmw message to cache site id , and Tmid ,] implies that the
memory has issued a DownReqmw followed by a DownReqwb to cache site id .
0

0

7.4.1 Processor Rules of Cachet
Figure 7.11 gives the processor rules of Cachet. The processor rules include the imperative
processor rules, and additional rules to deal with stalled instructions. All the processor rules
are mandatory rules. Processor rules marked with `SF' are strongly fair. When an instruction
is retired, it is removed from the processor-to-memory buer when an instruction is stalled, it
remains in the processor-to-memory buer.
 For a Loadl or Storel instruction, if the address is cached in the Clean or Dirty state of
any protocol, the cache supplies the accessed data or an acknowledgment to retire the
instruction. If the address is uncached, the cache sends a CacheReq message to request a
cache copy from the memory the instruction remains stalled until the requested data is
received.
 For a Commit instruction, if the address is uncached or cached in the Clean state of any
protocol or the Dirty state of Migratory, the cache supplies an acknowledgment to retire
the instruction. If the address is cached in the Dirty state of Base, the cache sends a Wbb
message to write the data back to the memory. If the address is cached in the Dirty state
of WP, the cache sends a Downwb message followed by a Wbb message to the memory.
 For a Reconcile instruction, if the address is uncached or cached in the Clean state of WP
or Migratory or the Dirty state of any protocol, the cache supplies an acknowledgment
to retire the instruction. If the address is cached in the Clean state of Base, the cache
purges the cache cell to allow the instruction to complete.

7.4.2 Cache Engine Rules of Cachet
Figure 7.12 de nes the cache engine rules of Cachet. The cache engine rules contain voluntary
rules and mandatory rules. When a cache engine receives a message, it removes the message
from the incoming queue. No message needs to be stalled at the cache side. The cache engine
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Instruction Cstate
Loadl(a)
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Mandatory Processor Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
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Figure 7.11: Processor Rules of Cachet
rules include the imperative cache engine rules, and additional rules to deal with downgrade
requests from the memory. A cache processes a downgrade request as follows:
 When a cache receives a WP-to-Base downgrade request, if the address is cached under
WP, the cache downgrades the cell to Base, and sends a Downwb message to the memory
(Rules MC18 and MC19). However, if the address is cached under Base, or cached in the
WbPending or CachePending state, or uncached, the cache simply discards the request
(Rules MC16, MC17, MC20, MC21 and MC22). This is because the cache has already
downgraded the cell before the downgrade request is received.
 When a cache receives a Migratory-to-WP downgrade request, if the address is cached
under Migratory, the cache downgrades the cell to WP, and sends a Downmw or DownVmw
message to the memory (Rules MC27 and MC28). However, if the address is cached under
Base or WP, or cached in the WbPending or CachePending state, or uncached, the cache
simply discards the request (Rules MC23, MC24, MC25, MC26, MC29, MC30 and MC31).
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Voluntary C-engine Rules
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Figure 7.12: Cache Engine Rules of Cachet
This is because the cache has already downgraded the cell before the downgrade request
is received.

7.4.3 Memory Engine Rules of Cachet
Figure 7.13 de nes the memory engine rules of Cachet. The memory engine rules consist of
voluntary rules and mandatory rules. An incoming message can be processed or stalled when
it is received. When a message is processed, it is removed from the incoming queue when
a message is stalled, it remains in the incoming queue for later processing. Note that only
CacheReq messages can be stalled a stalled message cannot block following messages from
being processed.
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Voluntary M-engine Rules
Action
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Figure 7.13: Memory Engine Rules of Cachet (Rule MM1 is strongly fair)
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The memory processes an incoming CacheReq message from cache site id as follows:
 If the memory state is Cwdir] (id 2= dir), the memory sends a Cacheb message to supply
a Base copy to the cache (Rule MM1). An alternative treatment is that the memory
sends a Cachew message to supply a WP copy (Rule VM1) and discards the cache request
(Rule MM3).
 If the memory state is Cmid1] (id 6= id1), the memory sends a DownReqmw message to
downgrade the Migratory cell at cache id1 (Rule MM5). The cache request remains stalled
until the downgrade request is acknowledged.
 If the memory state shows that the address is already cached in the cache, the memory
discards the cache request (Rules MM3, MM4, MM8, MM9 and MM10). This can happen
because the memory can voluntarily supply a cache copy to a cache.
 If the memory state is transient and shows that address is not cached in the cache, the
message is stalled for later processing (Rules MM2, MM6 and MM7). The stalled message
cannot be processed before the memory state becomes stable.
It is worth noting that Rule MM1 is strongly fair. This guarantees that a cache request
cannot be blocked forever while cache requests from other cache sites on the same address are
processed repeatedly. Such fairness is critical to ensure that each cache request will be serviced
eventually.
The memory processes an incoming Wbb message from cache site id as follows:
 If the memory state is Cwdir] or Twdir,sm] (id 2= dir), the memory suspends the writeback
message (Rules MM11 and MM12). For the Cw dir] state, the memory multicasts a
DownReqwb message to cache sites dir to downgrade the cache cells from WP to Base.
 If the memory state is Cwid jdir] or Twid jdir,sm], the memory suspends the writeback
message and removes the cache identi er from the directory (Rules MM13 and MM14).
For the Cw id jdir] state, the memory multicasts a DownReqwb message to cache sites dir.
 If the memory state is Cmid1], Tmid1] or Tmid1,sm] (id 6= id1), the memory suspends the
writeback message (Rules MM15, MM16 and MM17). For the Cmid1 ] state, the memory
sends a DownReqmw message followed by a DownReqwb message to cache site id1  for the
Tmid1 ] state, the memory sends a DownReqwb message to cache site id1 .
 If the memory state is Cmid ], Tmid ] or Tmid ,sm], the memory suspends the writeback
message and updates the memory state to indicate that the address is uncached in any
cache site (Rules MM18, MM19 and MM20). This can happen because the memory can
voluntarily send a Cachew message followed by an Upwm message to a cache before it
receives the writeback message.
0

0

0

Suspended writeback messages can be resumed when the memory state shows that the address is not cached in any cache. When a writeback message is resumed, the memory sends a
WbAckb message to the cache to acknowledge that the writeback operation has been performed
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(Rule MM32). The memory can choose to acknowledge the last writeback with a WbAckw message to allow the cache to retain a WP copy (Rule MM33).
The memory processes an incoming Downwb , Downmw or DownVmw message as follows:
 When the memory receives a Downwb message, if the memory state shows that the cache
contains a WP copy for the address, the memory removes the cache identi er from the
corresponding directory (Rules MM21 and MM22). If the memory state shows that
the cache contains a Migratory copy for the address, the memory updates the memory
state to indicate that the address is no longer cached in any cache (Rules MM23, MM24
and MM25). This can happen because the memory can voluntarily send an upgrade
message to upgrade a cache cell from WP to Migratory, while the cache has downgraded
the cache cell from WP to Base. The downgrade operation has higher priority than the
upgrade operation.
 When the memory receives a Downmw message, it sets the memory state to indicate that
the cache contains a WP copy for the address (Rules MM26, MM27 and MM28).
 When the memory receives a DownVmw message, it updates the memory value and sets the
memory state to indicate that the cache contains a WP copy for the address (Rules MM29,
MM30 and MM31).
In addition, the Tw ,] state can be converted to C]. This is necessary to ensure that a
transient memory state will become a stable memory state eventually so that stalled cache
requests can be serviced.

Voluntary Rules There are ve voluntary rules that allow the memory to supply a cache

copy to a cache, to upgrade a cache cell or to downgrade a cache cell.
 If the memory state is Cwdir], the memory can send a Cachew message to supply a WP
copy to cache site id , where id 2= dir.
 If the memory state is Cwid ], the memory can send an Upwm message to cache site id
to upgrade the cache cell from WP to Migratory.
 If the memory state is Cwdir], the memory can multicast a DownReqwb message to cache
sites dir to downgrade the cache cells from WP to Base.
 If the memory state is Cmid ], the memory can send a DownReqmw message to cache site
id to downgrade the cache cell from Migratory to WP.
 If the memory state is Tmid ], the memory can send a DownReqwb message to cache site
id to downgrade the cache cell from WP to Base.
0

The memory state can be imprecise since it maintains no information about the existence
of Base cells. In addition, when the memory state shows that a cache contains a WP or
Migratory cell for an address, it is possible that the cache cell has already been downgraded.
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The inaccuracy of memory states can cause unexpected cases that must be dealt with properly.
Some scenarios are discussed as follows:
 Simultaneous Cachew and Wbb. Suppose initially the address is cached in the Dirty state
of Base in a cache, while the memory state shows that the address is uncached in the
cache. The memory sends a Cachew message to supply a WP copy to the cache, while
the cache sends a Wbb message to write the dirty copy back to the memory. The Cachew
message will be discarded when it is received (Rule MC4).
 Simultaneous Upwm and Downmw. Suppose initially the address is cached in the Clean or
Dirty state of WP, while the memory state shows that the address is exclusively cached
under WP in the cache. The memory sends an Upwm message to upgrade the cache cell
from WP to Migratory, while the cache downgrades the cell from WP to Base and sends a
Downwb message to the memory. The Upwm message will be discarded when it is received
(Rules MC7 and MC8).
 Simultaneous DownReqwb and Downwb. Suppose initially the address is cached in the
Clean or Dirty state of WP. The memory sends a DownReqwb message to the cache,
while the cache downgrades the cell from WP to Base before it receives the request. The
DownReqwb message will be discarded when it is received (Rules MC16 and MC17).

Buer Management When a cache request is stalled, it should not block other messages in

the incoming queue from being processed. This can be achieved via proper buer management
to allow an incoming message to overtake a cache request as long as the two messages are from
dierent cache sites or have dierent addresses. This can be characterized as follows:
Cachet's bu er management:
msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if (Cmd(msg1 ) = CacheReq _ Cmd(msg2 ) = CacheReq) ^
(Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2 ))

7.4.4 Derivation of Cachet from Imperative and Directive Rules
The Cachet rules can be derived from the imperative and directive rules. A directive rule can
be used to generate or discard a directive message it cannot modify any system state that may
aect the soundness of the system. There are four basic directive rules that involve the basic
directive messages.
 Send-DownReqwb: The memory sends a DownReqwb message to a cache.
 Send-DownReqmw: The memory sends a DownReqmw message to a cache.
 Receive-DownReqwb : The cache discards an incoming DownReqwb message.
 Receive-DownReqmw : The cache discards an incoming DownReqmw message.
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Processor Rule of Cachet
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P33
P34
P35
P36

Deriving Imperative & Directive Rules
IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6


IC7
IP7
IP8
IP9
IP10
IP11
IP12


IC7
IP13
IC2
IP14
IC4 + IC2
IP15
IP16


IP17
IC1 + IP23
IP18
IP19
IP20
IP21
IP22


IP23

Figure 7.14: Derivation of Processor Rules of Cachet
Figures 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16 give the derivations of the processor rules, the cache engine
rules and the memory engine rules, respectively. In the derivation, the Cw dir] state used in
the integrated rules corresponds to the Tw dir,] state of the imperative rules the Cmid ] and
Tmid ] states used in the integrated rules correspond to the Tmid ,] state of the imperative
rules.
0

7.5 The Composite Rules of Cachet
In this section, we will present some composite rules that involve the composite messages. Since
a composite message behaves as a sequence of basic messages, a composite rule can always be
simulated by some basic rules. Figure 7.17 de nes the composite rules of Cachet.
When a Commit instruction is performed on an address that is cached in the Dirty state
of WP, the cache can write the data back to the memory via a Wbw message. The instruction
remains stalled until the writeback operation is acknowledged.
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C-engine Rule of Cachet
VC1
VC2
VC3
VC4
VC5
VC6
VC7
MC1
MC2
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MC4
MC5
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IC1
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IC7
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IC10
IC11
IC12
IC13
IC14
IC15
IC16
IC17
IC18
IC19
IC20
IC21
IC22
Receive-DownReqwb
Receive-DownReqwb
Receive-DownReqwb + IC3
Receive-DownReqwb + IC4
Receive-DownReqwb
Receive-DownReqwb
Receive-DownReqwb
Receive-DownReqmw
Receive-DownReqmw
Receive-DownReqmw
Receive-DownReqmw
Receive-DownReqmw + IC5
Receive-DownReqmw + IC6
Receive-DownReqmw
Receive-DownReqmw
Receive-DownReqmw

Figure 7.15: Derivation of Cache Engine Rules of Cachet
The composite C-engine rules include the composite imperative C-engine rules given in
Figure 7.9, and some additional rules that are needed to process Migratory-to-Base downgrade
requests. A Migratory-to-Base message behaves as a DownReqmw followed by a DownReqwb .
The memory may send a composite message to a cache under certain circumstances. If the
memory state is Cw ], the memory can send a Migratory message to supply a Migratory copy
to a cache site. If the memory state is Cmid ], the memory can send a DownReqmb message
to cache site id to downgrade the cache cell from Migratory to Base. In addition, the memory
can acknowledge the last resumed writeback operation with a WbAckm message to allow the
cache to retain a Migratory copy. When the memory receives a composite message, it processes
the message as a sequence of basic messages. The memory treats a Wbw message as a Downwb
followed by a Wbb , a Downmb message as a Downmw followed by a Downwb , and a DownVmb
message as a DownVmw followed by a Downwb .
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M-engine Rule of Cachet
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Figure 7.16: Derivation of Memory Engine Rules of Cachet
Figure 7.18 gives the basic rules used in the simulation of each composite rule.

The Cachet Protocol Appendix A gives the speci cation of the complete Cachet protocol,

which contains the basic rules de ned in Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13, and the composite rules
de ned in Figure 7.17. The Cachet protocol is an adaptive cache coherence protocol, although
for pedagogic reason it has been been presented as an integration of several micro-protocols.
One can also think Cachet as a family of protocols because of the presence of voluntary rules
that can be invoked without the execution of an instruction or the receipt of a message. The
existence of voluntary rules provides enormous extensibility in the sense that various heuristic
messages and states can be employed to invoke these rules.
As an example of how the adaptivity can be exploited, consider a DSM system with limited
directory space. When the memory receives a cache request, it can respond under Base or WP.
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Figure 7.17: Composite Rules of Cachet
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Figure 7.18: Simulation of Composite Rules of Cachet
One reasonable strategy is to always supply a WP copy except when the directory is full, in
which case a Base copy is supplied. Meanwhile, the memory can send a heuristic downgrade
request message to a cache that the memory chooses as a potential victim. The intention of the
heuristic message is to suggest that some cache cell be downgraded from WP to Base so that
the resumed directory space can be used for other WP copies.
It is worth emphasizing that the heuristic request message is just a hint to the cache
the cache may or may not satisfy the request. When the cache receives the heuristic request
message, it can invoke the appropriate voluntary rule to downgrade the cache cell, or ignore the
heuristic message if it intends to retain the WP cell for later reference. This simple adaptivity
will allow an address to be resident in more caches than the number of cache identi er slots in
the directory.
Since Cachet implements the CRF memory model, it is automatically a cache coherence
protocol that implements all the memory models whose programs can be translated into CRF
programs. The translation can be performed statically by the compiler or dynamically by
the protocol engines. This implies that dierent memory models can be applied in dierent
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memory regions simultaneously. In a program that assumes release consistency, for example,
the memory region used for input and output operations can have the semantics of sequential
consistency by employing an appropriate translation scheme for that region.
With both Cachet and CRF speci ed in Term Rewriting Systems, we can formally prove
that the Cachet protocol is a correct implementation of the CRF model and is free from any type
of deadlock or livelock. The veri cation of Cachet follows the same procedure as the veri cation
of the Base, WP and Migratory protocols. To prove the soundness, for example, we de ne a
mapping function from Cachet to CRF, and show that each basic imperative rule of Cachet
can be simulated in CRF. The mapping function is based on the notion of drained terms, in
which all message queues are empty. There are many ways to drain messages from the network.
For example, we can employ backward draining for Wbb messages, and forward draining for all
other messages. The draining rules include Rules IC8-IC22, IM3-IM5, IM10-IM13, and some
additional rules that allow Wbb messages to be reclaimed at the cache sites from which they
were issued. Furthermore, we can downgrade all Migratory cells to WP cells to ensure that the
memory in a drained term always contains the most up-to-date data. This can be achieved by
including Rules IC5 and IC6 in the draining rules. The Imperative-&-Directive methodology,
together with the classi cation of basic and composite operations, has signi cantly simpli ed
the veri cation by reducing the number of rules that need to be considered.

Coarse-grain Coherence States An implementation can maintain coherence states for

cache lines rather than individual cache cells. In modern computer systems, the size of cache
lines typically ranges from 32 to 128 bytes. The state of a cache line is a concise representation
of the states of the cells in the cache line. The Cleanw state, for example, means that all the
cache cells of the cache line are in the Cleanw state. When the cache line is modi ed by a
Storel instruction, the state becomes Cleanw Dirty+w , which implies that at least one cache cell
of the cache line is in the Dirtyw state while all other cache cells, if any, are in the Cleanw
state. Coherence actions such as cache, writeback, downgrade and upgrade operations are all
performed at the cache line granularity. This ensures that all the cache cells in a cache line
employ the same micro-protocol at any time.
Since a cache cell can be modi ed without the exclusive ownership, there can be multiple
writers for the same cache line simultaneously. This can happen even for data-race-free programs
because of false sharing. As a result, when a cache line in the Cleanw Dirty+w state is written
back to the memory, the memory should be able to distinguish between clean and dirty cells
because only the data of dirty cells can be used to update the memory. A straightforward
solution is to maintain a modi cation bit for each cache cell. At the writeback time, the
modi cation bits are also sent back so that the memory can tell which cache cells have been
modi ed. By allowing a cache line to be modi ed without the exclusive ownership, the Cachet
protocol not only reduces the latency of write operations, but also alleviates potential cache
thrashing due to false sharing.
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Maintaining coarse-grain coherence states can reduce the implementation cost because less
state information is recorded at the cache and memory side. It is worth pointing out that cache
coherence protocols with coarse-grain states can be derived from protocols with ne-grain states
such as Cachet. Both the soundness and liveness of the derived protocols are automatically
guaranteed since all the coherence operations are legal mandatory or voluntary operations.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
This thesis has addressed several important issues regarding cache coherence protocols for
shared memory multiprocessor systems. First, what memory model should be supported to
allow ecient and exible implementations second, what adaptivity can be provided to accommodate programs with dierent access patterns and third, how adaptive cache coherence protocols can be designed and veri ed. We have proposed a scalable mechanism-oriented memory
model called Commit-Reconcile & Fences (CRF), and developed an adaptive cache coherence
protocol called Cachet that implements CRF in DSM system. Our research uses Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs) as the formalism to precisely specify memory models and cache coherence
protocols.
The CRF memory model exposes data replication via a notion of semantic caches, referred to
as saches. There are three types of memory instructions: memory access instructions Loadl and
Storel, memory rendezvous instructions Commit and Reconcile, and memory fence instructions.
Semantically, each processor is associated with a sache that contains a set of cells. Each sache
cell has a state, which can be either Clean or Dirty. The Clean state indicates that the data has
not been modi ed since it was cached or last written back, while the Dirty state indicates that
the data has been modi ed and has not been written back to the memory since then. At any
time, a sache can purge a Clean copy from the sache, write a Dirty copy back to the memory, or
retrieve a Clean copy from the memory for an uncached address. A Commit instruction cannot
be completed if the address is cached in the Dirty state, and a Reconcile instruction cannot be
completed if the address is cached in the Clean state.
There are good reasons to be skeptical of yet another memory model. Memory model
de nitions in modern microprocessor manuals are sometimes imprecise, ambiguous or even
wrong. Not only computer architects, but also compiler writers and system programmers, would
prefer memory models to be simpler and cleaner at the architecture level. The CRF model
can eliminate some modele de l'annee disadvantages of existing memory models. Programs
written under sequential consistency and various weaker memory models can be translated
into ecient CRF programs, while most existing parallel systems can be interpreted as speci c
implementations of CRF, though more ecient implementations are possible. Indeed, the
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CRF model has both upward and downward compatibility, that is, the ability to run existing
programs correctly and eciently on a CRF machine, and the ability to run CRF programs
well on existing machines.
The CRF model was motivated from a directory-based cache coherence protocol that was
originally designed for the MIT Start-Voyager multiprocessor system 11, 12]. The protocol
veri cation requires a memory model that speci es the legal memory behaviors that the protocol
was supposed to implement. Ironically, we did not have such a speci cation even after the
protocol design was completed. As a result, it was not clear what invariants must be proved
in order to ensure that the cache coherence protocol always exhibits the same behavior as
sequential consistency for properly synchronized programs. The lack of a precise speci cation
also made it dicult to understand and reason about the system behavior for programs that
may have data races. To deal with this dilemma, we transformed the protocol by eliminating
various directive operations and implementation details such as message queues, preserving the
semantics throughout the transformation. This eventually led to CRF, an abstract protocol
that cannot be further simpli ed. The CRF model can be implemented eciently for shared
memory systems, largely because the model itself is an abstraction of a highly optimized cache
coherence protocol.
We have designed a set of adaptive cache coherence protocols which are optimized for some
common access patterns. The Base protocol is the most straightforward implementation of
CRF, and is ideal for programs in which only necessary commit and reconcile operations are
performed. The WP protocol allows a reconcile operation on a clean cache cell to complete
without purging the cell so that the data can be accessed by subsequent load operations without
causing a cache miss this is intended for programs that contain excessive reconcile operations.
The Migratory protocol allows an address to be cached in at most one cache it ts well when
one processor is likely to access an address many times before another processor accesses the
same address.
We further developed an adaptive cache coherence protocol called Cachet that provides
a wide scope of adaptivity for DSM systems. The Cachet protocol is a seamless integration
of multiple micro-protocols, and embodies both intra-protocol and inter-protocol adaptivity
to achieve high performance under changing memory access patterns. A cache cell can be
modi ed without the so-called exclusive ownership, which eectively allows multiple writers
for the same memory location simultaneously. This can reduce the average latency for write
operations and alleviate potential cache thrashing due to false sharing. Moreover, the purge
of an invalidated cache cell can be deferred to the next reconcile point, which can help reduce
cache thrashing due to read-write false sharing. An early version of Cachet with only the Base
and WP micro-protocols can be found elsewhere 113]. Since Cachet implements the CRF
model, it is automatically a protocol that implements the memory models whose programs can
be translated into CRF programs.
Our view of adaptive protocols contains three layers: mandatory rules, voluntary rules
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and heuristic policies. Mandatory rules are weakly or strongly fair to ensure the liveness of
the system, while voluntary rules have no such requirement and are used to specify adaptive
actions without giving particular enabling conditions. Therefore, we can also think of Cachet as
a family of cache coherence protocols in that a heuristic policy for selecting adaptive operations
de nes a complete protocol tailored for some particular access patterns. Dierent heuristic
policies can exhibit dierent performance, but can never aect the soundness and liveness of
the protocol.
We have proposed the two-stage Imperative-&-Directive methodology that separates the soundness and liveness concerns throughout protocol design and veri cation. The rst stage involves
only imperative rules that specify coherence actions that determine the soundness of the system. The second stage involves directive rules and the integration of imperative and directive
rules to ensure both the soundness and liveness simultaneously. The Imperative-&-Directive
methodology can dramatically simplify the design and veri cation of sophisticated cache coherence protocols, because only imperative rules need to be considered while verifying soundness
properties. This novel methodology was rst applied to the design of a cache coherence protocol
for a DSM system with multi-level caches 110].
The following table illustrates the number of imperative and integrated rules for Cachet and
its micro-protocols. As can be seen, although Cachet consists of about 150 rewriting rules, it
has only 60 basic imperative rules that must be considered in the soundness proof, including
many soundness-related invariants that are used in the liveness proof.
Protocol
Base
WP
Migratory
Cachet

Basic Rules
Imperative Rules Integrated Rules
15
27
19
45
16
36
60
113

Composite Rules
Imperative Rules Integrated Rules
15
33

We have shown that TRSs can be used to specify and verify computer architectures and distributed protocols. While TRSs have something in common with some other formal techniques,
we have found that the use of TRSs is more intuitive in both architecture descriptions and
correctness proofs. The descriptions of micro-architectures and asynchronous protocols using
TRSs are more precise than what one may nd in a modern textbook 55]. The \Architectures via TRSs" technique was rst applied to the speci cation and veri cation of a simple
micro-architecture that employs register renaming and permits out-of-order instruction execution 111].
TRSs can be used to prove the correctness of an implementation with respect to a specication. The proof is based on simulation with respect to a mapping function. The mapping
functions can be de ned based on the notion of drained terms, which can be obtained via
forward or backward draining or a combination of both. The invariants often show up systematically and can be veri ed by case analysis and simple induction. The promise of TRSs
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for computer architecture is the development of a set of integrated design tools for modeling,
speci cation, veri cation, simulation and synthesis of computer systems.

8.1 Future Work
CRF Microprocessors We have used CRF as the speci cation for cache coherence proto-

cols. The CRF model can be implemented on most modern microprocessors via appropriate
translation schemes. However, it remains an open question how CRF instructions can be eectively incorporated into modern microprocessors. For example, what is the proper granularity
for commit, reconcile and fence instructions? What optimizations can be performed by the
compiler to eliminate unnecessary synchronizations? Since ordinary load and store instructions
are decomposed into ner-grain instructions, the instruction bandwidth needed to support a
certain level of performance is likely to be high. This can have profound impact on microarchitectures such as instruction dispatch, cache state access and cache snoopy mechanism.
Another interesting question is the implementation of CRF instructions on architectures with
malleable caches such as column and curious caching 29].

Optimizations of Cachet The Cachet protocol can be extended in many aspects to incor-

porate more adaptivity. For example, in Cachet, an instruction is always stalled when the
cache cell is in a transient state. This constraint can be relaxed under certain circumstances:
a Loadl instruction can complete if the cache state is WbPending, and a Commit instruction
can complete if the cache state is CachePending.
The Cachet protocol uses a general cache request that draws no distinction between dierent
micro-protocols. Although a cache can indicate what copy it prefers as heuristic information,
the memory decides what copy to supply to the cache. We can extend the protocol so that
in addition to the general cache request, a cache can also send a speci c cache request for a
speci c type of cache copy. This can be useful when caches have more knowledge than the
memory about the access patterns of the program. Another advantage of having distinct cache
requests is that a cache can send a request for a WP or Migratory copy while the address is
cached in some Base state. In this case, the cache request behaves as an upgrade request from
Base to WP or Migratory.
It is worth noting that Cachet does not allow a cache to request an upgrade operation from
WP to Migratory instead the cache must rst downgrade the cell from WP to Base and then
send a cache request to the memory (although the downgrade message can be piggybacked with
the cache request). We can introduce an upgrade request message so that a cache can upgrade
a WP cell to a Migratory cell without rst performing the downgrade operation (so that the
memory does not need to send the data copy to the cache).
In Cachet, a cache can only receive a data copy from the memory, even though the most upto-date data resides in another cache at the time. Therefore, a Migratory copy must be written
back to the memory rst before the data can be supplied to another cache. The forwarding
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technique can be used to allow a cache to retrieve a data copy directly from another cache.
This can reduce the latency to service cache misses for programs that exhibit access patterns
such as the producer-consumer pattern.
The Cachet protocol is designed for NUMA systems. It can be extended with COMA-like
coherence operations to provide more adaptivity. This allows a cache to switch between NUMA
and COMA styles for the same memory region dynamically.

Heuristic Policies The Cachet protocol provides enormous adaptivity for programs with var-

ious access patterns. A relevant question is what mechanisms and heuristic policies are needed
to discover the access patterns and how appropriate heuristic information can be conveyed to
protocol engines. Access patterns can be detected through compiler analysis or runtime statistic collection. The Cachet protocol de nes a framework in which various heuristic policies can
be examined while the correctness of the protocol is always guaranteed. Customized protocols
can be built dynamically with guaranteed soundness and liveness.
Access patterns can also be given by the programmer as program annotations. The voluntary
rules of Cachet represent a set of coherence primitives that can be safely invoked by programmers
whenever necessary. Programmers can therefore build application speci c protocols by selecting
appropriate coherence primitives. The primitive selection is just a performance issue, and the
correctness of the system can never be compromised, regardless of when and how the primitives
are executed.

Automatic Veri cation and Synthesis of Protocols When a system or protocol has

many rewriting rules, the correctness proofs can quickly become tedious and error-prone. This
problem can be alleviated by the use of theorem provers and model checkers. We are currently
using theorem provers such as PVS 95, 108] in our veri cation eort of sophisticated protocols
such as the complete Cachet protocol. Theorem provers are usually better at proving things
correct than at nding and diagnosing errors. Therefore, it can also be useful to be able to do
initial \sanity checking" using nite-state veri ers such as Murphi 35] or SPIN 59]. This often
requires scaling down the example so that it has a small number of nite-state processes.
TRS descriptions, augmented with proper information about the system building blocks,
hold the promise of high-level synthesis. A TRS compiler 58] compiles high-level behavioral
descriptions in TRSs into Verilog that can be simulated and synthesized using commercial
tools. This can eectively reduce the hardware design hurdle by allowing direct synthesis of
TRS descriptions. We are currently exploring hardware synthesis of cache coherence protocols
based on their TRS speci cations.
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Appendix A

The Cachet Protocol Specication
Instruction Cstate
Loadl(a)

Storel(a,v)

Commit(a)

Reconcile(a)

Mandatory Processor Rules
Action

Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,Cleanb )
Cell(a,-,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,-,Cleanw )
Cell(a,-,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,-,Cleanm )
Cell(a,-,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

2

2

2

retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
stall
stall
stall,
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
stall
stall
stall,
retire
stall,
retire
stall,
retire
retire
stall
stall
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
retire
stall
stall
retire

Next Cstate

Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
CacheReq,a H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb)
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb)
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
CacheReq,a H Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Wbb ,a,v H
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Wbw ,a,v H
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache

h

i !

h

i !

h

i !

h

i!

2
2

2

Figure A.1: Cachet: The Processor Rules
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SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

Cstate

Voluntary C-engine Rules
Action

Cell(a,-,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )

Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
a = cache
2

Msg from H

Cstate

Cacheb ,a,v
Cachew ,a,v

h

i

h

i

i

Upwm ,a

h

2

i

WbAckb ,a
WbAckw ,a
WbAckm ,a
DownReqwb ,a

h

i

h

i

h

i

h

2

i

DownReqmw ,a

h

DownReqmb ,a

h

2

i

i

2

2

h
h
h

i !

i !
i !

i!

h

i !

h

i !

h

i!

h

i !

h

i !

Mandatory C-engine Rules
Action

Cell(a,-,CachePending)
Cell(a,-,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v1 ,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,-,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v1 ,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

Cachem ,a,v

h

Wbb ,a,v H
Downwb ,a H
Downwb ,a H
Wbw ,a,v H
Downmw ,a H
Downmb ,a H
DownVmw ,a,v H
DownVmb ,a,v H
CacheReq,a H

h

Next Cstate

a = cache
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
2

Next Cstate

Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v1 ,Dirtyw )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v1 ,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v1 ,WbPending)
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Dirtym )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Cleanm )
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Downwb ,a H
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Downwb ,a H
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyw )
Downmw ,a H
Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
DownVmw ,a,v H Cell(a,v,Cleanw )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Downwb ,a H
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Downwb ,a H
Cell(a,v,Dirtyb )
Downmb ,a H
Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
DownVmb ,a,v H Cell(a,v,Cleanb )
Cell(a,v,WbPending)
Cell(a,-,CachePending)
a = cache
2

h

i !

h

i !

2

h

i !

h

i!

2

h

i !

h

i !

h

i !

h

i !

2

Figure A.2: Cachet: The Cache Engine Rules
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Voluntary M-engine Rules
Action

Mstate

Cell(a,v,Cw dir]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,Cw id ])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
Cell(a,v,Cw dir])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
2

Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
0

Msg from id
h

Cell(a,v,Cw dir]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,Tw dir,sm]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v,Cw dir]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v,Tw dir,sm]) (id dir)
Cell(a,v,Cm id1 ]) (id = id1 )

i

i !

h

i !

h

i!

h

i !

h

i !

h

i !

h

i !

Mandatory M-engine Rules
Action

Mstate

CacheReq,a

Cachew ,a,v id
Upwm ,a id
Cachem ,a,v id
DownReqwb ,a dir
DownReqmw ,a id
DownReqmb ,a id
DownReqwb ,a id

h

2

2

i!

2

2

6

Cell(a,v,Tm id1 ]) (id = id1 )
Cell(a,v,Tm id1 ,sm]) (id = id1 )
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Cw dir]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,sm]) (id = dir)
Cell(a,v1 ,Cw id dir])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw id dir,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Cm id1 ]) (id = id1 )
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id1 ]) (id = id1 )
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id1 ,sm]) (id = id1 )
Cell(a,v1 ,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Cw id dir])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw id dir,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw id dir])
Cell(a,v,Tw id dir,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,-,Cm id ])
Cell(a,-,Tm id ])
Cell(a,-,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,-,Cm id ])
Cell(a,-,Tm id ])
Cell(a,-,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,-,Tw ,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,-,Tw ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,-,Tw ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v,Tw ,])
0

6

6

stall message
DownReqmw ,a
stall message
stall message
h

i !

id1

0

h

Wbb ,a,v

i

2

DownReqwb ,a

dir

DownReqwb ,a

dir

h

i !

h

i !

j

6

0

6

DownReqmb ,a id1
Downwb ,a id1

h

i !

h

i !

6

Wbw ,a,v

i

j

DownReqwb ,a

h

i !

j

Downwb ,a

i

0

h

h

h

Downmw ,a

i

0

DownVmw ,a,v

i

Downmb ,a

i

0

0

DownVmb ,a,v

i

0

j

SF

0

Cell(a,v,Tm id1 ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id1 ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id1 ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id1 ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tm id1 ,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw dir,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v)])
Cell(a,v1 ,Tw ,(id ,v) sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw dir])
Cell(a,v,Tw dir,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
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Cell(a,v,Tw ,sm])
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Cell(a,v,Cw id ])
Cell(a,v,Tw id ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw id ])
Cell(a,v,Cw id ])
Cell(a,v,Tw id ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
Cell(a,v,Tw ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
Cell(a,v,Tw ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Tw ,sm])
Cell(a,v,Cw id ])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Cw ])
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h

Cell(a,v,Cw dir])
Cell(a,v,Tw dir,sm])
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j
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h

0

j
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h
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0
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j

Cell(a,v,Cw id dir])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Cm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tw dir,])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,])
Cell(a,v,Tm id ,])
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Figure A.3: Cachet: The Memory Engine Rules
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FIFO Message Passing

msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if Dest(msg1 ) 6= Dest(msg2 )

_ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2)

Bu er Management

msg1 msg2  msg2 msg1
if (Cmd(msg1 ) = CacheReq _ Cmd(msg2 ) = CacheReq) ^
(Src(msg1 ) 6= Src(msg2 ) _ Addr(msg1 ) 6= Addr(msg2 ))

Figure A.4: FIFO Message Passing and Buer Management
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